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Abstract
Extension of urban areas and population growth lead to an increase of infrastructural surfaces
and a decrease of the already limited urban greenspace, which contribute to the urban heat
island (UHI) effect. However, both spatial aspects are needed to serve the well-being of the
urban population. In this thesis study, we ask the question: Do elevated transport
infrastructures have characteristics to secure or create urban greenspace, resulting in a
balance between infrastructure and greenspace? The city of Amsterdam is used as case study.
The research design consists of a literature, reference and baseline study. Finally, spatial
recommendations for infrastructure and greenspace development in Amsterdam are
suggested. The outcome of the research showed that an elevated construction can benefit
the urban greenspace, due to the space creating construction. But, the extent in which the
elevated infrastructure benefit the urban greenspace is determined by the spatial context,
construction type, mobility form and social or economic functions.
Key words: Urban greenspace, elevated transport infrastructure, urban heat island effect,
mixed land use, transit orientated development.
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Summary
The population of the urban area in Europe is increasing as a result, in 2050, 75% of the EU
population lives in an urban area (European Commission, 2012). At the same time, the
extension of urban areas and the population growth will lead to an increase of the primary
human need of mobility (Camagni et al., 2002). This mobility growth results, in more paved
infrastructural surfaces such as streets, highways, railways and parking places.
This infrastructural expansion decrease the already limited greenspace such as urban parks,
gardens, recreation areas, flood and green road corridors (Lee et al., 2015; Venn & Niemelä,
2004). This fragmentation of urban greenspace will lead to multiple negative environmental
impacts on the urban area such, as the urban heat island (UHI) effect, more flooding events
and heat stress. Most of the European cities are experiencing these environmental effects
(European Parliament, 2014). So, planning of urban greenspace is an essential component to
keeping up the quality and sustainability of the urban environment (Vancutsem et al., 2009).
At the same time, transport infrastructure is needed to serve economic activities and to
ensure social well-being and cohesion of populations.
In this thesis study, we ask the question: Do existing or future urban transport infrastructures
have potential characteristics to secure or create more urban greenspace, resulting in a
balance between the growing demand of mobility and the environmental performance of the
urban greenspace? In literature and current urban planning practices, the focus is mainly on
development of greenspace features at traditional road systems. Such as greenspace
improvement at street profiles, highways and bicycle paths. However, the paved
infrastructural surface is still more dominant than the urban greenspace. At the same time,
in the mobility sector more innovative road systems are explored such as the futuristic
Hyperloop one project or the existing cable car projects in London, Barcelona, Medellin and
proposed cable car project in Amsterdam. Striking is that most of these innovative
transportation concepts are elevated, which could create more urban greenspace due to the
space creating elevated construction. However, in contrast to traditional infrastructures in
literature or practice the benefits of combining elevated infrastructure with the urban
greenspace are minimal assessed.
The objective of this thesis study is to explore: The effects of innovative elevated modes of
transport infrastructure on greenspace in urban areas.
The city of Amsterdam is used as a case study area in which the effects of the urban heat island
effect are significant and were elevated infrastructures are presence in the urban area. To find
an answer on the objective, this thesis study consists of three main parts. Namely, a literature
and reference study, a baseline study and spatial infrastructure / greenspace
recommendation for the city of Amsterdam.
Literature and reference study: To benefit the urban greenspace, the theory for sustainable
roadway design of Soderlund et al. (2008) is used. To benefit transport infrastructure the
transit orientated development strategy (TOD) is used. To unite these two theories, the
mixed land use approach for elevated transport infrastructure design of Richard et al. (2016)
is applied. These three theories together form a framework. Subsequently, a reference study
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is done to multiple elevated transport infrastructure modes to gain more knowledge about
the characteristics, features, success and failures of these constructions.
Baseline study of Amsterdam: During the baseline study, the most important findings for
elevated modes of transportation and greenspace development are collected by use of the
structural vision 2040 (Structuurvisie 2040) document of the municipality of Amsterdam as
leading document.
Spatial recommendations Amsterdam: The framework developed in part one is applied on the
baseline study of part two. As a result, spatial recommendations to benefit the urban
greenspace by elevated transport infrastructure are suggested in text and visualisations.
The outcomes of the spatial recommendations for Amsterdam are representing the allencompassing conclusion of this thesis study. Namely, the main success factor in the effects
of elevated transport infrastructure concepts on the environmental performance of urban
greenspace, depend on the extent in which the elevated infrastructure is designed
simultaneity with urban greenspace in a coherent masterplan. In addition, an elevated
construction has always potential characteristics to benefit the urban greenspace on the
surface level, due to the space creating construction. But, the extent of environmental
performance on the urban greenspace depends on the opportunities for greenspace
integration under the elevated infrastructure. Which is determined by the spatial context,
construction type, mobility form and social or economic functions of the elevated
infrastructure.
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1.0 Introduction
The European landscape consist of a diversity of small, medium and large polycentric cities.
The polycentric city planning is a frequent European city development resulting in multiple
towns and suburbs located in a close proximity around cities (Nabielek, Hamers, & Evers,
2016).
The population of the urban area is increasing as a result, in 2050, 75% of the EU population
lives in an urban area (European Commission, 2012). At the same time, the extension of urban
areas and the population growth will lead to an increase of the primary human need of
mobility (Camagni et al., 2002). The growth of mobility results, in more paved surfaces such
as streets, parking places and railways. This infrastructural expansion decrease the already
limited greenspace, that could be used for environmental benefits in urban areas (Lee et al.,
2015). So, urban greenspace development is an essential component of urban planning and is
related to keeping up the quality and sustainability of the urban environment (Vancutsem et
al., 2009). Parks, gardens, recreation areas, flood corridors and road corridors are typologies
of urban greenspaces (Venn & Niemelä, 2004). The fragmentation of these greenspace
typologies will lead to multiple environmental impacts on the urban area such, as the urban
heat island (UHI) effect, more flooding events and heat stress. Most of the European cities are
experiencing these environmental effects (European Parliament, 2014). As a reaction, various
projects have been drawn up to prevent this environmental effects. An Example is, the smart
city movement, this group of cities movements are anticipating on the environmental effects
by developing integral solutions for future challenges. Improvement of transportation
accessibility, quality of life, sustainability, air quality, energy, health and economic vitality are
part of their approach (Register, 2006; Van de Lindt & Bouma, 2017).
2.0 Problem description
In this chapter the societal problem of urban transport infrastructure on the urban greenspace
are discussed. By using the case of Amsterdam, environmental effects of the decreasing urban
greenspace are described. Afterwards, the root causes of increasing urban transport
infrastructure are explained. Finally, it is described, how the government and scientific
literature has dealt so far with the effects of transport infrastructure on urban greenspace.
2.1 The case of Amsterdam
With 844,947 inhabitants located in Amsterdam, Amsterdam is the municipality with the
largest number of inhabitants of the Netherlands (Statista, 2018), followed by Rotterdam, Den
Haag and Utrecht. The municipality of Amsterdam has the lowest surface of public greenspace
per household compared with other Dutch municipalities. Namely, the greenspace in
Amsterdam is 32m2 per household which does not meet the Dutch mandatory 75 m2 of
greenspace per household which is determined by the government in the 2006 Spatial
Planning Memorandum (Nota Ruimte 2006) (Bezemer & Visschedijk, 2003; VROM, 2006).
Following Rombouts & Zoelen (2015) A reaction on the fragmentation of greenspace is the
Urban heat island effect. Figure 2.0 shows a map of the UHI island effect in Amsterdam, the
TU Delft made this heat map during a hot summer day in 2015. Due to the green surface, the
area around the city centre is cooler compared with the area inside the city centre. Because
the city centre is characterized by a high number of paved surfaces, as a result the
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temperatures are 7 or 8 degrees higher compared with the green area around the city. Looking
at the historical city centre, the temperature can go up to almost 40 degrees on paved surface
places like the Dam and central station (Rombouts & Zoelen, 2015). Oke (1982) concluded in
a study through urban heat island effects in Europa, that the maximum urban heat island
impact for European cities is 10 degrees Celsius. Amsterdam has a maximum effect of 7-9˚C,
as a result, this city has a heat island that belongs to the strongest in Europe. In the field of
transport infrastructure, the municipality of Amsterdam is anticipating on the UHI effect by
developing a vision for the growing need of transport infrastructure in a limited available
urban area. To understand the need of this vision, a better understanding of the root causes
of infrastructural growth is necessary. The main cause of the infrastructural growth is the city
expanding of Amsterdam. Currently, this city has 844,947 inhabitants and will grow up to
871.000 inhabitants in 2020. As a result, the traffic is getting busier with 764,000 cyclists, more
than 1600 electric bikes and 24,000 scooters (Gemeente Amsterdam, z.d). At the same time,
the number of cars and public transportation use is still growing, following a study of
Milieudefensie, 74 % of the citizens of Amsterdam prefer to travel by car or by public transport
(Cornelissen, 2017). A large number of cars are delivery vans, every day 30,000 vans and 3,000
lorries drive into the city due to the growth of online shopping (Cornelissen, 2017). The growth
of the public, private and commercial traffic results in an increasing infrastructural network.
Consultancy firm Geodan researched the public space of the car, bicycle and pedestrian in
Amsterdam. They used topography and geographical data from the CBS, they concluded that
90 % of the public space is used for car transportation (parking places and the road) as a result,
Only, 10 % of the city surface is left for bicycle and footpaths (Geodan, 2018).

Figure 2.0 Urban heat Island effect Amsterdam (daytime)
(Rombouts & Zoelen, 2015).
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2.2 Current transport infrastructure & greenspace development in Amsterdam
The municipality of Amsterdam recognizes that the growing need of mobility in a limited
available urban area asks for innovative solutions. The smart mobility program of Amsterdam
is describing projects about how future infrastructure could be implemented for the benefit
of the increasing mobility numbers (Gemeente Amsterdam, z.d.). Some examples of projects
are, real time enforcement of parking places, solutions for public transportation connection
and self-driving transportation (Gemeente Amsterdam, n.d.). Also, the municipality of
Amsterdam is showing interested in more innovative transportation solutions such as a cable
car connection or tunnel between the Noord district (IJ-banks) and the city centre of
Amsterdam (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015). Beside the mobility program, the municipality is
also focussing on greenspace development projects such as the building a green city project.
This project is focussing on how the city could improve the quality of greenspace such as
greening along infrastructure, greening of squares and connecting greenspace with surface
water (Figure 2.1), (Van der Veur & Wijten, 2017). However, both programs are developed as
two separate parts while infrastructural growth is causing urban greenspace fragmentation.

Figure 2.1 Inspiration map of connecting green and blue networks in Amsterdam
(Van der Veur & Wijten, 2017).

2.3 Research into transport infrastructure to benefit the environmental performance of
urban greenspace
In this paragraph, in the first section research into traditional transport infrastructure is
discussed, in the second section research into elevated transport infrastructure is discussed
and the eco-urbanism theory and the mixed land use approach are introduced. The third
section explains which type of transport infrastructures are not included in this thesis study.
Traditional infrastructure
Studies done by European Commission (2016), Wu et al. (2015), Shen et al. (2015), Daigneault
et al. (2015), Dong et al. (2017), Chui et al. (2018) and Soderlund et al. (2008) have shown a
relationship between urban greenspace and transport infrastructure development. European
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Commission (2016) found in a recent study, Europe is challenged by an increasing need to
develop infrastructure in a more innovative way. This infrastructure includes, adaptation to
climate change, meeting the growing need of mobility, and the reduction of mobility on the
urban greenspace. At the same time, the maintenance and upgrading resources of transport
infrastructure are decreasing while the need of mobility is growing. So, innovative and resilient
solutions are key in the development of innovative concepts of transport infrastructure
(European Commission, 2016). Wu et al. (2015) stated in a recent study that that green roads
projects do have superior performance in economic, social and environmental sustainability
aspects. They defined the sustainability aspects as environmental sustainability, social
sustainability, economic sustainability, pavement technology and innovation (Wu et al., 2015)
Beside this, they stated that innovative transport modes will lead to health, well-being and
safety solutions for the population (Wu et al., 2015). Finally, the study shows that green roads
have more success in mitigating environmental issues compared with traditional roads (Wu et
al., 2015). Following Shen et al. (2015) the main criteria of green infrastructure developments
include a list of linked multifunctional ecological systems. For example, links between urban
greenspace and green road infrastructure (Shen et al., 2015). In this research, they defined
green road projects as developments that have a performance in environmental
sustainability, social sustainability, economic sustainability, pavement technology and
innovation (Shen et al., 2015). In terms of environmental sustainability and innovation of
traditional infrastructure the researches of Daigneault et al. (2015) described, how new
pavement technologies such as green road surfaces can mitigate flooding events. Dong et al.
(2017) compared the resiliency of green and grey infrastructure drainage systems. Chui et al.
(2018) compared in a recent study the surface temperature impacts of grey infrastructure and
green surfaces. In the previous mentioned literature, different benefits of the combination of
green and grey infrastructure development are mentioned. Such as, environmental
sustainability, social sustainability and innovation of pavement technology to prevent or
mitigate flooding and heat. Research of Soderlund et al. (2008) can be used to further explain
these benefits of combining green and grey road development. Namely, Soderlund et al.
(2008) designed a method in which a quantifying system for sustainable practices of roadway
design and construction of roads is proposed. The criteria stated by Soderlund et al. (2008)
are in line with the assumptions of the criteria introduced in the previous literature. In
addition, Soderlund et al. (2008) matched these criteria with a quantifying system which is
divided in 6 categories namely, Sustainable Design, Materials & Resources, Storm water
Management, Energy & Environmental Control, Construction Activities and Innovation. So,
the discussed literature shows that the focus is mainly on development of green sustainability
features at traditional road systems. Such as greenspace improvement of streets, highways
and bicycle paths. However, the literature also shows that the current challenges in
traditional transport infrastructure are complex and that the challenges of transport
infrastructure developments are positioned in multiple fields. Such as environmental
sustainability, social sustainability, economic sustainability, pavement technology and
innovation (Wu et al., 2015) and not any longer focussing on only mobility issues. So, due to
the global recognition of the need of sustainable developments, infrastructure developments
cannot just longer focus on only expansion or improvement of transport infrastructure, but
should be integrated with the field of the urban environment.
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Elevated infrastructure
As early described, innovation in sustainable roadways is one of the 6 categories for
sustainable roadway design mentioned by of Soderlund et al. (2008). Exploration of innovative
transport references shows that there are multiple forms of innovative modes of transport
infrastructure developments around the world. Some examples projects are, the high line
which is a pedestrian bridge located in New York, the Tulpule Flyover which is a bicycle bridge
located in Mumbai. And the futuristic Hyperloop track, which is a pressurized train track,
planned in multiple cities around the world.
However, it is striking that most of the innovative transportation concepts are elevated, which
could create more urban greenspace due to the space creating elevated construction.
However, none of these projects are examining the benefits of innovative modes of
infrastructure on urban the greenspace. Since, these projects are mainly focussing on
transportation accessibility and CO2 emission reduction (Urban green-blue grids, 2018; Gaete,
2017; Myclimate, 2012; TNO, 2017).
So, the literature described in the beginning of the paragraph, shows that there is plenty of
research and interest into sustainable development of traditional transport infrastructure. On
the other hand, there is a knowledge gap about how innovative infrastructure modes can
benefit the environmental performance of urban greenspace.
So, a more interdisciplinary approach between urban greenspace and innovative transport
infrastructure development is needed to explore the effects of innovative modes of transport
infrastructure on urban greenspace. Since, currently the space creating construction such as
innovative elevated infrastructures do generally not benefit the urban greenspace. Which is a
missed opportunity, because infrastructural expansion decrease the already limited
greenspace, that could be used for environmental benefits in urban areas (Lee et al., 2015).
The need of this interdisciplinary approach in urban planning practices is emphasized by
recent studies done by Hostetler et al. (2011) and Haq (2011). Hostetler et al. (2011) stated
that current smart city studies are based on the expansion of technology use, but no attention
is paid in how cities become more smart by combining green and sustainable solutions. In
2011, Haq found that urban greenspace is a vital component of sustainable urban
development and there is need to look at integrative and interdisciplinary approaches to
develop and improve urban greenspaces.
An example of a theory for smart city design is the Eco-urbanism theory. The Eco-urbanism
theory states that a three-layer level approach is necessary to maximize the ecological
efficiency of the urban space (Rueda & Agència d'Ecologia Urbana de Barcelona, 2012). The
aim of the three-layer approach is to design the city on three different levels. Consisting of,
an elevated level, ground level and underground level. In terms of mobility and green, the
elevated level, consist of green roofs and water collection. The ground level is planned with
mobility, water distribution facilities and greenspace. The underground level is occupied with
public car parking and public transportation networks (Rueda & Agència d'Ecologia Urbana de
Barcelona, 2012). However, elevated transport infrastructures are not included in the
elevated level, which is missed opportunity. Namely, in urban planning practices elevated
infrastructures are already part of city networks. Such as the early mentioned urban plans for
a futuristic Hyperloop track in the Netherlands (TNO, 2017) and a cable car connection
between the Noord district (IJ-banks) and the city centre of Amsterdam (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2015c). The use of the Eco-Urbanism theory in this thesis study is further
explained in paragraph 4.4. In addition, Richard, Barroca, Becue, and Gautier (2016) are stating
a mixed land use approach for elevated infrastructures design. This approach described how
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the combination of different spaces can result in a better use of space, functions and services
in relation with elevated transport infrastructures (Richard et al., 2016). So, this theory is
addressing the elevated level of transport infrastructure in relation with the surface level
which is missing at the Eco-Urbanism theory. The use of the mixed land use approach in this
thesis study is further explained in paragraph 4.7.
Ground & underground infrastructure
Finally, the green space creating potentials of the ground and underground level
infrastructures will not be investigated in this thesis study. Because nowadays most of the
attention is already paid to how ground and underground level infrastructures could be
combined with greenspaces. Such as, how green road surfaces can mitigate flooding events
and decrease the heat in urban area’s (Chui et al., 2018; Daigneault et al., 2015; Dong et al.,
2017). Also, thesis study is not focussing on the greenspace potential that could designed on
the top of the elevated infrastructures, such as the high line in New York and the planned roof
park above the tunnel at the Gaasperdammerweg (A9) located in Amsterdam (Amsterdam,
2018). But, the focus is on the greenspace potential on ground level created by the spatial
possibilities of the elevated level. In other words, the focus is at the space under the elevated
infrastructures. In literature, are these kind of places ‘’lost’’ (Trancik, 1986) these places are
also seen as an unwelcome urban area, with the potential to be transformed into much more
than a lost space (Narayanan, 2012). So, these lost places under elevated infrastructures do
have potential, for example creating of greenspace under sustainable modes of
transportation. But, there is a lack of research. Which is in line with the early mentioned study
done by Hostetler, Allen, & Meurk (2011) and Haq (2011).
3.0 Research objective & research question
In front of this thesis, different concepts of elevated urban transport infrastructure projects
to benefit environmental performance of urban greenspace are explored. Then, the success
and failure factors in the effects of these elevated transport infrastructure concepts on the
urban greenspace are described. Afterwards, elevated transport infrastructure concept(s)
which are most promising to enhance environmental performance of urban greenspace in the
city of Amsterdam are explained. Finally, the most promising elevated transport infrastructure
concepts are visualised, to display the spatial impact of the most promising elevated transport
infrastructure concept(s) on different land use areas in Amsterdam.
The objective of this research is: The effects of innovative elevated modes of transport
infrastructure on greenspace in urban areas.
The main research question is: Which effect have innovative elevated modes of transport
infrastructure on the urban greenspace in Amsterdam?
To answer the main research question, 3 sub-research questions are defined.
These sub-questions are used to split up the main research question in several parts.
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The sub-research questions are:
1. Which elevated transport infrastructure concepts are reported to benefit the environmental
performance of urban greenspace?
2. What are success and failure factors in the effects of these elevated transport infrastructure
concepts on the environmental performance of urban greenspace?
3. Which most promising elevated transport infrastructure concepts are applicable for
different land use areas in Amsterdam?
4. Which elevated transport infrastructure concept(s) are most promising to enhance the
environmental performance of urban greenspaces in the city of Amsterdam?
3.1 Definitions for transport infrastructure
Mobility
In spatial planning, mobility usually means the ability to move people or goods over short and
long distances by car, public transport and bicycle networks. In other words, the movements
of people and goods from A to B (Van Schijndel, 2016).
Transport infrastructure
To understand the challenges in innovative infrastructure, first a distinction between
transport infrastructure and innovative modes of transport infrastructure is made. Transport
infrastructure is defined as the network to support the distribution of goods, services and
people to places. Also, known as traditional transport infrastructure. Examples of frequent
traditional urban transport infrastructures are: highways, streets, railways, waterways,
footpaths and bicycle paths (Trimbath, 2011).
Innovative modes of transport infrastructure
Multiple terms are used to describe innovative modes of transport infrastructure.
Wu et al. (2015) uses the term green transport infrastructure. They stated in a study that green
infrastructure is an approach to tackle ecological and social effects of transportation
development. The concept of green infrastructure has arisen from the growing world-wide
recognition of sustainable developments such as green housing projects. The main aspects of
this concept are the links between urban greenspace and (green) road infrastructure
development. Green road infrastructure projects are mainly focussing on the economic,
social, pavement technology, environmental sustainability effects and infrastructure
innovations (Wu et al., 2015). There are various innovative modes of transport infrastructures
and can be subdivided in sky, ground and water transportation modes. All of these forms of
innovative infrastructure can benefit the greenspace in urban areas. However, key is to match
the right transportation mode with the various types of urban areas. Examples of innovative
modes of transport infrastructure are, the Green City Ferry located in the canals of Stockholm,
this ferry is using electricity instead of fossil fuels (BB GREEN, 2015). The cable car in Medellin,
Colombia which is connecting the slums with the city centre (NYC Dept. City Planning, 2008).
The low voltage and electricity regenerative monorail, which is located 5 meters above the
ground in Dubai (Metrial AG, 2008). The elevated bus in China which is transporting citizens
above other traffic. The Hyperloop which is an elevated train developed in an air pressure
tube, as a result, the train can reach a speed above 1000 km/h. Finally, the taxi drone which
is recent tested in the Johan Cruijff arena Amsterdam (Gemeente Amsterdam, z.d.-a).
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Traditional elevated transport infrastructure
To understand the different types of elevated infrastructure, first a distinction between
traditional elevated transport infrastructure and innovative elevated transport infrastructure
is made. There are multiple forms of traditional elevated infrastructures, which includes
express ways, fly-overs, bicycle / pedestrian overpasses and elevated railways (Yourdictionary,
n.d.). In literature, traditional elevated transport infrastructures are described as objects
which are complex and not easily to fit into urban spaces. The constructions are also effects
neighbourhoods in terms of noise, vibrations and shadows. Beside this, the spaces created
under the elevated are often not used (Richard et al., 2016).
Innovative elevated transport infrastructure
Beside the traditional transport infrastructures which are more common in urban
transportation networks, there are also more innovative elevated transportation modes.
Such as the cable car and Hyperloop. The cable car is a transport system moved by a cable
system above the ground to transport passengers in a cabin, usually on steep slopes. A more
extreme form of innovative elevated transportation is the Hyperloop, which is a high-speed
transportation system in a linear pressurized tube, driven by an induction motor and air
compressors (Glosbe, n.d.).
3.2 Definitions for environmental performance of urban greenspace
Urban heat island effect
The urban heat island effect is frequent problem in urban areas and is affecting millions of
people around the world. The main causes of the Urban heat island effect are the large paved
area’s in cities and anthropogenic heat production, resulting in more heat in the city.
(Mohajerani et al., 2017). Creating urban greenspace is a powerful approach to mitigate the
urban heat island effect (Shih, 2017). Compared with other urban surfaces such as roads and
buildings, greenspaces have a lower heat radiance and are increasing moisture through
evapotranspiration. As a result, the surface and air temperature is lower above and around
the greenspace which is mitigating the Urban heat island effect (Bowler et al., 2010).
Another important aspect influencing urban heat is the size, shape and location of the
greenspace. Research shows that connecting greenspace with existing greenspace boundary’s
is more effective than creating smaller and fragmented greenspaces in an urban area. So, key
is to design large continuous greenspaces by extending and connecting existing cool islands
such as river corridors, farmlands, wetlands and large urban parks (Shih, 2017). A research in
the city of Taipei shows, linear shapes of greenspace along roads create lower surface
temperatures, this shows that street greenery and vegetation can mitigate urban heat at
paved areas (Shih, 2017). Finally, rivers and canals have a high contribution in mitigating the
urban heat island effect. Namely, riverbanks, floodwalls and green roads along waterfronts
can extent the cooling effects of rivers and canals (Shih, 2017). So, it is important to map these
areas when developing urban greenspaces.
Biodiversity
Beside the cooling benefits of urban greenspaces, the biodiversity in the city will also benefit
from more urban greenspace. Lepczyk et al. (2017) concluded in a recent research that,
connectivity of urban greenspace will lead to an increase of gene flow between groups of
animals. For example, research at a linear green space in New York city showed that the
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connectivity of the greenspace had led to an increasing of the gene flow between mousses.
Beside this, greenspace will also create a variety of different plants, flowers and trees
(Tremblay & St. Clair 2011). Also, different types of urban greenspace will result in a variety of
different food sources for birds and other animals.
Health & wellbeing
Pretty et al. (2005) stated that urban greenspace can influence the physical health of citizens.
For example, accessible urban greenspace will provide space for ‘’green exercise’’ such as
walking. Another study showed that urban greenspace can lead to a lower stroke mortality
also, urban greenspace can increase the age of death of elderly people (Takano et al., 2002).
Besides, the physical health benefits, urban greenspace may also effect metal health of
people. Namely the access and availability of urban greenspace decreases the stress level of
people which is positively influencing the quality of life (Pretty et al., 2005). Also, Urban
greenspace result in a, meeting place for citizens resulting in social activities between different
users or neighbourhoods. This social interaction between the users of greenspaces contribute
to a sense of safety by the citizens (Kuo et al., 1998).
4.0 Theoretical & conceptual ideas and framework
4.1 Introduction
The theoretical framework is used to describe the sub-research questions. The following
themes are discussed in this chapter. The first paragraph, explains the focus of the theoretical
framework.
Then, the principles of the garden city movement are discussed as a historical introduction on
the Eco-Urbanism movement. The garden city movement developed design and planning
criteria for, greenspace and transport infrastructure developments in the first half of the 19th
century (Howard, 1985). After understanding the historical development of greenspace and
transport infrastructure developments explained by the garden city principles. The principles
of Eco-urbanism movement are explained. This movement is also addressing greenspace and
transport infrastructure developments. But, the incorporation of green and technologies is
key in this movement (Yigitcanlar & Lee, 2014). Subsequently, the main differences between
the garden city and Eco-Urbanism movements are described. Then, the quantifying system for
sustainable road systems is explained, which is stated by Soderlund et al. (2008). Also, the
practical use of this quantifying system is discussed and the most promising categories to
benefit the environmental performance of the urban greenspace are reviewed. Afterwards,
the mixed land use concept stated by Richard, G., Barroca, B., Becue, V., & Gautier, P. (2016)
is explained. This concept described how the combination of different spaces can result in a
better use of space, functions, services and possibilities to create interactions between
citizens (Richard et al., 2016). This concept can also be used for the development of elevated
transportation systems following Richard et al. (2016). Finally, the Eco-urbanism theory, the
selected categories of the quantifying system for sustainable road design, the mixed land use
concept and the TOD strategy are used as theoretical framework in this thesis study.
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4.2 Defining the focus of the theoretical framework
Wu et al. (2015) found in a recent study that the mobility sector has a gigantic influence on
the sustainable development and well-being of the society. Transport infrastructure decreases
the urban greenspace which is affecting wildlife, biodiversity, storm water drainage and
climate adaptation. Beside this, most of the C02 emissions are coming from mobility such as
car, train and motorbike emissions and are influencing the public health (Wu et al., 2015).
In a recent study The European Commission (2016) stated that, to succeed on sustainability
level research and innovation adaptation measures should be taken in the field of
infrastructure. In other words, infrastructural networks should be more resilient to protect
citizens during heavy climate change events (European Commission, 2016). Beside this,
success and failure factors of transport infrastructure concepts are also depending on social
factors. Schwanen et al. (2011) stated that, socially shared opinions about a new infrastructure
developments are important to take into account. Beliefs, norms and consumer practices of
citizens can influence the acceptance or the use of the new transport technologies. So,
transport technology diffusion is more than a continuous process, the success or failure
factors also depends on the preference and acceptance of the consumers. In other words,
mitigation of environmental issues by innovative transport modes is only possible when social
processes are involved as well (Schwanen et al., 2011). The study of the European Commission
(2016), describe the effects of transport infrastructure on the urban greenspace such as the
effects on wildlife, biodiversity, storm water drainage, climate adaptation and public health.
On the other hand, Wu et al. (2015) stated, innovative modes of infrastructure will lead to
adaptation of climate change. The research of Schwanen et al. (2011) stated that, socially
shared opinions about a new infrastructure developments are important to take into account.
The literature shows that, the positive effects on the urban environment, public health and
social cohesion are all depended of the available urban greenspace in an urban area. So, an
increase of urban greenspace is always a crucial step to archive these positive effects. In this
thesis study, the effects of innovative elevated modes of transport infrastructure on
greenspace in urban areas is explored.
As a result, the focus in this thesis study is on how to achieve an increase of urban greenspace
due to the implementation of elevated infrastructure concepts.
However, it is important to take into account the consequences of urban greenspace on the,
environment, public health, social factors, to argue different design steps in the discussion
chapter of this research or to sustain further research.
4.3 Garden City principles
Ebenezer Howard created in the first half of the 19th century the Garden City Movement. In
his book the Garden Cities of To-morrow, Howard introduced a vision of combining the
advantages of country-side and city living (Howard, 1985). As a reaction on the urbanisation,
Howard created multiple principles for city development, examples are principles for wellbeing, greenspace, work and transport infrastructure (Howard, 1985). For this research, we
will explain the greenspace and transport infrastructure principles of the Garden City
Movement. In terms of greenspace, preservation of greenbelts was dominant, 6 circular new
towns were developed surrounded by greenbelts, each new town provided housing and
working facilities for 5000 people (Howard, 1985). Howard named these new towns the
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garden cities. The transportation network in each garden city consisted of radial and winding
roads. In addition, one central city was created in the middle of the 6 garden cities. The 6
garden cities and the large central city were connected with a circular railway transportation
network, these areas together formed the polycentric city (Howard, 1985).
The garden city principles of Howard are also applied on village developments in the
Netherlands. For example, the garden city Nieuwendam (Tuindorp Nieuwendam) which is
located in Amsterdam. The project was built in 1924-1934 by the municipality of Amsterdam.
In the original setup, Tuindorp Nieuwendam was strongly isolated from the rest of
Amsterdam. All traffic had to pass through the narrow Nieuwendammerdijk. The isolation has
created an exceptionally active neighbourhood life. The neighbourhood has a rural character
with squares, grass fields between the houses and a hierarchical street system with short sight
lines. The building height was maximum two layers with a gable roof (GAN, n.d.).
Today, mostly car-dependent garden cities and monotonous garden suburbs are left of
Howard’s legacy. As a result, these areas are depleting the natural resources of the planet due
to expansion (Abel, 2010). However, nowadays urban planners really understand the
challenges of the digital age so, designers should concentrate and re-think how the modern
(Garden) city should look like with the urgent challenges of this century (Abel, 2010).
4.4 Eco-urbanism principles
In the early 1980’s sustainable concepts became more important, during this period Richard
Register developed the Eco-urbanism concept. This concept is based on the carrying capacity
of the bioregion of cities (Register, 2006) like The Garden City Movement, Eco-urbanism is also
dealing with traditional challenges of urbanization. In addition, Eco-urbanism is also
addressing climate change related issues (Joss & Molella, 2013). Key in Eco-urbanism
developments is incorporation of green and technologies which are ranging from, smart grids,
solar technology and real-time transportation information systems (Kumar et al., 2018;
Yigitcanlar & Lee, 2014). The incorporation of green and technologies will lead to a decrease
of Carbon emissions in cities (Joss & Molella, 2013). Beside this, combining nature (green) with
city developments (technologies) will lead to a reduction of the ecological footprint (Yu, 2014).
Finally, Eco-urbanism developments could be used as urban living labs for testing innovative
green technologies. As a result, successful technologies could be used at larger scale and
implemented in existing networks (Cugurullo, 2013).
Shafie (2015, p. 383) stated that:
The city is also moving forward towards eco design where strategic actions and
indicators for a neighbourhood are established and monitored including energy, water,
wastes, green space, mobility and public space. Ideally, high density residential
development planning approach would have added to the benefit of reducing car
dependency where residences are constructed closer to urban centres and public
transport infrastructure with relatively low emissions intensities (Shafie, 2015, p. 383).
Masdar City is an example of an eco-urbanism based city which is presently being built in the
desert of the United Arab Emirates. As a reaction on the need of mobility, the master plan of
Masdar consist of a network of public and personal transportation systems which is
connecting the different districts in the city. There are shaded sidewalks and pathways created
for the pedestrians and the transportation systems are powered by electricity resulting in low
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carbon emissions. The private vehicles of the citizens are parked at the parking garages
located at the edges of the city, subsequently the parking garages are linked with electric bus
routes to the city centre and other traversing points in the city. In terms of innovative modes
of transport systems, Masdar city is piloting a Personal Rapit Transit system (PRT) which is a
sustainable transportation solution of electric powered, cabins which are automated driven
in a network of underground tunnels. These cabins are offering comfortable, reliability and
sustainable non-stop travel service (Manghnani & Bajaj, 2014). As discussed in paragraph 2.3,
The Eco-urbanism theory states that a three-layer level approach is necessary to maximize the
ecological efficiency of the urban space on all levels (Rueda & Agència d'Ecologia Urbana de
Barcelona, 2012). The focus in this thesis study is on how elevated infrastructures could
contribute to more greenspaces. So, the elevated level of the three-layer level approach of
the eco-urbanism theory is used as a starting point in this thesis study. In addition, elevated
transportation modes are added to the elevated level of the Eco-Urbanism theory to benefit
the effects of elevated modes of transport infrastructure on the urban greenspace at surface
level.
4.5 Garden City vs Eco-urbanism
In conclusion, there are some differences between the principles of the Garden City and the
Eco-urbanism movement. In terms of urban green, both movements are focussing on urban
greenspace and connection of greenspace with the surrounding landscape. However, only the
Eco-urbanism movement is focussing on climate resilience (Sharifi, 2015). In terms of
transport infrastructure, the spatial organisation of the Garden City Movement is
characterized by Curvilinear streets, private transportation modes and improving of
accessibility. However, due to the lack of awareness and knowledge about climate change in
the 19th century, the Garden City Movement was not focussing on decreasing of the Carbon
footprint and development of sustainable transportation modes (Sharifi, 2015). The principles
of the Eco-urbanism movement are a more contemporary compared with the early 19th
century principles of the Garden City Movement. The design principles of the Eco-urbanism
movement are characterized by hybrid streets, multi-dual forms of transportation modes,
focus on low-carbon development, sustainable transportation modes and improvement of
accessibility (Sharifi, 2015).
4.6 Sustainability rating system for sustainable road system design
As mentioned above, the eco-urbanism theory is focussing on design principles for sustainable
transportation modes. However, more understanding is needed about which design
categories are needed to make elevated transportation modes more sustainable. Despite, the
categories for sustainable roadway design of Soderlund et al. (2008) only focus on traditional
infrastructure development and some categories are not direct benefit the environmental
performance of urban greenspace. In the discussion chapter of this thesis study, some of the
categories showed at table 4.0 are used to benefit the proposed elevated transportation
modes in terms of Sustainable Design, Materials & Resources, Storm water Management,
Energy & Environmental Control, Construction Activities and Innovation (Soderlund et al.,
2008). In addition, the theory of Soderlund et al. (2008) is integrated in the mixed land use
approach which is described at paragraph 4.7.
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Table 4.0 Green roads credits by Category (adapted from: Soderlund et al. 2008)
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4.7 Mixed land use approach
Soderlund et al. (2008), is addressing design tools to make traditional road development more
sustainable. However, this thesis study is focussing on elevated transport infrastructures. So,
the theory of Richard et al. (2016) is used to explore which criteria are important to take into
account during the development of elevated infrastructure.
Richard et al. (2016) concluded in a recent study, that today's transport infrastructure suffers
from ambiguity. There is a rapid transit needed of urban infrastructure development, on the
other hand the creation of transportation systems lead to spatial and social barriers in the
city. Such as diverting footpaths and division between area’s (Heran, 2011). So, there is a need
to design the infrastructures in a way that they also support the needs of the urban
environment. An approach to fit transport infrastructures in the urban environment is to
elevate them. These elevated constructions will create open spaces at street level, which
result in spatial opportunities (Richard et al., 2016). However, most of the time these open
spaces are seen as abandoned space which lead to a degradation of the urban environment
(Richard et al., 2016). Beside this, elevated constructions are also creating environmental
problems such as poor water drainage and decrease of the urban biodiversity (Richard et al.,
2016). Most of the time, engineers first designed the transportation construction, afterwards
it is the task of urban planners to fit the construction in the urban context, which is the hardest
part since, the measures of the construction are already set (Beaudet & Wolf, 2012).
These spatial, social and technical problems created by elevated infrastructure development
are being experienced as complicated by project developers and urban planners (Anciaes et
al., 2014). A way to tackle these problems, the town planning concept of mixed land use could
be applied in the planning phase of the elevated infrastructures. This concept described how
the combination of different spaces can result in a better use of space, functions, services and
possibilities to create interactions between citizens (Richard et al., 2016). This concept can
also be used for the development of elevated transportation systems following Richard et al.
(2016). For example, different functions can be combined with elevated transport
infrastructure by creating new functions under the elevated construction (Richard et al.,
2016). In other words, despite the negative spatial consequences of elevated infrastructure
systems, a multipurpose design (mixed land use) of an elevated construction can lead to a
transport system which is not only serving the need of mobility but also contributing to quality
of life in the urban area (Richard et al., 2016). However, this idea will only be succeeded when
other functions are considered in an early stage of the design process of the elevated
infrastructure. The four criteria of Richard et al. (2016) described at the end of this section,
are adapted for the reference study to elevated infrastructure projects. Finally, the 4 criteria
of Richard et al. (2016) are also used to argue sustainable practices in elevated roadway
construction and design at the discussion chapter of the thesis study.
Criteria 1) The combination of minimal two functions at the same area. The first function must
always be transportation; the second function must be placed at the surface under the
elevated transport infrastructure.
Criteria 2) Physical integration. The proposed functions must match with the volume and the
architecture of the elevated construction. Beside this, the functions must make maximal use
of the surface.
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Criteria 3) Functional integration. The function under the elevated construction must benefit
from the passenger flow of the transportation system.
Criteria 4) The construction is part of a coherent masterplan. The functions under the elevated
construction are completed before the design of the elevated construction. The different
functions are integrated in a single programme and are designed simultaneously.
However, the 4 criteria of the mixed land use approach are not stating principles for the spatial
design of the elevated infrastructure to benefit the environmental performance of the urban
greenspace. Despite, the fact that the green road credit system of Soderlund et al. (2008) is
developed for sustainable traditional road development. For this thesis study, the most
promising sub goals for traditional road development are collected and applied on elevated
transport infrastructure development. As a result, the theory of Soderlund et al. (2008) for
green road design can be added as a 5th criteria to the mixed land use approach for elevated
transport development of Richard et al. (2016). Finally, due to this addition the mixed land use
approach of Richard et al. (2016) for elevated transport infrastructure is also addressing
specific design criteria to benefit the environmental performance of the urban greenspace.
Table 8.0 in the result chapter of this thesis study is showing the most promising sub goals
which are adapted from table 4.0 of the green road design categories of Soderlund et al.
(2008).
Criteria 5) Qualitative aspects of design. Categories for sustainable road system design by
Soderlund et al. (2008).
4.8 Transit-Oriented Development
As early mentioned Ebenezer Howard created in the first half of the 19th century the Garden
City Movement in which housing area with multiple functions were connected in a green
landscape by car and train networks (Howard, 1985). Following Hall (2014) the strategy of
Ebenezer Howard can be being seen as a conceptual predecessor of the more recent Transit
Oriented Development strategy (TOD). Following Dittmar and Ohland (2012), Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) is a planning approach for sustainable development of transportation
transit points which are developed in a close proximity to mixed-used residential and
commercial functions. Driving factors that lead to a TOD strategy are the growing traffic
numbers of traffic congestion worldwide, the desire for more walkable areas and
neighbourhoods away from car traffic (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). Transit points can prevent
these factors by the creation of a Masterplan which consist of nodes with transit point to other
sustainable transportation forms such as train, metro, tram, bus or bike share systems. This
planning approach contributes to liveable and sustainable communities by creating compact,
walkable, pedestrian-oriented and mixed-use communities around high quality transit
systems (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). Resulting in a, higher quality of life with better places to
live, work, play and a healthier lifestyle with more walking and reduction of private car use.
Also, TOD is decreasing climate change related problems due to the decrease of fossil fuels
use (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). Despite, the fact that TOD strategy is no “one-size-fits-all”
approach (Kamruzzaman et al., 2014). The Center for Transit-Oriented Development created
a guideline to give an impression of which specific transit modes are suitable for regional,
urban, suburban, town and neighbourhood areas (Reconnectingamerica, 2008). This guideline
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is showed in table 8.2 of the result chapter of this thesis study. Finally, the TOD strategy is
used to address both greenspace and mobility benefits due to elevated transport
infrastructure development in Amsterdam. As a result, in the discussion chapter of this thesis
study. The main principle of the TOD strategy to develop transit points in a (walkable) close
proximity to mixed-used residential and commercial functions, is used as a starting point to
explore locations for elevated infrastructure development in Amsterdam.
5.0 Methodology
In this chapter first the world view of the author of this thesis study is described. Subsequently,
the research methods per part of this thesis study are described. In addition, a figure is made
which is showing the connection between the different steps and the connection between the
collected literature.
5.1 Worldview
Following Creswell (2014), a worldview is a basic set of understandings of a certain discipline,
these understandings influence actions in practice (Creswell, 2014). To guide the actions of
research work Creswell generalized 4 worldviews, which are, The Post positivist, The
Constructivist, The Transformative and The Pragmatic Worldview (Creswell, 2014). This thesis
study is exploring the benefits of elevated transport infrastructure on the environmental
performance of the urban greenspace. In my opinion, the Pragmatic Worldview fits with the
objective of this thesis study. Because, the Pragmatic Worldview consist of mixed methods
research and draw conclusions from both quantitative and qualitative assumptions (Creswell,
2014). As a result, the use quantitative and qualitative data provide the best understanding of
a research problem (Creswell, 2014). In this thesis, I also use quantitative and qualitative data
which consist of observations, an interview, literature, reference studies and planning vision
papers. Also, Pragmatic Researchers have a freedom in choosing methods, techniques, and
procedures which fits the best in their research and purposes (Creswell, 2014). In this thesis,
instead of using a fixed method, I combined different methods and theories to find and answer
on the research questions. Also, Creswell (2014) is stating that pragmatic research always
occurs in social, historical, political, and other contexts (Creswell, 2014). In addition, the
researcher could connect information gained due to observations, literature study and his
own interpretation and links this to new theories and practices (Creswell, 2014).
Taken into account that a research topic always occurs in different contexts is important to
take into account during my thesis study. Because, my background study is focussing on
environmental issues so, I address the benefits of elevated transport infrastructures in a more
environmental way. As a result, my background study play an important role in how literature
and observations are interpreted. However, in practice or in further research it is important
to take into account that social, historical, political, and other related themes can influence
my findings. For example, A researcher with a politic perspective or background, could address
the benefits of elevated transport infrastructures in a more economical way. So, when doing
recommendations for intervention, it is important to take into account that feasibility of goals
always depend on extern factors of other disciplines or context.
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5.2 The research methods
The research methods of thesis study consist of 3 main parts. The first part consists of a
literature and reference study; the second part consist of a baseline analysis to the case study
area. The third part consist of a combination of the literature and data collected in part one
and two. Finally, this data and literature is used to give an advice for elevated infrastructure
development in Amsterdam to benefit the environmental performance of the urban
greenspace.
5.2.1 The research methods of the first part
The methods of this first part of this research consist of a literature review and reference
studies. I apply these research methods to answer the sub-research questions:
1. Which elevated transport infrastructure concepts are reported to benefit of the
environmental performance of urban greenspace?
2. What are success and failure factors in the effects of these elevated transport infrastructure
concepts on the environmental performance of urban greenspace?
Literature review
At the start of this study, literature, article and book research was been done to gain more
insight in the challenges and trends of innovative infrastructural developments. By doing this
data research, different concepts, methods and definitions are explored.
Method: For the literature review, I will apply the snowball method. Following Kumar (2014),
this method can help to find a lot of topic related literature. The steps during this method are:
first, start with a search term that matches the subject. Then, read an article that is found,
during the reading new possible search terms will come up and then the 'snowball' will start
rolling. So, this technique is useful, when there is a lack of knowledge about a certain topic
(Kumar, 2014). Since, I only familiar with the topic of urban greenspace at traditional
infrastructures and not with the topic of elevated transport infrastructure concepts in relation
with the environmental performance of urban greenspace. The snowball method is a useful
method to explore literature which is related with elevated infrastructure and urban
greenspace. The Garden city principles stated by Howard (1985) is used as starting point of
the snowball effect. The Garden city theory of Howard (1985) has led to the use of the EcoUrbanism theory. From the Eco-Urbanism theory, I picked out the indicators for greenspace,
mobility and public space which are used as the leading topics during the data collection to
the greenspace benefits of elevated transport infrastructures
In addition, the most promising literature collected in response to the Eco-Urbanism theory
are used as input for the reference study of this first part and as input for the mobility advice
at the third part.
The aim of the three-layer approach is to design the city on three different levels. Consisting
of, an elevated level, ground level and underground level. In terms of mobility and green, the
elevated level, consist of green roofs and water collection. The ground level is planned with
mobility, water distribution facilities and greenspace. The underground level is occupied with
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public car parking and public transportation networks (Rueda & Agència d'Ecologia Urbana de
Barcelona, 2012).
Reference studies
A reference study to multiple cities is done to explore current innovative transport
infrastructure projects. Literature, grey literature and google maps data were used to gain
more knowledge about the characteristics, features, success and failures of the transport
infrastructures. Different case studies of innovative transport infrastructure projects are
reviewed as secondary data. As a result, more insight is gained in global urban transport
infrastructure concepts which are reported to benefit of the environmental performance of
urban greenspace. To get the broadest possible impression of different transport
infrastructure concepts, the selection of reference cities is not framed in terms of city size and
geographical location. Subsequently, the most promising transport infrastructure concepts
which are in line with the different concepts and definitions of the literature review, are used
as input for the third part of this method section.
Method: The knowledge gained during the literature review is used to collect transport
infrastructures references around the world. The mixed land use approach of Richard et al.
(2016) which is found during the literature review is used to define the success and failures of
the collected elevated transport infrastructures.
5.2.2 The research methods of the second part
As mentioned in paragraph 2, Amsterdam is the case city to test the transport infrastructure
concepts. This city is chosen, because the municipality is facing environmental problems due
to decreasing of greenspace by infrastructure development in the city centre of Amsterdam.
So, the aim of this part is: to gain more knowledge about the current state (Baseline) and
challenges of Amsterdam in terms of elevated modes of transportation and greenspace
development. This case study design consists of a desk study, map study, site visits, and an
interview with the department of urban planning of Amsterdam. The data and information
which is collected during this method part are used as input for the advice of the third part.
Desk study
During the desk study, official documents are studied, an example is the structural vision 2040
(Structuurvisie 2040) document of the municipality of Amsterdam. The aim of the desk study
is to gain more knowledge about the current state (Baseline) and challenges of the city in
terms of elevated modes of transportation and greenspace development.
Method: The snowball method is applied during the desk study. I will start with the structural

vision 2040 (Structuurvisie 2040) document of the municipality of Amsterdam. In this
document, future visions for spatial development and policy are stated. I used this document
as starting point of the snowball effect since, this document describes the vision on spatial
policy for the entire municipality. So, I can have used this global information as a starting point
to find more specific literature which is related to the structural vision 2040 of Amsterdam.
Beside the official documents, internet websites have been studied to explore different
transportation and greenspace trends in Amsterdam. As a result, I can use this find useful
interview topics, sources for the map study or to explore relevant areas to visit.
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Map study
Another primary data collection method includes, GIS maps and Google earth research. By
using these tools, land use planning maps are studied and map layers are combined to explore
different land use patterns related to urban greenspace and infrastructure.
Site visit
Site visits are planned to the centre of Amsterdam, wherein pictures are made and
observations of elevated infrastructures are done to create a better understanding of the
spatial context. During the desk study, map study and site visits the focus is on the following
aspects:
1) The spatial development and policy of transport infrastructure
2) The spatial development and policy of urban Green space
3) The spatial development and policy of current elevated infrastructure
4) The spatial development and policy of future Elevated infrastructure
Interview with the department of urban planning
Interview with the department for Urban planning & sustainability of the Amsterdam
municipality (Afdeling Ruimte & Duurzaamheid). The knowledge gained by this department
can be a useful to explore the current state of Amsterdam in terms of urban greenspace,
pavement and infrastructural development. Beside this, they also have knowledge about
future plans and could provide actual land use maps.
Method: The type of interview questions is semi structured. Since, the aim of the interview is
to gain as much as possible new information in addition to the structural vision 2040
document.
5.2.3 The design and advice methods of the third part
In this part, the combination of the literature and data collected in part one and part two
result in an advice and visuals which are presenting future proposals of elevated
infrastructural development in Amsterdam. The aim of this advice is to give an impression
of which most promising elevated transport infrastructure concepts are applicable for
different land use areas in Amsterdam. And to present which most promising transport
infrastructure concept(s) enhance the environmental performance of urban greenspaces in
the city of Amsterdam. The methods of this part consist of an advice which is given in text and
showed in visual form. I apply these research methods to answer the sub-research questions:
3. Which most promising elevated transport infrastructure concepts are applicable for
different land use areas in Amsterdam?
4. Which elevated transport infrastructure concept(s) are most promising to enhance the
environmental performance of urban greenspaces in the city of Amsterdam?
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I apply the following methods to answer these sub-research questions:
Elevated transportation advice
The aim of this advice is to describe, which elevated transport infrastructure concepts are
applicable for different land use areas and how an elevated infrastructure could look like at a
specific land use area. Subsequently, is described which elevated transport infrastructure
concept(s) are most promising to enhance the environmental performance of urban
greenspaces in the city of Amsterdam.
Elevated transportation visuals
The proposed elevated infrastructures are first described in text, afterwards they are visual
displayed by a section of the street and an artist impression, since visual content gives text
more power, people remember your message better and it is a lot more attractive to watch.
Beside this, it could result in an interactive discussion around the map between policy makes,
citizens and designers.
5.3 Process steps
Table 5.0 is showing the connections and the steps between the different literature which are
collected by the snowball research method of the first and second part of the data collection
phase of this thesis study. In the third part, the table is displaying which literature of part one
and two is used and combined to give a final spatial mobility and greenspace advice for the
city of Amsterdam.
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Table 5.0 the relations and the steps between the design methods (Author,2018)
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6.0 Elevated urban transport infrastructure concepts to benefit the urban
greenspace
6.1 Introduction
As early mentioned in paragraph 2.3, in literature about infrastructural growth, the focus is
mainly on mitigation of climate change events by improvement of traditional infrastructure
or about how greenspace is integrated in infrastructural developments.
Despite the integration of green into the infrastructure, the surface claim of the paved area is
still more dominant than the greenspace claim. This phenomenon has raised the following
question: Do existing or future urban transport infrastructures have the potential to create
more greenspace in the urban area, resulting, in a balance between the growing demand of
mobility and the need of environmental performance of the urban area?
To answer this question, innovative modes of elevated urban transport infrastructure projects
to benefit the environmental performance of urban greenspace are explored. Then, the
success and failure factors in the effects of these transport infrastructure concepts on the
urban greenspace are described. Finally, in the conclusion paragraph the most usefull findings
of the literature review are described. In addition, a table is designed to show the most
important findings of the reference study in terms of features, development costs, success
and failures of the elevated infrastructures.
But, first, a closer look is necessary in which elevated urban transport infrastructure concepts
are already reported to benefit the environmental performance of urban greenspace. To find
the success and failures of these elevated transport infrastructure concepts, the theory of
Richard et al. (2016) is used, in which he stated four spatial development criteria for elevated
transport infrastructure concepts. In addition, to these four criteria other features of the
collected elevated transport infrastructure concepts are described as well.
6.2 Research into elevated infrastructures
To understand the different researches into elevated infrastructures, first the relationship
between infrastructure and different city planning approaches are explained.
In the traditional urban planning approach, highways were not displayed in the traditional
urban form. The traditional urban area consisted of three-layers namely, the first layer was
the city core which includes political, religious and administrative buildings. The second layer
contains the supporting buildings such as commercial buildings. The third layers consisted of
residential and service buildings. This urban form resulted in an encouragement to walk
between the different functions and squares (Anuar & Ahmad, 2017). At the beginning of the
19th century the industrial revolution has started in Europe, this revolution had a huge impact
on urban transportation systems. Resulting in different approaches to make the city more
liveable for the citizens in terms of transportation (Anuar & Ahmad, 2017). So, the Modern
city planning was introduced. Some examples are the garden city movement of Ebenezer
Howard and Le Corbusier Radiant City. Ebenezer Howard designed a transportation network
consisted of radial and winding roads. In addition, the garden cities were connected with a
circular railway transportation network. (Howard, 1985). Le Corbusier suggested a city with
multiple vertical layers, the underground layer consisted of a street system for trucks, the
ground level layers was a network of streets for local traffic and the elevated layer consists of
highways designed for fast traffic (Dzwierzynska & Prokopska, 2017). However, Le Corbusier
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Radiant City was never developed, but the different concepts of this approach are used all
around the world. Due to the modern city planning, in the 1950’s more interest into the impact
of highways on the urban area has become urgent. An example was the fight of activist Jane
Jacobs against elevated highways in New York city (Anuar & Ahmad, 2017). These elevated
highways were built due to the lack of space in the city.
Following Jane Jacobs, the development of elevated highways resulted in a decrease of the
quality of life of the citizens. Jane Jacobs stated among other things, that elevated
infrastructures separate existing communities, create noise, air pollution and unwanted
shadows (Jacobs, 1992). After the critics of Jane Jacobs, a lot of research is done into the topic
of elevated infrastructure (Anuar & Ahmad, 2017). In this paragraph insights of different
elevated transportation research are showed. As earlier discussed in the theoretical
framework chapter Richard et al. (2016) concluded in a recent study, that today's transport
infrastructure suffers from ambiguity. There is a rapid transit needed of urban infrastructure
development, on the other hand the creation of transportation systems lead to spatial and
social barriers in the city. Such as diverting footpaths and division between areas (Heran,
2011). So, there is a need to design the infrastructures in a way that they also support the
needs of the urban environment. An approach to fit transport infrastructures in the urban
environment is to elevate them. These elevated constructions will create open spaces at street
level, which result in spatial opportunities (Richard et al., 2016). However, most of the time
these open spaces create abandoned space, environmental problems, social problems and
decrease of the urban biodiversity. A way to tackle these problems, the town planning concept
of mixed land use could be applied in the planning phase of the elevated infrastructures
(Richard et al., 2016).
6.3 Change of social practices
Beside the technological and spatial research on elevated transport infrastructure, the change
of social practices due to elevated infrastructure should be take into account.
Because, these elevated infrastructures could change the travel distance between cities, the
infrastructural form, use and meaning. In other words, elevated forms of infrastructure could
lead to a change in social practices. The Hyperloop is used as an example in this chapter, beside
the social impact of the elevated infrastructure the social impact of the mobility form will also
explained. Following a research of Brand (2011) and Røpke (2009), social practices are defined
by 3 broad elements of practices such as, material, meaning and competence (Brand, 2011;
Røpke, 2009). The futuristic material used for the design of the Hyperloop will lead to a spatial
material change compared with the spatial form of traditional infrastructures. The visible tube
and the sustainable design could create more awareness in terms of sustainably. The meaning
of infrastructure will change, because the Hyperloop will have minimum CO2 emissions
compared with regular transportation forms. This could result in more intensive use of the
Hyperloop, because the air pollution will decrease so, it lowers the pollution effects on the
environment. This could lead to overuse of the Hyperloop, which is a threat because, there is
still a bit CO2 emission. Also, the public space will change, the new landscape form created by
the elevated Hyperloop results in changes of use of public space in the city. For example, new
forms of urban parks are created, which could influence the opinion of the inhabitants,
because they could have the feeling that they contribute to a more sustainable environment.
But, competence is needed such as knowledge about how to deal with urban green and
biodiversity of plants, trees and insect species.
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Also, competence is essential for the use of the Hyperloop, because, some knowledge and
experience are required to use a new form of infrastructure such as the Hyperloop. For
example, a total new way of public transportation rules and requirements are introduced.
Beside this, knowledge is needed to control and maintain the Hyperloop. Finally, due to the
change of social practices, the government should explore a new way to steer public-private
and community partnerships during the development of innovative transport infrastructures.
Following a research of Healey (1996), collecting of potential stakeholders before drawing up
the plan of requirements is a useful approach in urban infrastructure developments
(Healey,1996).
6.4 Reference study to elevated transport infrastructure concepts
In this paragraph, the success and failures of multiple references of elevated urban
transportation systems are explained by using the 4 mixed land use criteria stated by Richard
et al. (2016). In addition, the references are screened on the three credits which are adapted
(Table 2.1) from the Green roads credits of Soderlund et al. (2008).
In addition, to these four criteria other features of these elevated transport infrastructure
concepts are described as well. Such as, the height and width measures of the most common
sizes per type of infrastructure and the lengths and development costs of the infrastructure
concepts. To make the development costs of the elevated infrastructures more relative, with
each elevated infrastructure reference an example is given of the development costs of a
more common infrastructure type.
6.4.1 Pedestrian overpass
The high line is a raised city park located in Manhattan, New York along the 10th Avenue. This
old train track is 9-meter-high, 8-meter width and 2.2 km long. Flowerbeds and all kinds of
plants are planted along a central walking path, the wild grasses are similar to those that grew
here after the railroad ran out of use, resulting in a landscape for different insect species.
Beside the walking path there are also many seats and even sun loungers, the project is easily
accessible for non-and disabled people by stairs and elevators (Urban green-blue grids, 2018).
In terms of sustainability this project is contributing to a reduction of the Urban heat island
effect due to the green landscape above the old train track. Beside this, the construction is
also a water retention pond during heavy rainfall events (ASLA, 2013). The space under the
elevated construction consist of paved area’s such as car crossroads, shops, squares and
parking places at a flat surface layer 1. Resulting in a contrast between the green landscape on
top and a grey paved surface under the elevated construction. The functions under the
elevated construction are partly benefit from the passenger flow of the transportation system.
Such as, more customers flow at the shops. At the other hand, the car crossroads and parking
places do not have a direct relation with the passenger flow 1. A reason for this, the design of
the surface under the high line was not part of the high line masterplan. Some, functions under
the elevated construction were already situated under the old train track and are not
simultaneously transformed together with the high line design (Designtrust, n.d). Which is
failure in terms of coherence of the design and possible greenspace creating. But, in 2001 the
1

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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organisation Design Trust recognised the unused space under the High line and started a study
to new functions of unused spaces at New York city highways, subways and bridges
(Designtrust, n.d; Santana, 2015). Finally, the total development costs of this project are
€129,860,144. - (Falk, 2011). The development costs of a pedestrian path at ground level of
2.2-kilometre-long are € 99,000. - (Wevelgem, 2014).

Figure 6.0 The high line New York, green landscape vs. paved surface
(Aleah, 2017)

6.4.2 Bicycle overpass
The Xiamen Bicycle Skyway is the longest elevated bicycle lane of the world and is located
in the city centre of the south-eastern Chinese metropole Xiamen. The company DISSING +
WEITLING designed the construction of the bicycle path, this company is focussing on
innovative urban bicycle strategies all over the world. This 8-kilometre long skyway has a
height of 5 metre and a wide of 4.8-metre. The four-lane carriage bicycle way is connected
with 11 bus and subway stations. This infrastructural construction is specially designed for
bicycles with the aim to create a better, safer and greener bicycle connection in the city centre
and to trigger people to use the bicycle instead of the car. Under the elevated bicycle lane
there are, streets, crossing roads, housing blocks, shops, squares, laws, subway stations and
green strokes situated at a flat surface layer (Gaete, 2017). Beside this, at some parts of the
track the bicycle path is located under the existing elevated public bus skyway (Dissing and
Weitling architecture, n.d.). So, in terms of double use of urban space, this project is
contributing to a more sustainable and greener urban area due to the elevated construction
under an existing transport infrastructure. However, more places under the bicycle path could
have been transformed into compact areas, such as combined buildings, public spaces and
functions, resulting in a compact vertical layered urban infrastructure network combined with
buildings and other functions, resulting in more opportunities for urban greenspace (Sambuu
et al., 2011). The construction was not part of a coherent masterplan. Because, most of the
functions under the elevated construction were already completed before the design of the
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elevated construction (Gaete, 2017). It is plausible that some functions such as shops, squares,
housing blocks and subway stations benefit from the bicycle track, since there are multiple
transfer points connected with the ground level 2. The total development costs of this project
are untraceable. So, the elevated bicycle project named Cykelslangen which is located in
Copenhagen, Denmark is used to estimate the costs of The Xiamen Bicycle Skyway. This
project is also designed by DISSING + WEITLING, the total length of this elevated bicycle path
is 219 meter and the total development cost was € 5,000,000. - (George, 2014). The
development costs of a bicycle path at ground level of 8 kilometre-long are €1,600,000. - (Van
Velden, 2011).

Figure 6.1 The Xiamen Bicycle Skyway, double use of urban space
(Dissing and Weitling architecture, n.d.)

6.4.3 Elevated express way
The 6-metre-high Tulpule Flyover is located in Mumbai, India. This project is developed to
reduce congestion in the city of Mumbai. After the public opening of the fly-over, the zone
under the elevated construction became a hangout for drug addicts and criminals. Because,
the park under the elevated construction was not part of the masterplan. Since, the different
functions under the elevated were not integrated in a single programme and were not
designed simultaneously with the Tulpule Flyover (Singh, 2016). Despite the lack of a coherent
masterplan. As a reaction on the decay under the elevated construction, together with
architects the citizens of Mumbai designed an urban landscape plan for the space under the
flyover. The aim of this plan was to protect this area from misuse by giving value to this area
(Singh, 2016). This idea became a great success by the government, so eventually they
designed a 600-metre-long and 15 metre width pathways with gardens, rocks and seats at a
flat surface layer (TPF, z.d.). Nowadays, this area is transformed to a successful green meeting
place for the local citizens. Due to the double use of space, this project created a safe walking
path separated from traffic (Singh, 2016). It is plausible that functions around the park are
benefit from the safe connection between area’s due to the pedestrian path 2. Also, this
project created an opportunity for more biodiversity in the city and a partly replacement of
2

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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pavement for greenspace. This project shows that a collaboration between citizens and
government can lead to a greener and safer urban environment without elimination of the
primarily human need of mobility. Finally, the total development costs of this project are €
44,116,270. - (TPF, z.d.). The development costs of an express way at ground level are minimal
€ 5,00,000.- up to € 25,000,000. - per 600 metre (BUSSMO, 2017).

Figure 6.2 The 600-metre-long and 15 metre width Tulpule Flyover Mumbai, India
(Patel, 2016)

6.4.4 Elevated railway
New York city has the High line; Miami has the Underline. The underline is a masterplan to
transform the unused land below the Metrorail of Miami into a 16-km neighbourhood park.
The walking / bicycle path will 5-meter width and the distance between the train rails and
ground level is 8-metre-high so, trees will have the opportunity to grow at the flat surface.
Currently, the unused land under the elevated construction, consists of abandoned urban
greenspaces, unused urban greenspaces and parking places. So, some parts of the space under
the elevated construction already contributes to a reduction of urban heat. But, most of these
spaces are abandoned, unsafe or are not used optimally. So, the aim of the Underline project
is to create a park which will create more human health, a safer place and engaging between
communities. The linear park will create a corridor for natural habitats and will lower the
Urban heat island effect due to the large continuous greenspaces (Shih, 2017). The masterplan
of the park consists of different zones, resulting in different functions, characteristics, plant
species and habitats. But, greenspace creating is key in every zone. Beside this, train stations
are located along the walking path of the park, resulting in more use of public transportation.
These different functions are integrated in a single programme and are designed
simultaneously (The Underline, 2015). Also, the input and collaboration between the
government, designers and citizens of Miami was very important during the vision creation of
the park. Surveys were distributed and public meetings were held (The Underline, 2015).
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Finally, the total cost of this project is between € 93,000,000. - and € 100,000,000. - which
includes: € 68,000,000. - for two train trails, lighting and seating. € 17,000,000. - for 30
intersection improvements and € 17,000,000. - for parks and greenspaces. However, Due to
the high costs of the project, the development is not yet started (The Underline, 2015). The
development costs of a 16-kilometre railway track at ground level are 480,000,000. - (Haan,
2007).

Figure 6.3 Artist impression of the underline Miami
(The Underline, 2015)

6.4.5 Cable car
There are multiple examples of urban cable cars, in this paragraph three examples of urban
cable car tracks are described. The first cable car track is the Montjuïc cable car track, located
in Barcelona. This 752-metre track is connecting the top of the Montjuïc mountain with the
foot of the mountain, the track is located above the Montjuïc park and is developed as a
tourist attraction (Barcelonalowdown, 2016). The park under the elevated construction and
the castle on the top of the Montjuïc park are benefit from the passenger flow of the
transportation system (Barcelonalowdown, 2016). The second cable train is the Emerates
cable car track located in Londen, the 1 km track of this train is situated above the Thames
river and is connecting the North banks with the South banks of the city, this cable train is
developed to attract tourists (The O2, 2018). The functions at the North banks and the South
banks are from the passenger flow of the transportation system. The total development costs
of this project are € 67,435,052. - (The Guardian, 2013). The development costs of a 1
kilometre metro tunnel is € 300,000,000. - per kilometre (AT5, 2018). The third cable car track
is located in Medellin, Colombia. Four transport options such as a tram, metro and bus were
investigated before the development of this cable car construction. With € 60,683,501. (Centre for public impact, 2016) the cable car construction was the most expensive option of
the four transportation modes. Despite the high development costs, the cable car
construction was the only option that met the passenger demand, the environmental
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requirements and the transportation capability for the hilly topography of Medellin (Rubio,
2012). This elevated transportation project is connecting the slums with the city centre and is
combining social functions with infrastructure by developing libraries at connection points
(NYC Dept. City Planning, 2008; Myclimate, 2012). As a result, the libraries under the elevated
construction benefit from the passenger flow of the transportation system. The 2.7-km track
of the train is located above different land use forms namely, a river, streets, building blocks
and woods. This project is developed to create a social and physical ‘’connection’’ between
the people of the poor and wealthy areas of Medellin (NYC Dept. City Planning, 2008;
Myclimate, 2012). The construction of these cable cars were not part of a coherent
masterplan. Namely, most of the functions under the elevated construction were already
completed before the design of the elevated construction (NYC Dept. City Planning, 2008;
Myclimate, 2012). Despite the lack of a coherent masterplan, the volume and the architecture
of the cable car construction match with the surface layer, since the columns of the elevated
infrastructure occupy a small part of the surface layer. As a result, the functions under the
elevated construction make maximal use of the surface. In terms of environmental
improvements, this project is developed with the aims to create new green landscapes,
improvement of the local air quality and decreasing of CO2 emissions (Rubio, 2012). Beside
this, the cable train track is a popular tourist attraction as well. These mentioned projects have
a number of things in common. The type of transportation which is a cable system above the
ground to transport passengers in a cabin, usually on steep slopes. The minimum column
height of the train tracks are one meter and the maximum column height is ninety metres
above the surface (Barcelonalowdown, 2016; CUP, 2016; The O2, 2018). Also, multiple surface
options are suitable for a cable train track such as, rivers, hills, streets, parks and building
blocks. Beside this, a cable train track could be used for leisure, social or daily transportation
purposes. Despite the flexibility of the cable car system, it is important to take into account
that the passenger capacity and the speed of cable cars is lower than other public
transportation infrastructures, such as the metro or train. So, only a cable train track will not
be sufficient as a transportation system in an urban area.

Figure 6.4 The cable car track above the the Montjuïc park, Barcelona
(Bcnshop, n.d.)
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6.4.6 Hyperloop
The Hyperloop is an elevated train situated in an air pressurized tube with solar panel on top,
as a result, the train can reach speeds above 1000 km/h. In 2012 engineer Elon Musk
presented the idea of the Hyperloop, this idea has been developed by a joint team of Musk’s
companies named Tesla, SpaceX and The Boring Company (Hyperloop One, n.d.). Nowadays,
multiple countries are planning to develop an Hyperloop track. As a reaction, the Hyperloop
one company selected the best location proposals for an Hyperloop development, some
examples are tracks in India, US, UK, Canada, and Mexico (Greene, 2017). Also, the Dutch
universities are involved at the Hyperloop development such as the TU Delft. The TU Delft
won the first phase of SpaceX's Hyperloop competition, resulting in the development of the
first European Hyperloop test facility located at the TU Delft campus (Archinect, 2017).
Meanwhile, the Dutch government was also interested in the project. So, the government
planned to develop a test track in Flevoland. The open landscape of Flevoland is suitable since;
the construction of the tube requires a minimum length of 40 km without spatial obstacles.
Beside this, the government purposed also to build the first commercial track between
Schiphol and Lelystad Airport. In terms of the construction of the Hyperloop the TNO purposed
to design pylons of 5-meter-high to avoid clashes with spatial green and grey objects (TNO,
2017). Due to the highly interest of the government and the quick developments of the
Hyperloop, further research is necessary into the spatial impact of the Hyperloop on the Urban
area, because the Hyperloop could lead to a whole new type of infrastructure, elimination of
traditional infrastructures and development of new urban green space due to the elevated
construction. The spatial impacts of the Hyperloop are in line with a research of, Hostetler et
al. (2011) in which he stated that current smart city studies are based on the expansion of
technology use, but no attention is paid in how cities become more smart by combining green
and sustainable solutions. To emphasize the urgent of discussing the spatial urban impacts of
the Hyperloop, while typing this thesis study the first edition of the HyperSummit was held at
the 12th of September 2018 in Utrecht. During this event, various reputable parties presented
their vision on the future of Hyperloop in Europe. This first edition was about urgency,
cooperation and research of the Hyperloop. During this event, results of the research of an
Hyperloop track between Amsterdam-Schiphol and Frankfurt was presented. In which they
stated that a development of a track between both cities is feasible (Stil & Van Zoelen, 2018).
This track consists of 450 kilometres’ track with seven intermediate stations, the journey
between both cities takes about 50 minutes. This is a huge difference with the four hours you
lose when regular transport is used. With this route alone, more than 4.3 million inhabitants
could be served. Also, cities with Hyperloop connection points benefit from the passenger
flow of the transportation system. The Hyperloop would offer a sustainable alternative for the
approximately 2 million aircraft passengers on an annual basis, saving 83.690 tons of CO2
emissions per year (Movares, 2018) Following Elon Musk the development of the Hyperloop
track will cost € 14.5 million per 1.6 kilometre (Harris, 2017) However, in practice the costs
estimates for multiple Hyperloop projects are much higher than the estimated costs done by
Elon Musk. For example, the Hyperloop track from Dubai to Abu Dhabi will cost around € 44.5
million per 1.6 kilometres and the Hyperloop track from Helsinki to Stockholm will cost € 55
million per 1.6 kilometres (Konrad, 2016). The difference between Elon Musk estimations and
the development costs in practice is due to the differences between economic market of
countries, type of suitable Hyperloop construction (elevated, tunnel, under water), number of
stations along the track and land acquisition costs (Bhuiyan, 2016). Since, the development
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costs of the Hyperloop track are relatively high compared with the early mentioned elevated
construction concepts or other transport infrastructure forms, such as underground metro or
train track which costs 300,000,000. - per kilometre (AT5, 2018). It is plausible that; the
construction of the Hyperloop is part of a coherent masterplan. Since, the volume and the
architecture of the Hyperloop construction will have a huge impact on the urban area. So,
transfer stations are integrated in a single programme and are designed simultaneously
together with the track. On the other hand, the Hyperloop will probably cross some existing
urban functions such as roads, parks and squares. So, a masterplan can lead to a match
between the volume and the architecture of the elevated construction and the existing and
future surface functions. As a result, the functions can make maximal use of the surface.

Figure 6.5 Artist impression Hyperloop
(SITAEL, 2017)
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7.0 Baseline Amsterdam
7.1 Introduction
The aim of this part is: to gain more knowledge about the current state (Baseline) and
challenges of Amsterdam in terms of elevated modes of transportation and greenspace
development. The research methods applied to explore the Baseline of Amsterdam are a
literature review, map study and an interview with the department of urban planning of
Amsterdam.
7.2 Literature review
To explore the spatial vision and policy of greenspace and infrastructure related themes, the
structural vison 2040 document (Structuurvisie 2040) of the Amsterdam municipality is used.
In the Netherlands, this document is used as a formal spatial Planning document in which the
municipality (or the province or the government) explain their spatial planning policy and
vision, which is often focused on the (medium) long term planning processes (Van Schijndel,
2016). This document is suitable for this thesis study because the current situation and the
2040 vision of Amsterdam is used as a starting point of this thesis study. So, this vision is used
to make connecting and relevant decisions in the discussion chapter of this thesis study in
which a final transportation advise for Amsterdam is suggested.
During the review of this document the following main aspects are explored:
1) The spatial development and policy of transport infrastructure
2) The spatial development and policy of urban Green space
3) The spatial development and policy of current elevated infrastructure
4) The spatial development of future Elevated infrastructure
7.2.1 The spatial development & policy of transport infrastructure
The decision to develop the Amsterdam housing project within the existing urban area is more
supportive for accessibility than spreading the inhabitants further to the outskirts of the city
or regional municipalities. This will give more citizens the opportunity to live close to their
work and facilities, resulting in avoiding travel kilometres and better use of the traffic and
transport networks in the centre of Amsterdam. At the same time, Amsterdam is facing an
increase of people resulting in more jobs which means more mobility. Resulting in,
infrastructural pavement increase, noise and CO2-emissions. Beside this, infrastructural
development creates a burden on the already scarce public space within the city and the
valuable open space outside the city (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p. 123).
In facilitating this need for mobility, preference should be given to modes of transport that
have relatively a low claim on the urban space, such as bicycles and public transportation
modes. In order to make sufficient room for these kind of transportation modes, part of the
public space is redeveloped (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p. 123).
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Short distances transportation
At short distances within the city it appears that the bicycle can increasingly fulfil the need for
daily trips. In the future, the range of electric bicycles are even longer, which will also mean
that more people will cycle to Amsterdam from neighbouring municipalities such as
Amstelveen and Zaanstad. The use of the scooter also shows a clear growth. So, parts of the
Main Bicycle Network, requires wider paths and more comfort. Due to the growth in bicycle
use in combination with the rise of increasingly 'larger' bicycles, such as a cargo bikes. The
need for space for bicycle and scooter parking spaces on street level and in buildings is
increasing sharply. Besides, space for bicycles, scooters and public transport also, electric
public transport such as electric cars, require space in the city centre. Therefore, space is
reserved at metro and train stations and at Park and Ride locations. In the Amsterdam 2040
vision, cars play an increasingly smaller role in the city centre over short distances. But, for the
transport of goods, the car still remains important to sustain the city with food or other basic
needs (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.123-124).
Medium distance transportation
Within medium- to long distance journeys of ten to thirty kilometres from the city centre,
cycling is not the first transport mode in Amsterdam. Beside this, public transport does not
offer a sufficiently attractive alternative at these medium distances. Resulting in, car use which
is still the most commonly used transport for this kind of distances. As a result, with further
development of the metropolitan region, the regional road network will clog up, when the car
will stay the main transportation mode. To prevent this, the public transportsector should be
improved considerably. Resulting in, higher frequencies, better connections and added
connections. But also, more convenience and comfort should result in a higher share of public
transport (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.124).
Longer distances transportation
For longer distances within and outside the region of Amsterdam, the train in combination
with the bicycle is the most favourite transport mode. The use of the bicycle and train is
already a good alternative compared with the car, but Parking and travel facilities can be
improved and increased.
For the period between 2020 and 2030 the focus is on the partly new regional public transport
lines and junctions. Such as the North/South line with extension to Amstelveen,
Noordtangent, Westtangent and the rail connection between Schiphol Amsterdam and
Almere, including the IJmeer line. For the period after 2030, reservations are made for a public
transport line between the Isolatorweg and Central Station (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.
124).
Car use
In recent decades, car ownership in the city centre has declined. The car use in the area
between the canals and the ring road has stabilised but, car ownership has increased in this
area. The use of cars by visitors to these parts of the city centre has also been reduced, in
favour of public transport use and cycling.
In the districts outside the a10 ring road and in the north of Amsterdam, both car ownership
and car use have increased considerably in recent decades. As early mentioned the centre of
Amsterdam will grow so, space for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport will then become
increasingly important. Where necessary and feasible, car parking at street level is replaced
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by indoor or underground parking facilities. Consequently, the created space at street level is
used to improve the quality of the public space. In addition, this will lead to an increase of
wider footpaths, bicycle paths, more storage space for bicycles and a better network of streets
for bus and tram networks (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.125-126).
Improvement of bicycle networks
As indicated above, the bicycle mainly proves its strength on short distance journeys between
5 to 7.5 km, but this range may increase in the future with the advent of electric bicycles.
Beside this, scooter use is also showing an increase, especially in the areas outside the city
centre. This growth can be facilitated, because this is a good alternative compared with car
use. Provided that scooters vehicles become cleaner and quieter, so, the use of electric
scooters is actively encouraged.
The growth in bicycles, motor-assisted bicycles and cargo bikes requires wider bicycle paths
and more comfort on parts of the main bicycle network of Amsterdam. The main bicycle
network of Amsterdam are bicycle routes that are located through multiple districts.
Also, a car-free policy in the city centre can result in more space to create better and wider
bicycle paths. Furthermore, minimal stops at traffic lights will increase on parts of the Main
Bicycle Network by setting up a ‘'green wave’'.
Streets that are suitable for ‘’green waves’’ and wider bicycle paths are Weesperstraat,
Raadhuisstraat and Middenweg/Linnaeusstraat. However, the increase of bicycle use is also
causing problems. Namely, the public space at multiple places in the city is no longer sufficient
to absorb the growth in the number of parked bicycles. Examples are, lack of bicycle parking
space around the central station, main squares and streets with entertainment and shopping
functions (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.126-127).
Supplying the city
One of the first life needs is food, so every citizen and tourist in the city of Amsterdam must
be provided with food daily. Resulting in, a daily import of food and export of food waste, this
in-and export is regulated by transport trucks. These trucks are negatively effecting the urban
environment by noise pollution, air pollution, traffic safety and congestion.
However, these negative effects can be reduced by modern techniques such as cleaner and
alternative forms of transportation, some examples are boats with grappling hooks, electric
whisper boats (boats without noise pollution), cargo hoppers and electric trucks. In addition,
efficient transhipment points on the outskirts of cities, can transfer goods from interurban to
outer urban transport. So, if these transhipment points are oriented along the existing water
infrastructure, the importance of water in the city can increase again by using the water
network as a logistic network system.
In conclusion, Due to the increasing density and use of space in the city, promising locations
must be recognized and possible transportation forms are investigated for the benefit of
sustainable development (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.129).
Freight transport by rail
The transport of goods by rail will play an important role in the future urban planning practices
but, there are stricter environmental regulations for railtransport. As a result, new innovative
transport concepts for freight transport must be investigated. The focus is on cleaner, quieter
and safer transport. So, distribution concepts that fit into the urban area in terms of scale,
environmental requirements and safety are increasingly important. The car-free and traffic-
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safe city vision with more space for public transport, bicycles, pedestrians and the desire to
use public space in a different way is only possible if freight transport within the urban area is
organised differently. So, the concept of urban distribution of goods with transhipment
terminals on the outskirts of the city and smaller transport modes such as electric trucks and
freight trams must be explored (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.128).
7.2.2 The spatial development & policy of urban Green space
Introduction
Urban greenspace in the city of Amsterdam is becoming increasingly important for the
inhabitants and visitors of the city. The number of visitors to parks and large green areas
around the city of Amsterdam have doubled in the past ten years. For example, the
Vondelpark counts ten million, het Amsterdamse bos five million and the Amsterdam Water
piping dunes (Waterleidingduinen) eight hundred thousand visitors per year (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2011 p.133).
The visits to urban greenspace areas will increase the coming years due to the increase of new
housing developments. Namely, until 2025, fifty thousand new homes are developed in
existing urban areas. Resulting in a population increase of eighteen percent. Which means in
2025 more than 900.000 citizens are housed in Amsterdam (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2017 p.5).
Van der Veur (2017) is stating that:
If we want to keep the greenspace growth equal to the growth of inhabitants, 560
acres of new urban greenspace must be developed. Resulting in 6.2 m2 urban
greenspace per inhabitant. This number of greenspace is comparable in surface
area with twelve Vondelparks. Beside this, the number of millions of visitors are
not even calculated in this amount of needed urban greenspace
(Van der Veur, 2017 p.8).
However, there is no space for twelve Vondelparks within the current city borders. So, the
main task is the creation of qualitative nature, in other words, existing green areas in and
around the city are made more attractive, collectively usable, 'experience able', suitable for
meetings, sports exercises, education, nature experience, biodiversity and climate resistance.
Beside this qualitative nature development, new space for urban greenspace can be found in
a more innovative way, such as, linear parks along the IJ-banks and the Amstel or development
of public roof parks (Van der Veur, 2017 p.8).
The municipality of Amsterdam created a greenspace vision for 2040 in their structural vision
document, in this vision they stated multiple goals for the benefit of urban greenspace
creation. In their vision, they also took the opinions of citizens into account. The following
paragraph explains the greenspace vision of Amsterdam 2040 and the needs and wishes of
the citizens in terms of urban greenspace.
Vision 2040
A survey to the greenspace wishes of the residents of Amsterdam, showed that for half of the
residents the greenery in the neighbourhood is an important condition when choosing the
place of residence or company building. This can be seen at the increase of the urban
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population of Amsterdam is concentrated on the IJ and IJ-lake, which is the Northern
waterside of Amsterdam (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.133). Also, urban parks nearby
housing projects or companies must change into communal gardens for citizens, these parks
are the new meeting places and provide space for functions such as sport, culture and nature
experiences. Besides, space for citizens, the parks must also accommodate the high numbers
of visitors. The greenspace at parks, green strokes and lawns also, must ensure a decrease of
summer heat and humidification of the air, as a result the city is more climate proof and
pleasant in the future (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011).
However, the growth of the city could be a threat for urban greenspace development, the
inner city is transforming into a more compacted urban area, resulting in larger paved
surfaces. In the vision of Amsterdam, the city centre must contribute to a high quality of life.
This can only succeed if high-quality living and working environments are created. Key is, to
create green on all levels, from street trees, to green areas, roof gardens and urban parks
(Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011 p.133-134).
Resulting in improved water-storage, air-purifying and a cooler city centre due to urban
greenspace. These high urban environment requirement, requires an innovative way of
thinking. For example, the development of green façades and roofs can contribute greener
urban environment. So, in Legislative urban planning documents the development of green
roofs must be stimulated. In addition to the development of roof gardens, it will also be
necessary to look at more innovative green designs at street level and acceptable walking
distances to parks or cycling distance to green areas outside the city centre (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2011 p.135).
A high-quality design and good management plan is necessary to meet these urban
environment requirements. Gemeente Amsterdam (2011) stated in their vision that the
following actions must be taken to create optimal greenspace quality in Amsterdam (p.135):
1) Investing in the city parks. With the focus on parks that are located next to districts
that are currently being redeveloped into more compacted urban areas.
2) Optimize the recreational bicycle path networks. Parks and large green areas must be
made accessible in a pleasant and quick way.
3) Stimulating the construction of roof gardens and the use of façade greenery. Creation
façade green and roof gardens on new and existing housing projects.
4) Ecological structure. Create an ecological structure in the city to sustain biodiversity.
5) Master plan for the preservation of wedges. A master plan is drawn up for each
hedge, with the focus on the green transitions of the city and the rural area.
These edges are developed in the expansion plan of Amsterdam (AUP) 1934. The aim
of these edges was to intergrade the city into the surrounding landscape and to
ensure that the surrounding landscape is situated deep into the city centre. As a
result, the Northern city part borders on the waterside. The western, southern and
south- eastern part of the city is separated by green wedges, such as the
Amstelscheg, Diemerscheg, Amsterdamse bos en Brettenscheg. (Redactie Oneindig
Noord- Holland, 2011).
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6) Greenspace creation in the public space. The construction of postage parks. Stamp
parks are small, green parts of the public space located in neighbourhoods. These
parks have different functions, such as vegetable gardens, squash fields or open-air
cinemas. But have all in common to invite people to stay in a green urban area
(De Groene Stad, 2015).
Challenges 2040
However, the descriptions of these goals are quite general and they not all focusing on specific
zones in the city. So, in addition to the Amsterdam 2040 Structural Vision goals. A distinction
is made between five zones, consisting of the Center area, Ring zone, Urban lobes, Green
wedges and Metropolitan landscape (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015b p.23). In this section, the
different greenspace challenges per zone are discussed, these challenges are gained from the
Agenda Green of the Amsterdam municipality.

Figure 7.0 The five green zones of Amsterdam
3
(Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015b p.23).

C) Centre area
The most paved and densely built area of Amsterdam is the city centre. Beside the paved built
environment, also pre-war city parks are located in this area. Such as the, Vondelpark,
Sarphatipark and Oosterpark. The high visitors rate is a success of these parks but, also a
threat. Namely, the large use of the parks can lead to nuisance and loss of biodiversity.
The challenge of the paved city centre and the park areas is to find a balance between different
uses, ensuring the diversity of green spaces, biodiversity, spreading the visitor pressure and
3

Figure 7.0 Centrum = Centre area, Ring zone = Ring zone, Lobben = Urban lobes,
Scheggen = Green wedges, Metropolitaan landschap = Metropolitain landscape
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making the city more climate-proof by water permeable and cooling materials. Another
challenge is the amount urban space namely, in the city centre space for new greenspace
development is limited, therefore innovative and creative approach is needed for the benefit
of more urban greenspace (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015b p.23). The possibilities of new
greenspace creation are mainly small green developments such as, gable gardens, vertical
gardens, small urban farms, and public or private roof gardens. Due to the limited space in the
city centre, the best options for decreasing the pressure on greenspaces in the centre is
improvement and development of the larger green areas along the IJ river or in the ring zone,
for the benefit to attract citizens and tourists (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015b p.23).
R) Ring zone
The ring zone contains a large number of green areas such as, the Rembrandtpark, the
Amstelpark, Flevopark, Noorderpark and the Sloterplas. Beside this, there are also sport parks,
cemeteries and two stingers of wedges such as the Amstelscheg and part of the Amsterdamse
Bos. The Zuidas, Ring West, the IJ banks and the areas around the Amstel and Sloterdijk
stations do have an increase of visitors, due to the urban dynamic at these locations
(Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015b p.23-24). On the other hand, most of the greenspaces in the
ring area do have a lower number of visitors compared with the greenspaces in the city centre.
So, it is important to approach urban densification together with greenspace development.
Because, greenspace investment at urban densification areas can lead to impetus for urban
development. Also, it can provide a connection between the centre and ring zone areas. In
the ring zone, it is essential that developments are tackled integrally, so in addition to the
development of housing, the quality and quantity of green areas, climate change adaption,
biodiversity and health are also involved at an early stage in planning (Gemeente Amsterdam,
2015b p.23-24).
L) Urban lobes
The building areas in the Southeast, North and New West part of the city are named as the
urban lobes of Amsterdam. The urban design of the urban lobes provides more greenspace
compared with the high-density city centre. The nature in the urban lobes is part of the
identity of this area. An example are the parks which are located in the lobes such as the
Nelson Mandelapark (formerly Bijlmerpark), Gaasperplaspark and the Sloterplaspark. Due to
the large greenspaces, the risk of water nuisance is lower in these areas. However, the large
surface with greenspace is not always experienced positively. Namely, some people are
experience the green areas as unattractive with no clear function, which led to an unsafe
feeling without any added attractiveness to the living environment. So, the focus is on the
quality instead of quantity of the greenspaces in the urban lobes. Such as, increasing (bio)
diversity, improving the functionality and maintaining the quality of the green. These parks
can be more attractive to the visitors by adding recreational facilities. As obesity is very
frequent in this area, extra effort is given into sport stimulating green investments, such as
outdoor fitness facilities, running tracks and neighbourhood gardens. Beside this, a better and
attractive bicycle connection with the green wedges is a focus points in this urban zone
(Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015b p.24).
S) Green wedges
The Amstelscheg and the Bretten scheg are green landscapes that enter from the rural area
deep into the city of Amsterdam. These green areas are named as the wedges (Scheggen). The
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wedges are easily accessible and are located within a range for cycling and jogging activities.
The wedges consist of nature and agricultural areas such as, allotment parks along ring Noord
and de Bretten. And large sport parks such as, sport park Sloten, Ookmeer, Spie ringhorn, the
golf courses Hoge Dijk and Waterland. So, beside urban green space the wedges offers
additional recreational facilities. The recreational use is growing in the wedges, resulting in a
high recreational value compared to the urban parks. Reason for this is, the growing need for
the combination of agriculture, nature, recreation and landscape activities. Some popular
areas are the, Waterland, the Gardens of West and Amstelland. Due to the densification of
the urban areas, the wedges are facing pressure. For example, agriculture is decreasing in the
wedges because, the agriculture landscape is often too fragmentized as a result, the land value
is often higher than the agricultural value. On the other hand, biodiversity is usually high in
the wedges, but is under pressure due to the agriculture activities. So, a good balance between
agricultural and biodiversity interests is needed. The municipality is mainly focussing on the
maintaining of the green landscape through better (bicycle) connections with the city, adding
/ improving functions, such as recreational routes, regional production and education. This
should ensure an increase in the number of users, thus spreading the pressure on green areas
in the city. So, good cooperation with Rijkswaterstaat is needed to achieve a growth of
biodiversity and to stimulate the use of the wedges (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015b p.24).
M) Metropolitan landscape
The Metropolitan landscape is the fifth area, this area consists of the IJmeer, Vechtplassen,
Gooi, Oostvaardersplassen, het Groene Hart, the dunes, Spaarnwoude and the Zaanstreek.
These green areas are located nearby Amsterdam and belong to the national Dutch
landscapes and recreational areas. These areas must be protected since, the green character
of these areas, result in a stabilizing effect on the urban climate in the Amsterdam region
(Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015b p.24-25).
Despite, the importance of ensuring the green values of these areas, the metropolitan
landscape is not part of this thesis study, since this research is focussing on the urban area of
Amsterdam. Beside this, the municipality of Amsterdam has no direct responsibility in these
areas (apart from the Amsterdam Waterleiding dunes and Spaarnwoude). However, it is
important to be aware, that green or infrastructural development in Amsterdam do have
direct consequences for the Metropolitan landscape. For example, more urban green could
lead to less visits to the Metropolitan landscape. On the other hand, improvement of bicycle
connections with the metropolitan landscape could lead to more visitors to these areas.
Especially, when electric bicycles or scooter are stimulated by the municipality of Amsterdam.
7.2.3 The spatial development of current elevated infrastructure
To explore the spatial development and policy of current elevated infrastructures, the five
zones introduced in figure 7.0 are used. As a result, the elevated infrastructures in the centre
area, ring zone, lobes, wedges and metropolitan area are explained in this section. As
mentioned in the previous section, the greenspace challenges for 2040 differs per urban zone.
So, in this paragraph, the types of elevated transport infrastructure per zone are explored.
Due to the limited available literature and information about elevated infrastructures in
Amsterdam, observations of the author and maps are used to collect data about the elevated
infrastructures per zone. The focus is on elevated infrastructures above hard or soft surfaces,
with potential characteristics to decrease the urban heat island effect by greenspace
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development. Elevated infrastructures above water will not be assessed since, water in urban
areas is already decreasing the urban heat island effect due to the strong cooling effects
(Urban green-blue grids, 2018).
Centre area: Elevated bus terminal
The elevated bus terminal of the Amsterdam central station is located along the northern IJ
river, the construction has a length of 365 metres. At ground level below the elevated
construction a transfer hall with shops is located. The transfer hall make possible to connect
the bus station with the metro and train lines by use of escalators and stairs. The underground
level consists of a new car tunnel which runs parallel to the IJ below the transfer hall, this car
tunnel is built on top of the North / South line tube which is situated under the car tunnel.
This construction offers the visitors an efficient and safe environment since, the travellers not
have to cross a bus lane. Beside this, the environment of the bus station feels like a social and
safe place due to the natural light of the glass roof (Benthem Crouwel Architects, z.d.). So, in
terms of efficient double land use, the bus terminal is an excellent project since, multiple
forms of transportation forms are combined at a dense urban area. On the other hand, there
is a lack of urban greenspace under and around the elevated construction. Following a
research of the TU delft, the central station area is increasing the urban heat island effect. Due
to the heat absorbing materials, such as concrete and asphalt. As a result, the surface
temperature of the north and south side of the central station area is 7 degrees higher
compared with the surface temperature of the green Vodelpark (Van der Hoeven & Wandl,
2013).

Figure 7.1 Elevated busterminal of the Amsterdam central station
(Benthem Crouwel Architects, z.d.).

Centre area: park bridge
A more historical example of an elevated infrastructure is the Vondelbridge (Vondelbrug)
which is crossing the Vondelpark. In 1864 the Vondelpark was developed as a walking park in
the centre of Amsterdam. Due to the large footprint of the park, drive around the park was
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the only way to travel from the south to the west side of the city. Due to the increasing traffic
in Amsterdam, there was need for a faster connection between Amsterdam South and East.
So, the 15-metre width Vondelbridge was developed over the Vondelpark and was opened in
1947 (Gemeente Amsterdam, z.d.-b). Due to the elevated construction of this bridge, the park
remained intact, as a result the green spaces and the flora and fauna was not fragmented by
a road. This bridge is a good historical example in how an elevated infrastructure can ensure
greenspace in an urban environment. The surface temperature of the greenspace at the
Vondelpark is 3 degrees which is relatively low compared with the paved surface temperature
of the central station area which is 10 degrees (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). As a result,
the cooling characteristics of the Vondelpark is decreasing the urban heat island effect.
Ring zone & Urban lobes: elevated metro infrastructure
The elevated metro infrastructure is the most striking elevated transportation construction in
the ring zone, urban lobes and wedges. So, in this section, the zones are assessed together.
The metro system of Amsterdam is a public transport system which is connecting Amsterdam,
Diemen, Duivendrecht and Amstelveen. This transport system is approximately transporting
1,400,000 passengers per week. Since the opening in 1977, the network has expanded to five
lines in 2018 with a total length of 52.2 kilometres. From the Central Station until the
Wibautstraat the network is underground, this is a distance of 10.6 kilometres (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2015c). The largest part of the metro track which is located outside the city centre
is above ground. Because the fact that the metro system in the inner city of Amsterdam goes
underground, the railway network and stations do not have a direct impact on the urban
surface area. On the other hand, in the ring zone, lobes and wedges, the network is elevated
above ground. This construction such as the station platform and columns do have a larger
impact on the urban area compared with the underground network. The elevated transport
infrastructure of the Bijlmermeer area is used to sketch an image of the spatial impact of the
elevated infrastructure. The Bijlmermeer was built between 1968 and 1969 in the urban lobes
zone as the satellite city of Amsterdam (Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid, 2011). The
urban plan of the Bijlmermeer is in line with the early mentioned theory of Ebenezer Howard.
For example, large green spaces are located between the high-rise building, the Bijlmermeer
has an own shopping district and a straight a transport system which is connected with the
centre of Amsterdam (Howard, 1965). These 13 kilometres elevated transportation system
which is implemented in 1980 consists of multiple parts such as, elevated stations, metro rails
and viaducts (Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid, 2011). These parts are located above
rail slopes or columns. The elevated stations have become autonomous objects that do not
have any relations with the built environment. The stations consist of an island platform which
is connected with two tracks on both sides of the platform (Het Parool, 2010). The spatial
impacts of the stations, metro rails and viaducts which are located on top of columns are
explained in this section. Rehan (2016) stated in a study that the implementation of green rail
networks or green parts in the construction are crucial to make cities cooler and to reduce the
Urban heat island effect. So, the rail network and stations which are placed on top of green
slopes are not examined since, these types of constructions are already benefit urban
greenspace. The Kraaiennest metro station located in the Bijlmermeer, is reconstructed in
2013, the reconstruction of the 11-metre-high metro station was part of a large-scale
renovation programme of the Bijlmermeer. The goal of the renovation was to turn the existing
platform and the surface under the metro track into a functional and socially safe area. The
design under the existing station consists of a fence that is placed around the stairwell. The
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patterns in the fencing provide light in the stairwell during the day (ARCAM, etc.). The area
next to the station platform consist of a fully paved area, where a market is held on every
Tuesday and Friday. The rest of the week the square is closed for other purposes and can only
be entered by foot or bicycle (Iamsterdam, z.d.). The paved area under and around the
platform station area is increasing the urban heat island effect. Due to the heat absorbing
materials, such as concrete and asphalt which are heating the surface temperature with 10
degrees (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). The part of the track that follows consists of a
running track, three tennis courts, mini fields and fitness equipment. This area is the only
public sports facility in the Netherlands and is financed by the European Union's development
fund (Schoon, 2004). The availability of urban greenspace under and around the elevated
construction is decreasing the urban heat island effect. Namely, surface temperature is 3
degrees which is 7 degrees lower compared with the adjacent paved area (Van der Hoeven &
Wandl, 2013). Another elevated part of the track are the 15 metres high and 300 metres long
fly-overs 4. An example is the viaduct at the crossing of Spaklerweg in the Amsterdam Ring
zone district. This spectacular metro rail is crossing roads, a sewage pump station and
industrial areas. The functions under and around the viaducts area mostly located on paved
surfaces such as asphalt and tiles. As a result, the concrete and asphalt are heating the surface
temperature with 10 degrees (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). At other parts of the metro
track, basketball, playground, industrial areas, parking places and green strokes are placed
under the elevated construction 4. .

Figure 7.2 Paved market place and sport park located under the elevated
Bijlmermeer metro track (Author, 2018).

4

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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Urban lobes: elevated train network
The area between the Amsterdam Arena station and the AMC hospital located at the
Bijlmermeer district, is transformed from a mono-functional work area to a multifunctional
urban district. Green is used as a transformation tool in the masterplan of this railway park.
The first part of this masterplan is already finished, namely a linear park along and above the
train track slopes is created. This linear park is 1.5 km long and 60 to 100 meters wide. And is
located along the train track between the Amsterdam Bijlmer Arena and Holendrecht station.
When zooming out, the linear park runs through the green area around the AMC hospital, all
the way to the nature and recreation area De Hoge Dijk and further to Abcoude and the
cultural-historical landscape around the Gein (De Architect, 2014). This connected greenspace
is decreasing the urban heat island effect. This is emphasized in a research done by Shih
(2016).

Figure 7.3 Parking area with a length of 200 metres, located under the
Sloterdijk train station platform (MetroRET, 2016).

He stated that connecting greenspace with existing greenspace boundary’s is more effective
than creating smaller and fragmented greenspaces in an urban area. So, key is to design large
continuous greenspaces by extending and connecting existing cool islands such as river
corridors, farmlands, wetlands and large urban parks (Shih, 2017). In addition, the linier park
consists of 3 zones with their own atmosphere, namely, 'the park meadow', 'The herb field'
and 'the park forest'. The slope consists of a surface layer of grass combined with hardwood
seats in the grass shed. Along the slopes walking, cycling, sports and relaxation functions are
created. So, in terms of efficient double land use, the railway park is an excellent project since,
a transportation construction is combined with greenspace. As a result, a multifunctional
green urban district is created, without elimination of transportation or urban greenspace.
Also, the surface temperature is 3 degrees which is 7 degrees lower compared with the paved
Amsterdam arena station area (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). Finally, this project shows
that beside the space under an elevated construction, train racks slopes are also suitable
spatial elements for implementing urban greenspace.
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Wedges: Bicycle and pedestrian bridge
The Nescio Bridge built above the Amsterdam-Rijn Canal, connects the east side of the city
with the Diemerpark and through this park with the residential district IJburg. The organic
shape ensures that the bridge fits elegantly in the existing landscape. The bridge consists of a
160-meter construction section located above the canal and two access ramps that are 255
and 270 meters long. Both long curl-shaped access ramp routes are necessary to create a good
accessible slope for cyclists. On both sides of the bridge, the ramps split in two routes. The
central part of the bridge which is located above the canal is constructed at two pylons located
on both sides of the canal bank. The existing green structure is preserved under the curlshaped access ramp routes, resulting in a minimal impact on the urban green space (ARCAM,
z.d.-b). This is also in line with IJburg's zoning plan, whereby green areas must be guaranteed
at the canal banks (Municipality of Amsterdam, 2015d). The bridge is a great success in terms
of transportation connectivity. However, in terms of the transportation safety, the bridge has
a disadvantage. Namely, the Bridge has a length of 780 meters, with a steep slope of 250
meters. As a result, cyclist can reach a speed of 30 up to 40 kilometres per hour, which can
lead to dangerous bicycle accidents (Kruyswijk, 2014). It is therefore important to take into
account the angle of inclination of this type of elevated bicycle construction. On the other
hand, the bridge contributes to a positive effect on the surface temperature, despite the
addition of transport infrastructure to the urban area. Namely, the surface temperature of the
greenspace at the Nesciobrug is 3 degrees which is relatively low compared with the paved
surface temperature of the IJburg area which is 10 degrees (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).
As a result, the cooling characteristics of the Vondelpark is decreasing the urban heat island
effect.

Figure 7.4 The organic shapes of the Nescio bridge
(Arup, z.d.)

Metropolitan landscape: bicycle bridge
The 400 metres long Line bridge (Liniebrug) is a bicycle and pedestrian bridge located above
the Amsterdam-Rijn Canal and is part of the metropolitan landscape of Amsterdam. As early
mentioned, the metropolitan landscape is not part of this thesis study, since this research is
focussing on the urban area of Amsterdam. However, it is important to be aware, that green
or infrastructural development in the Metropolitan landscape of Amsterdam do have direct
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consequences on the greenspace in the urban area of Amsterdam. This bridge is also effecting
the urban greenspace of Amsterdam in terms of biodiversity. Namely, due to the elevated
construction of the bridge multiple fauna species can move under the elevated construction
through the landscape in different ways and are not blocked by spatial elements of the
construction. As a result, fauna species do have access to the greenspace in the urban area of
Amsterdam. Under the pylons of the elevated construction wet grassland, moist hayfield and
fresh water pools are created in order to attract species into the area and to guide them to
the surrounding areas. The construction of the bridge consists of an organic shaped ramp
which is in harmony with the trees along the canals. The ramp is comfortable and accessible
for cyclist, due to a low slope percentage of 2-3 percent and curves with a radius of at least 5
meters (Bureau Waardenburg, 2015). In terms of climate adaption, the location of the Line
bridge is not displayed on the surface temperature map of Amsterdam which is discussed in
the next paragraph. But, it is plausible that the green surface of the surrounded farmland and
green/water space under the elevated construction will decrease the surface temperatures to
around 2 degrees.
7.2.4 The spatial development of future elevated infrastructure
Cable car IJ-banks
Beside the possible plans of an Hyperloop track between Amsterdam-Schiphol and Frankfurt
which is explained in paragraph 6.4.6. Another, futuristic elevated infrastructure is considered
in Amsterdam namely, a cable car connection which is crossing the IJ-River. This elevated
infrastructure is considered due to the increasing number of inhabitants at the Northern IJ
banks of Amsterdam. Namely, in January 2014, Amsterdam North had approximately 93,000
inhabitants, resulting in 40,000 homes. Due to housing development projects in the north
district of Amsterdam, the total number can increase to 62,000 homes in 2025. This
development results, in an increasing flow of pedestrians and cyclists which are crossing the
IJ to recreate, work and live at this part of the city. This traffic flow is spread over the day, with
peaks in weekends and during large events. However, the existing ferries do not have
sufficient capacity to meet the traffic flow. So, new transport infrastructures between the
North and city centre of Amsterdam must be developed. The North / South line is a current
transport development which is opened in 2018. This metro system is transporting a large
number of passengers from the Northern part to the Southern part of Amsterdam. In addition
to the metro line, other forms of infrastructure should be discovered to meet the increasing
traffic flow (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c). In February 2015, the municipality of Amsterdam
placed an open call, called the '' Jump over the IJ ''. Citizens were asked to come up with ideas
for improving the infrastructural connections across the IJ. One of the many suggested
transport alternatives was a cable car connection. As soon became clear that there is a big
difference between cable car track as a tourist attraction and cable car track as part of the
public transportation network. Nevertheless, a feasibility study was considered in
collaboration with initiators to come to a realistic and supported proposal for an experiment
with a public transport cable car connection (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c). Cable cars can
span lengths up to 1 kilometre between two pylons. To cross the IJ, a cable car track of 650
meters must be implemented in a straight line. Beside this, the North and South sides must
have pylons with the height of 80-100 meters.
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Figure 7.5 Possible cable car routes Amsterdam
(Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c).

Figure 7.6 Possible Hyperloop track Schiphol –
Frankfurt (Unstudio, z.d.).

If the municipality decide to avert a cable car track above existing buildings in Amsterdam, the
possibilities for fitting in a cable car connection are limited. In the central part of the IJ-banks,
a cable car can only be fitted by passing it diagonally across the IJ. This line could fit with the
tourist area on the south side of the IJ where the Oosterdokcluster is located with the marine
area, shipping museum, science museum Nemo and the Cruise Ship Passenger Terminal
Amsterdam (PTA). On the north side the Eye, the Strip and the Tolhuistuin is located and the
possible to develop Sixhaven area. This option on a cable car connection deserves further
research within the framework of the development of the IJ banks. Another option is a cable
car track that starts on the east side near the Azartplein (the final station of metro line 10)
passes the Johan van Hasseltweg, metro station Noorderpark, NDSM and end at the
Houthavens (and possibly to Isolatorweg or Sloterdijk) (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c). A
frequency of 1 cabin per minute where 10-15 cyclists fit into a cabin can result in a transport
flow of 600-900 cyclists / pedestrians per hour. The average speed of a cable car is 16 km per
hour, including the entry and exit time. In view of the shorter waiting times, the use of a cable
car is faster than the use of the wood harbour ferry (Houthavenveer) and East ferry (Oostveer)
water route. The investment costs of a cable car at the location of one of the ferry routes will
cost 10-15 million euro (excluding operating costs). These is costs are higher than the costs of
a (new) ferry route including pier facilities. However, compared to tram or metro connections
such as a bridge, the costs of a cable car track are undoubtedly lower. In order to be able to
make reliable statements about the costs and the feasibility of a cable car connection, further
investigation is required following the report of the Gemeente Amsterdam (2015). This should
also include depreciation terms, operating costs and the reconsideration of the income of
public transportation earnings (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c).
7.3 Map study to the urban heat island effect in Amsterdam
By the use of maps, this section shows the relationship between the urban heat island effect
and the use of urban space in Amsterdam. As a result, a baseline analysis is made to explore
which spatial element are effecting the urban heat island in Amsterdam.
So, the data and maps which are collected by the faculty of architecture of the TU Delft
university are used in the final discussion chapter of this thesis study to find relevant places
for future elevated infrastructure development to benefit the environmental performance of
the urban greenspace. Namely, in their research named ‘’Amsterwarm’’ they explored the
effects of the relationship between the urban heat effect and the use of urban space in
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Amsterdam. By the use of maps, they showed the extent to which the city of Amsterdam itself
contributes to the urban heat island effect, and to what extent residents and workers are
vulnerable to the consequences of the urban heat island effect. In this study, they developed
three vulnerability maps that explains the relationship between the urban heat island effect
and the typology of land use, the urban heat island in relation to the vulnerability of the
population and the urban heat island effect in relation with the employment (Van der Hoeven
& Wandl, 2013). For this thesis study, only the maps and data which are explaining the
relationship between the urban heat island effect and the typology of land use are used. For
the benefit to discover the relationship between vegetation, transportation infrastructure and
the urban heat island effect in Amsterdam. The following main factors which are determine
the urban heat island effect are measured and mapped by the TU Delft: surface pavement,
vegetation, albedo, water surface, traffic space, Sky-view factor, volume and shadow factors
of buildings. GIS data from the Amsterdam municipality is used to display the surface water
and traffic space. The albedo, surface pavement and vegetation data is collected on July 2006
by the satellite programme Landsat (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). The Landsat is the
longest running satellite photography program and is a joint project of the American
Geological Service and NASA. The data and photos are used for agriculture, geology, forestry,
urban planning, mapping and military purposes (Usgs, z.d.). 3D-models are used to show the
Sky-view factor, volume and shadow factors of the buildings (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).
Finally, the indication of the surface temperature can be expressed in degrees Celsius. The
degree of pavement and vegetation are dimensionless indicators, but just numbers on a scale
form: 0-1.0 or 0-100 (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). The following section is displaying the
different factors by maps. The artificial islands district IJ-burg will not be assessed because, it
was under development during the Landsat mapping phase so, the current built up situation
is no longer representing the measurements done in 2006.
Shadow
Solar radiation is the most important source of urban heat. Shadow occurs solar radiation on
the urban surface. So, shadow is an effective tool to decrease the urban heat island effect.
The map shows the shadow effect of vegetation and buildings until 12.30 pm, mid July (Van
der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). As the map shows, the shadow effect is the highest in the centre
area, ring area and the urban lobes. Which is logical, since in this area most of the buildings
and vegetation are located close to each other. IJburg and the western harbour area do have
less shade. Because, during the collecting of these satellite images, IJburg only consisted of a
sprayed-on sand area (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). The harbour area, in particular,
contains of large spaces for storage of containers and other industrial purposes, so large
buildings are less dominant in this area resulting in, less shadow 5.
Sky-view factor
The Sky-view factor is an indicator to display to what extent the city or urban surface is
exposed to the sky. By low exposure to the sky, heat stored during the day in buildings, streets
and soil cannot easily released during the night. As a result, heat is trapped at night. A-wellknown example of this effect is non-freezing of water under bridges during the winter season.
So, it is important to take into account the Sky-view factor of the urban surface to benefit the
urban heat island effect during the night (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). As the map
indicates, the surface of the centre area and the ring zone are almost not exposed to the sky,
5

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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a reason for this is the densely urban design of the city, where various objects such as trees,
buildings and cars cover the earth’s surface. The surface at the urban lobes and the western
harbour area are more exposed to the sky. A reason for this is that these areas contain more
compact building typologies, as a result more public urban space is exposed to the sky. Beside
this, these areas are also less populated and have a larger surface area compared to the dens
ring zone and the centre area.
As a result, buildings are located less closely to each other thus, there is more urban surface
exposed to the sky (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2017b). In addition, transport infrastructures,
such as the broad metro track, train tracks, car roads and cyclist connections do have a huge
claim on the urban surface. As a result, the earth surface is more exposed to the sky. One
example is the urban design of the Bijlmermeer. Where the honeycomb shaped apartments
(Hongingraad flats) are compactly built and the transport infrastructure is large in design,
resulting in, a large area which is exposed to the sky (Municipality of Amsterdam, 2007).

Figure 7.7 Shadow map. 0 = no shadow, 600 = maximal shadow
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).

Figure 7.8 Sky-view factor. 0 = no exposure, 1 = full exposure
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).
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Albedo
Albedo is an indicator that expresses the reflection of the solar radiation. The more solar
radiation is reflected, the lower the contribution to the urban heat island effect. In other
words, the higher the albedo, the lower the urban heat island effect (Van der Hoeven &
Wandl, 2013). The map below shows that the canals located in the city centre has a high level
of solar reflection. The green area such as the Vondelpark and paved area such as the
Wibautstraat has a low level of solar reflection. Despite the fact that these green areas and
paved areas have a low albedo, green areas such as urban parks will have a cooling effects on
the city. Due to, the water-evaporating characteristics of vegetation. On the other hand, the
paved areas will contribute to an increase of the Urban heat island effect, due to the
implementation of heat absorbing materials, such as concrete and asphalt (urban green-blue
grids, 2018)

Figure 7.9 Albedo. 0 = no reflection, 1 = maximal reflection
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).

Greenspace
In addition to the health, social and biodiversity benefits of urban greenspace, vegetation is
reducing the urban heat island effect, by evaporation of water which is cooling the urban
surface (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). The map shows that there is a lot of greenspace
fragmentation in the centre area and the ring zone, namely most of the greenspaces are not
connected or small compared with the large urban lobes. On the other hand, there are some
large urban parks such as the Sarphatipark and Vondelpark. The map shows that areas with
larger distance from the ring zone have larger green spaces, such as the urban lobes and hedge
areas. Zooming in on the urban area, the edges of the urban lobes have the highest volume of
urban greenspace. This is because the urban lobes are positioned against the edges of the
green wedges, which are the greenest areas of Amsterdam due to the rural landscape.
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Figure 7.10 Greenspace. 0 = no greenspace, 1 = maximal greenspace
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).

Surface water
Water is cooling the urban area through the evaporating characteristics. Surface water has a
very low albedo value, as a result water is trapping heat from solar radiation. The depth and
the surface size of water determines how much heat is necessary to warming up the water.
During day time, surface water belongs to the coolest parts of the urban surface, resulting in
a decrease of the urban heat island effect. However, at night, surface water is increasing the
urban heat island effect, due to the releasing of the trapped heat (Van der Hoeven & Wandl,
2013). The map shows the percentages of surface water per hectare in Amsterdam. The map
shows clearly that the IJ, the Amstel and a large pond such as the Sloterplas in the West of
Amsterdam are large water areas. The relative smaller water areas are mainly ditches, main
canals and the historical canals in the centre area 6.
Surface hardening
Surface hardening such as concrete, asphalt, bricks and sprayed-on sand are the main cause
of the urban heat island in Amsterdam. Because, urban surface hardening seals the bottom,
prevents water evaporation and block the growth of vegetation as a result, the heat is stored
during the day. This trapped heat is released at night, as a result, the urban area cannot cool
down during the night. The albedo of surface hardening is relatively high compared to the
albedo of green and water surfaces. The high albedo of hardening increase the urban heat
island effect by reflecting of solar radiation. In general, the more hardening, the greater the
urban heat island effect. However, once a surface has hardened, the albedo factor can often
be reduced, through greenspace implementation (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).
In terms of transport infrastructure in relation with surface hardening, the centre area and
the ring zone are districts with the highest hardened surface number per hectare.
Namely 49 percent of the ring zone and centre surface is hardened by transport infrastructure
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). The Damrak, which connects the central station with the
dam, is the most concentrated paved area located in the centre district. Beside the centre and
6

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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ring zone, the urban lobes also contain area with concentrated surface hardening. However,
between the paved areas, some places are planned with water and green structures. Finally,
the wedges do have the lowest number of surface hardening, due to the rural character.

Figure 7.11 Surface water. Percentage surface water per hectar 0-100%
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).

Infrastructure surface
Transport infrastructure space results in paved urban surface. Unlike with buildings, transport
infrastructure causes no shadow and it has a high sky-view factor. As a result, the surface
temperature of transport infrastructures increase during the day. And during the night, the
infrastructure surface can easily release the heat to the built environment (Van der Hoeven &
Wandl, 2013).

Figure 7.12 Surface hardening. 0 = no hardening, 100 = maximal hardening
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).
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Figure 7.13 Percentage Transport infrastructure per hectar 0-100%
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).

8.0 Findings data collection
This chapter presents the most important findings of the literature review to elevated
transport infrastructures. And the findings of the reference study to elevated transport
infrastructure concepts which are reported to benefit the urban greenspace.
8.1 Findings literature review
Mixed land use approach
The literature review shows that elevated infrastructure has positive and negative effects on
the urban environment. Namely, following Richard et al. (2016) an approach to fit transport
infrastructures in the existing urban environment is to elevate them. As a result, the elevated
infrastructures create open spaces, which could result in spatial opportunities (Richard et al.,
2016). However, in literature to elevated transport infrastructures done by Urban green-blue
grids (2018), Gaete (2017), Myclimate (2012) and TNO (2017) the mentioned key benefits are
currently mainly transportation accessibility and CO2 emission reduction. Also, following
Jacobs (1992) elevated infrastructure could create noise, air pollution, unwanted shadows and
abandoned places. Richard et al. (2016) stated that, the mix land use approach can be applied
to prevent these adverse effects. As a result, the need of mobility and quality of life are served
together (Richard et al., 2016). The firts four criteria mentioned on the followimg page are
part of the mixed land use approach.
Sustainability rating system for sustainable road system design
The mixed land use approach of Richard et al. (2016) is not stating specific criteria for the
spatial design under elevated infrastructures. So, as early discussed in the theoretical
framework chapter, the theory of Soderlund et al. (2008) for green road design is added as a
5th criteria to the mixed land use approach of Richard et al. (2016). The sub goals of Soderlund
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et al. (2008) for green road design are made to inform urban planners about the spatial
elements which are needed to benefit the environmental performance of urban greenspace
in green road design. Table 8.0 7 is showing the most promising sub goals which are adapted
from table 4.0 of the green road design catagories of Soderlund et al. (2008). Since, this thesis
study is focussing on the environmental performance of urban greenspace, only sub goals are
adapted which are benefit the environmental performance of urban greenspace. These
adapted sub goals together form criteria 5 of the mixed land use approach.
Criteria 1) The
combination of minimal
two functions at the same
area. The first function
must always be
transportation; the second
function must be placed at
the surface under the
elevated transport
infrastructure.
Criteria 2) Physical

integration. The proposed
functions must match with
the volume and the
architecture of the
elevated construction.
Beside this, the functions
must make maximal use of
the surface.
Criteria 3) Functional

integration. The function
under the elevated
construction must benefit
from the passenger flow
of the transportation
system.
Criteria 4) The construction is part of a coherent masterplan. The functions under the elevated

construction are completed before the design of the elevated construction. The different
functions are integrated in a single programme and are designed simultaneously.
Criteria 5) Qualitative aspects of design. Categories for sustainable road system design by
Soderlund et al. (2008).

7

Sub goals mentioned at table 8.0 are adapted from the theory of Soderlund et al. (2008). Icons are designed by the author
of this thesis study and are applied at the discussin chapter.
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TOD strategy
Finally, the TOD strategy is used to address greenspace and mobility benefits due to elevated
transport infrastructure design in Amsterdam. In the discussion chapter of this thesis study.
The main principle of the TOD stratagy to develop transit points in a (walkable) close proximity
to mixed-used residential and commercial functions is used as a starting point to explore
locations for elevated infrastructure development in Amsterdam. Despite, the fact that TOD
strategy is no “one-size-fits-all” approach (Kamruzzaman et al., 2014). The Center for TransitOriented Development created a guideline to give an impression of which specific transit
modes are suitable in a specific urban area. This guideline is displayed at table 8.2 an is used
to identify mobility form characteristics of existing Transit orientated points at specific urban
areas in Amsterdam.
Table 8.1 Guideline to identify a TOD place type (Adapted from: Reconnectingamerica, 2008)

Urban area

8

Land use

Transit mode

Regional
Center

High density mix of residential, commercial,
employment, and civic/ cultural uses

All transit modes

Urban
Center

Moderate- to high-density mix of residential,
commercial, employment, and civic/cultural uses

All transit modes

Suburban
Center

Moderate- to high-density mix of residential,
commercial, employment and civic/cultural uses

All transit modes

Transit
Town Center

Moderate-density mix of residential, commercial,
employment and civic/cultural uses

Commuter rail, local/regional
bus hub, light rail

Urban
Neighbourhood

Moderate- to high-density residential uses with
supporting commercial and employment uses

Heavy rail, LRT, streetcar, BRT,
8
commuter rail, local bus

Transit
Neighbourhood

Low- to moderate-density residential uses with
supporting commercial and employment uses

LRT, streetcar, BRT, commuter
8
rail, local bus

Special Use
Employment
District

Concentrations of commercial, employment and
civic/cultural uses, potentially with some
residential

LRT, streetcar, BRT, potentially
8
heavy rail

Note: LRT = Tram & metro / BRT = Bus
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8.2 Findings reference study
The matrix below is showing the findings of the reference study to elevated infrastructures in
terms of features, measures, development costs, failures and success. In addition, the four
criteria of the mix land use approach stated by Richard et al. (2016) which are mentioned are
in paragraph 4.7 are applied to explore the spatial impact of the infrastructures. The findings
are showing the average measures of the constructions of the most common sizes per type of
infrastructure. However, the measures of each construction could be differing per spatial
context. For example, the construction of an elevated infrastructure located at a hilly surface
layer differ from construction compared with an elevated infrastructure located at a flat
surface layer. This is also influencing, the development costs. Beside this, the development
costs will also depend on the economic status per country. To provide an overview of the
average costs per infrastructure type in this result chapter, the total development costs of
each elevated infrastructure type is converted to costs per kilometre. As a result, a comparison
can be made between the costs of the different elevated transportation types or a precalculation can be made to test the feasibility of a specific transport infrastructure. Also, the
costs per kilometre of an elevated transport infrastructure can be compared with the costs of
a traditional transport infrastructure.
Table 8.2 Features and measures of elevated infrastructure (adapted from: Archinect, 2017; ASLA, 2013; Barcelonalowdown,
2016; Bhuiyan, 2016; BUSSMO, 2017; Centre for public impact, 2016; Designtrust, n.d.; Dissing and Weitling architecture,
n.d.; Falk, 2011; Gaete, 2017; George, 2014; Google, Maps, z.d.; Greene, 2017; Haan, 2007; Harris, 2017; Hyperloop One, n.d.;
Konrad, 2016; Movares, 2018; Myclimate, 2012; NYC Dept. City Planning, 2008;Rubio, 2012; Sambuu et al., 2011; Santana,
2015; Shih, 2017; The Guardian, 2013; The O2; The Underline, 2015; TNO, 2017; TPF, z.d; Urban green-blue grids, 2018; Van
Velden, 2011; Wevelgem, 2014).

Features
Reference project
Location
Context
Geography

Pedestrian overpass
High Line
New York, US
Urban area
Flat surface layer

Bicycle overpass
Xiamen Bicycle Skyway
Xiamen, CN
Urban area, city centre
Flat surface layer

Construction
Mobility form
Up the elevated
Under the elevated
Size height x width (m)
Length (km)
Physical integration
Functional integration
Coherent masterplan
Development costs (total)
Development costs (km)
Common infrastructure (€ / km)
Success
Failure
Features
Reference project
Location
Context
Geography
Construction

Old train track
Elevated footpath
Greenspace, seats, footpath
Crossroads, shops, squares, parking
9x8
2.2 km
No physical integration
No functional integration
No, coherent masterplan
€ 129,860,144. € 59,027,338. € 45,000. – footpath
Greenspace on the construction
Pavement under the construction
Elevated expressway
Tulpule Flyover
Mumbai, IN
Urban area
Flat surface layer
New elevated express way construction

New elevated bicycle path construction
Elevated bicycle overpass
Bicycle path
Streets, housing, shops, squares, greenspace
5 x 4.8
8.0 km
Partly, physical integration
Functional integration
No coherent masterplan
€ 5,000,000. - (similar project of 219 metres)
€ 22,831,050. € 200,000. – bicycle path
Partly situated above lawns and green strokes
Inefficient land use, resulting in less green
Elevated railway
Underline
Miami, US
Urban area
Flat surface layer
Old elevated railway way construction
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Mobility form
Up the elevated
Under the elevated
Size height x width (m)
Length (km)
Physical integration
Functional integration
Coherent masterplan
Development costs (total)
Development costs (km)
Common infrastructure (€ / km)
Success
Failure
Features
Reference project
Location
Context
Geography
Construction
Mobility form
Up the elevated
Under the elevated
Size height x width (m)
Length (km)
Physical integration
Functional integration
Coherent masterplan
Development costs (total)
Development costs (km)
Common infrastructure (€ / km)
Success
Failure
Features
Reference project
Location
Context
Geography
Construction
Mobility form
Up the elevated
Under the elevated
Size height x width (m)
Length (km)
Physical integration
Functional integration
Coherent masterplan
Development costs (total)
Development costs (km)
Common infrastructure (€ / km)
Success
Failure

Elevated express car way
Car way
Linear urban pathway with greenspace
5 x 15
0.6 km
Physical integration
Functional integration
No coherent masterplan
€ 44,116,270. € 73,527,116. < € 10,00,000.- expressway
Green meeting place under the construction
Still pavement under the construction
Cable car 1
Emerates cable car
London, GB
Urban area
Flat surface layer
Cable car construction
Cable car
No space for other functions
River, streets, building blocks
Max height 90 metre
1 km
Physical integration
Functional integration
No coherent masterplan
€ 67,435,052. € 67,435,052. € 6,250,000. – elevated railway
Water surface under the construction
Streets under the construction
Cable car 3
Montjuïc cable car
Barcelona, ES
Urban area / rural area
Flat surface layer / Slope Surface
Cable car construction
Cable car
No space for other functions
Urban park, pathway, streets
Max height 90 metre
0.75 km
Physical integration
Functional integration
No coherent masterplan
€ 60,683,501. - (similar project of 2.7 km)
€ 22,475,370. € 6,250,000. – elevated railway
Greenspace at the park area
Streets at the urban area
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Elevated Metrorail
Metro railway
Linear urban pathway with greenspace
8 x 5 (1 rail)
16 km
Physical integration
Functional integration
Masterplan designed simultaneously
€ 93,000,000. - / € 100,000,000. € 6,250,000. € 30,000,000. - railway
Currently, different greenspace zones
Currently, unsafe greenspace
Cable car 2
Medellin cable car
Medellin, CO
Urban area / rural area
Flat surface layer / Slope Surface
Cable car construction
Cable car
No space for other functions
River, streets, building blocks, wood
Max height 90 metre
2.7 km
Physical integration
Functional integration
No coherent masterplan
€ 60,683,501. € 22,475,370. No other traditional infrastructural option
Water, green surface under the construction
Streets under the construction
Pressurized tube train
Hyperloop
Projects all around the world
Urban area / rural area
Flat surface
Pressurized tube construction
Bullet train
Solar panels
Any kind of flat surface
5 x 3.5
> 40 km
Partly, physical integration
Functional integration
Masterplan, designed simultaneously
> € 14,500,000. - per 1.6 kilometre
€ 9,625,000. € 30,000,000. - railway
Pylons avoid clashes with spatial green
Cut down trees > 4 meter

9.0 Findings baseline Amsterdam
This chapter presents the most important findings of the review of the spatial development
and policy of transport infrastructure and greenspace development which are stated in the
Amsterdam 2040 vision. In addition, the findings of the map study are explained and the most
important findings of the interviews with the department of urban planning & sustainability
and transportation & urban space are described.
9.1 The spatial development & policy of transport infrastructure & urban greenspace
The findings of the review of the 2040 structural vision, regarding elevated infrastructure
development in Amsterdam shows that the municipality of Amsterdam did already a short
research to the feasibility of elevated transport infrastructures. This appears from the
feasibility study to a cable car or other form of elevated construction which is crossing the IJriver. However, the connection of elevated infrastructures with urban greenspace is not
described in the 2040 vision of Amsterdam. The findings of the literature review to the 2040
vision of transport infrastructure and greenspace in Amsterdam shows that multiple plans are
made for traditional forms of transport infrastructure and greenspace development on
different scales or area. Table 9.0, is showing the visions for transport infrastructure and
greenspace, both vision is made comparable by placing them in the right each urban area.
Table 9.0 The 2040 transport infrastructure and greenspace vision of Amsterdam
(adapted from: Gemeente Amsterdam, 2011; Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c; Stil & Van Zoelen, 2018).

Area
City centre

Ring zone

Urban lobes
Green wedges
Metropolitan

Infrastructure 2040
Improvement and expansion public
transport, bicycle and pedestrian
network
Improvement and expansion
(public) transport and bicycle
network
Improvement and expansion
(public) transport network
Improvement and expansion
(public) transport
Improvement and expansion train
network

Greenspace 2040
Development public gable, vertical, roof gardens
and urban farms. Improvement city parks and
biodiversity
Improvement and development of large green
areas along the IJ river/ ring zone and biodiversity
Improving the (bio) diversity, functionality and
quality of the green zones
Improving the biodiversity and stimulate the use of
the green wedges
Protection of the green landscape and biodiversity
in the metropolitan area

9.2 The spatial development of current & future elevated infrastructure
The results of the research to different existing elevated transport infrastructures in
Amsterdam, are displayed in Table 9.1. The table shows an overview of the urban area,
measures, mobility form and surface characteristic under the elevated infrastructures. As the
table shows, the elevated infrastructures in the city centre are serving the mobility need of
pedestrians, cars, trams and busses (Benthem Crouwel Architects, z.d.; Gemeente
Amsterdam, z.d.-b). The elevated infrastructures at the ring zone are serving the mobility need
of the metro network (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c). In the Urban lobes, the elevated train
and metro network is the most dominant (De Architect, 2014; Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c).
The wedges are provided by slow traffic infrastructures forms such as an elevated bicycle and
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pedestrian bridge (ARCAM, z.d.-b). Besides, car and train serving elevated infrastructures such
as fly-overs, the metropolitan landscape are also elevated bicycle and pedestrian bridges
located (Bureau Waardenburg, 2015). Finally, more futuristic elevated infrastructures such as
the possible Schiphol-Frankfurt Hyperloop track is located in the Green wedges and
Metropolitan landscape (Unstudio, z.d.). The possible cable car connection between the
Northern and centrum part of Amsterdam is located in the centrum area and partly in the ring
zone (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c).
Table 9.1 Existing & future elevated infrastructure in Amsterdam (adapted from: ARCAM, z.d.-b; Benthem Crouwel
Architects, z.d.; Bureau Waardenburg, 2015; De Architect, 2014; Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c; Google, Maps, z.d.;
Movares, 2018; Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld en Geluid, 2011)

Existing
Features
Reference project
Urban Area
Mobility form
Length (m)
Under the elevated
Features
Reference project
Urban Area
Mobility form
Length (m)
Under the elevated
Features
Reference project
Urban Area

Elevated bus terminal
Central station busterminal
Centre area
Bus, pedestrian
365 m
Shops, station transfer hall
Elevated metro infrastructure
Metro track Spaklerweg
Ring zone
Metro
300 metres
Pavement
Elevated metro / train track
Track AMC – Arena
Urban lobes

Park bridge
Vondelbrug
Centre area
Car, tram, bicycle and pedestrian
15 m
Greenspace, slow traffic path
Elevated metro infrastructure
Metro track Bijlmer
Ring zone & Urban lobes
Metro
13 kilometres
Greenspace, pavement, station
Elevated metro / train track
Track Sloterdijk station
Urban lobes

Mobility form
Length (m)
Under the elevated
Features
Reference project
Urban Area
Mobility form
Length (m)
Under the elevated

Train and metro
100 metres
Greenspace
Bicycle & pedestrian bridge
Nesciobridge
Wedges
Bicycle and pedestrian
270 metres
Greenspace, water

Train and metro
200 metres
Parking places
Bicycle bridge
Liniebrug
Metropolitan landscape
Bicycle and pedestrian
400 metres
Greenspace, water

Future
Features

Cable car

Hyperloop

Reference project

Cable car IJ-banks

Schiphol-Frankfurt track

Urban Area

Centre area & Ring zone

Green wedges, Metropolitan area

Mobility form
Length (m)
Under the elevated

Bicycle and pedestrian
650 metres
Housing, roads, green, water

Pressurized tube train
450 kilometres
Greenspace, pavement

9.3 Map research
Table 9.2 is showing the average change of surface temperature which is determined by the
Shadow, Sky-view, Albedo, Vegetation, Surface water, Hardening and transport infrastructure
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maps at paragraph 7.3. The results of each map, can be used to justify spatial decisions in
terms of choosing an area for future elevated transport infrastructure development. Striking
is the result of the surface temperature of transport infrastructure. This result suggests that a
higher surface of transport infrastructure causes a decrease in surface temperature. This can
be explained by the following, the urban space for infrastructure which is registered in the GIS
data of Amsterdam is covered by tree tops which are creating shade and cooling benefits. In
addition, the trees are cooling the city at night which is caused by evaporation through the
leaves, which is also called 'evapotranspiration' (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).
Table 9.2 land use surface temperature (adapted from: Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).

Land use
Shadow

surface temperature
-3.6 °C

Sky-view

-3.0 °C

Albedo
Vegetation
Surface water
Hardening
Transport infrastructure

8.2 °C
-5.3 °C
3.3 °C
11.6 °C
-1.0 °C

Cluster analyses map

Another, useful result is the cluster analyses map which is created by the TU Delft (figure 9.0).
The average temperatures displayed on the cluster analyses map is based on the outcomes of
the surface characteristics described by the land use maps at paragraph 7.3. The map converts
the different characteristics of space use, such as Shadow, Sky-view, Albedo, Vegetation,
Surface water, Hardening and Transport infrastructure into surface typologies which are
showing the surface heat. These typologies of the surface temperatures are subdivided
according to the following hierarchical order: warmest, warmer, hot, warm, cool, cooler,
coolest, fresh (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). As early mentioned, the indication of the
surface temperature can be expressed in degrees Celsius. The surface types in the hottest
places are increasing the surface temperature with 10 degrees and the surface types in the
fresh places are decreasing the surface temperature with 5 degrees. (Van der Hoeven &
Wandl, 2013).

Figure 9.0 Average land use surface temperature in Amsterdam
(Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).
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9.4 Interview Amsterdam municipality
The following findings are based on the interview with Interviewee X which is transcripted in
Appendix 2. The interviewee is active as urban planner at the department of urban planning
& sustainability at the Amsterdam municipality. The findings of the interview are transcipted
in text in Appendix 2. Table 9.3 is summarizing the most important findings of the interview.
The table is showing the findings of the current situation and future driving forces of urban
greenspace and elevated infrastructure development in Amsterdam.
Table 9.3 The most important interview findings of the current and future driving forces
of greenspace andelevated infrastructure development (Appendix 2)

Urban greenspace
Current

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Future

•

•

•

•
•

•

Elevated infrastructure

Focus on water related issues
Practice shows, water has a lower cooling
effect than greenspace (water is
increasing the night temperature by Javaeiland and the Eastern harbour area)
No specific focus on green development
for decreasing the UHI-effect
Green roof development (subsidies for
green roofs)
Tree plant fund
Currently a green government which lead
to more support for green development
Striving for one 1 Masterplan for housing,
infrastructure and green development.
1 Masterplan for green, housing and
infrastructure is more efficient and
cheaper. Green development financed by
Housing and infrastructure development.
Greenspace is expensive to maintain
No clear vision for greenspace
development

•

More focus on urban green related
solutions for decreasing UHI-effect in the
urban green vision 2019
Research to the possibilities of shadow
creating constructions for children and
seniors
Green government, so more
encouragement on greenspace
development
Striving for one 1 Masterplan for housing,
infrastructure and green development.
1 Masterplan for green, housing and
infrastructure is more efficient and
cheaper. Green development financed by
housing and infrastructure development.
A clear vision needed for greenspace
development.

•
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•

•

•

•

•

•

The space under elevated constructions
are only used for biodiversity passages and
sport/ play facilities.
Greenspace development under elevated
constructions is capital destruction
(Practice shows that grass died under the
construction due to lack of sun light)
More focus at development of
underground infrastructures and creating
greenspace above the underground
infrastructure (Orlyplein, Sloterdijk station)
Elevated constructions not seen as success
in Dutch urban planning. (Separate
districts, unused plinths such as, the
Bijlmer train track)
Elevated infrastructure could damage the
well protected historical image quality of
Amsterdam

Possible opportunities for elevated
infrastructure development after the
underground becomes overcrowded by
infrastructure development
Elevated constructions less expensive than
underground constructions due to the
peat soil
Water problems due to over expansion of
the underground (house basements and
underground infrastructures)

10 Discussion
After the previous chapter, where the most important findings of this thesis study are
described, in this chapter the findings in the context of the scientific objective, theoretical
framework and sub-research questions are discussed. The answer on the sub-research
questions are combined with recommendations for practical implementation and the
limitations of the chosen methods.
On the basis of the answers on the sub-research questions, an answer is given on the main
research question in the final conclusion chapter, whereby recommendations for future
research are explained and relevance of this topic for the urban planning practices is
discussed.
10.1 Reflection on the theoretical framework
To answer the sub-research questions. First, the theoretical framework is discussed in this
section.
Eco-urbanism theory
The Eco-urbanism theory is used in this thesis study to understand the traditional challenges
of urbanization and to explore future challenges of urbanization such as, climate change
related issues. After the introduction in the theoretical framework chapter, the theory was
not explicitly mentioned during the data collection phase. However, the Eco-Urbanism theory
made me aware that indicators such as, water, energy, waste, green space, mobility and public
space are inextricably connected in future challenges of urbanization (Kumar et al., 2018). As
discussed in the methodology chapter, for this thesis study, I picked out the indicators for
green space, mobility and public space. As a result, these three indicators were the leading
topics in during the data collection to the greenspace benefits of elevated transport
infrastructures. Also, the Eco-urbanism theory stated that a three-layer level approach is
necessary to maximize the ecological efficiency of the urban space (Rueda & Agència
d'Ecologia Urbana de Barcelona, 2012). Consisting of, an elevated level, ground level and
underground level. However, in the original theory elevated transport infrastructures were
not included in the elevated level. So, at first sight, this theory seemed useless for exploring
innovative modes of transport infrastructure. However, the original elevated level of the
three-layer level approach, made me think of adding a new spatial element to this level. As a
result, I added transport infrastructure to the elevated level of the three-layer level approach.
Because of this, I postulated that most of the innovative transport infrastructures are
elevated. As a result, the focus of the thesis study was shifted from innovative transport
infrastructures to elevated transport infrastructures. So, the Eco-urbanism theory was an
important theory to use as a starting point in this thesis study. Because, it helped me to focus
on three indicators for future challenges of urbanization namely, green space, mobility and
public space. Also, this theory formed a starting point to find a specific form of innovative
transport infrastructure namely, elevated transport infrastructure.
However, at this point, I still missed some literature in how the combination of the elevated
(infrastructure) layer with the surface and underground layer can result in a better use of
space, functions, services and possibilities to create interactions between citizens. So, I added
the mixed land use approach of Richard et al. (2016) to the elevated level of the Eco-urbanism
theory.
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Mixed land use approach
In this theory, Richard et al. (2016) described that elevated infrastructure has positive and
negative effects on the urban environment. In terms of positive effects, an approach to fit
transport infrastructures in the existing urban environment is to elevate them. Resulting in
open spaces under the construction, which could lead to spatial opportunities (Richard et al.,
2016). Richard et al. (2016) stated that, the mix land use approach can be applied during the
development of elevated infrastructures in the urban space. As a result, the need of mobility
and quality of life are served together (Richard et al., 2016).
The following four criteria are part of the mixed land use approach of Richard et al. (2016):
Criteria 1) the combination of minimal two functions at the same area
Criteria 2) physical integration
Criteria 3) functional integration
Criteria 4) the construction is part of a coherent masterplan
Criteria 5) qualitative aspects of design
In my opinion, these 4 criteria are very useful to create positive effects of elevated
infrastructure on the urban greenspace. Namely, criteria 1 can force planners to implement
greenspace always as a second function under the elevated construction in areas with high
surface temperatures.
Criteria 2 can force designers, to create vertical green along the elevated construction,
resulting in a physical interflow of nature and industrial building materials. Beside this,
physical integration can lead to multiple forms of urban greenspaces under elevated
infrastructures. Because, every form of elevated infrastructure is suitable for a specific spatial
context. Since, they have all different sizes, functions, features and surface claims. For
example, in terms of specific spatial context, a cable car construction is more suitable for hilly
slopes and a pedestrian bridge construction is more suitable for flat surface layers
(Barcelonalowdown, 2016; Urban green-blue grids, 2018). In addition, these specific
constructions can also be linked with different suitable forms of urban greenspaces which fit
the volume and function of the elevated infrastructure. For example, an urban plan for a green
structure through different districts of the city to connect different neighbourhoods. Such as
the 16 kilometres Underline project of Miami (table 8.2) could match the volume of an
elevated train track. On the other hand, a master plan for a compact urban park is more
suitable under the construction volume of a pedestrian bridge. Such as, the 2.2 long and 8
metres wide Highline in New York, USA (Urban green-blue grids, 2018; The Underline, 2015).
Criteria 3, Pretty et al. (2005) stated that urban greenspace can influence the physical health
of citizens. Also, the access and availability of urban greenspace decreases the stress level of
people which is positively influencing the quality of life (Pretty et al., 2005). So, it is plausible
that greenspace under an elevated construction attract citizens. As a result, the greenspace is
benefit from the passenger flow of the transportation system.
Finally, criteria 4 is stating that the construction is part of a coherent masterplan. This is also,
emphasized by the interview with Interviewee X (Appendix II). In which she stated that one
masterplan for green, housing and infrastructure is more efficient and cheaper. Because, the
costs for green development can be financed by housing and infrastructure developments.
Also, due to the use of one masterplan, a clearer vision can be stated for greenspace
development. As a result, the elevated infrastructure can be designed together with the urban
greenspace. However, Richard et al. (2016) is not stating greenspace as a specific function in
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the mixed land use approach, which could be implemented under elevated infrastructures.
Other literature to elevated transport infrastructure are also not specific stating the benefits
of greenspace under elevated infrastructures. This appears from, researches of Urban greenblue grids (2018), Gaete (2017), Myclimate (2012) and TNO (2017) in which they only stated
that, elevated transport infrastructures do have positive effects on the transportation
accessibility. And CO2 emissions reduction due to environmentally friendly mobility forms
which make use of the elevated infrastructure.
So, this shows that research to elevated transportation infrastructures are focussing on the
general spatial opportunities or transportation benefits of elevated infrastructures. And
specific statements to the effects of elevated modes of transport infrastructure on urban
greenspace are not stated, resulting in a knowledge gap in current research.
Jane Jacobs perspective on elevated infrastructure development
This knowledge gap also appears from a study done by Jacobs (1992). In which she stated that,
elevated infrastructure could create noise, air pollution, unwanted shadows and abandoned
places. Which is exactly the case of elevated infrastructures in Amsterdam. For example, the
surface under the elevated construction of the Kraaiennest station and the Bijlmer metro track
(Figure 10 nr.5) have become unsafe, autonomous objects without any relations with the built
environment (Het Parool, 2010: Ois.amsterdam, 2017). Or the constructions above roadways,
were the metro track above the elevated construction create noise and were the sound of the
cars reverberated under the concrete walls of the elevated construction (Figure 10 nr.4). Also,
elevated constructions create unwanted shadows appears from the interview with
Interviewee X (Appendix II) in which she stated that greenspace under the elevated
construction died due to the lack of solar radiation and rain. But on the other hand, she stated
that, more urban shadow is exactly what we need at some urban areas, due to the increasing
urban temperatures in the summer season.
So, if Jane Jacobs had the resources to took also greenspace under elevated constructions in
to account and the municipally will more focus on the spatial opportunities of urban
greenspace under elevated infrastructures. They would probably reconsider their statements.
Namely, research done by Dienst Landelijk Gebied, Arnhem (2010) shows that trees and
vegetation do have mute effects on noise pollution. Also, urban greenspace is a powerful
approach to mitigate urban heat effects (Shih, 2017). And, urban greenspace result in a,
meeting place for citizens resulting in social activities between different users or
neighbourhoods. As a result, this social interaction between the users of greenspaces
contribute to a sense of safety by the citizens (Kuo et al., 1998).
Green road development
As early mentioned, the theory of Soderlund et al. (2008) for green road development is added
as a critera 5 to the mixed land use approach for elevated transport development. From this
theory, I added sub goals which were addressing the environmental performance of the urban
greenspace. Despite the fact that the sub goals of Soderlund et al. (2008) are developed for
sustainable traditional road development, the spatial character of the sub goals were not
excluding the possibility to address elevated infrastructures. So, these sub goals were useful
because, it informed me which spatial elements are needed to benefit the environmental
performance of urban greenspace under elevated infrastructures.
On the other hand, due to the use of the sub goals of Soderlund et al. (2008) for sustainable
development of traditional roadways, I excluded some specific spatial benefits of elevated
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infrastructures on the urban greenspace. Namely, the construction of an elevated
infrastructure creates also opportunities to benefit the urban greenspace, such as the columns
which are elements that can be used for vertical gardens. So, in addition to the sub goals of
Soderlund et al. (2008) in further research the study of Davis en Hirmer (2015) could be used
in which they discuss the use, application and cooling effects of vertical gardens.
TOD strategy
The assign locations for elevated transport development in Amsterdam were based on the
TOD strategy. Since, the aim of this theory in which transit points are developed in a close
proximity to mixed-used residential and commercial functions is followed. The proposed
elevated transport infrastructures for Amsterdam are described later in this chapter. The
three-layer level of the Eco-urbanism theory is used in this thesis study as starting point to
find the mixed land use theory of Richard et al. (2016). In addition, the Eco-urbanism theory
is also used to understand the traditional challenges of urbanization and to explore future
challenges of urbanization such as, climate change related issues. Which is in line with the aim
of the TOD strategy, wherein higher quality of life with better places to live, work, play and a
healthier lifestyle with more walking and reduction of private car use will result in decreasing
of climate change related problems due to the decrease of use of fossil fuels (Dittmar &
Ohland, 2012). Also, the Garden city movement theory of Ebenezer Howard is used at the
beginning of this thesis study to understand the historical planning practices for greenspace,
well-being and transport infrastructure development (Howard, 1985). Following Register
(2006) the Eco-Urbanism theory is based on the carrying capacity of the bioregion of cities
such as the Garden City Movement theory (Register, 2006). In addition, following Hall (2014)
the strategy of Ebenezer Howard can be being seen as a conceptual predecessor of the more
recent Transit Oriented Development strategy (TOD). Namely, the Garden City Movement was
also aiming for car and train nodes in a close proximity of housing areas and commercial
functions located in a green landscape (Howard, 1985). So, the Eco-urbanism theory with the
focus on greenspace and the TOD strategy with the focus on mobility benefits are both based
on spatial design principles of the Garden City Movement for well-being, greenspace, work
and transport infrastructure (Howard, 1985). So, to be consequent 2 more recent theories
were used which are both based on the principles of the Garden city movement theory. Also,
when looking at further plans of elevated transport infrastructure development in
Amsterdam. The starting point of the TOD strategy in which transit points are developed in a
close proximity to mixed-used residential and commercial functions is already applied.
Namely, the proposed stations of a possible cable car connection which is crossing the IJ-river
of Amsterdam are located at consisting transit points such as the Cruise Ship Passenger
Terminal, Tolhuistuin, Sixhaven, Metro noorderpark and at the Houthavens (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2015c) (Figure 7.5). The application of the TOD strategy for future elevated
transport development also appears from, a study to a possible Hyperloop track Between
Schiphol and Frankfurt Airport (Unstudio, z.d.) (Figure 7.6).
This it looks like that future elevated transport infrastructure in Amsterdam are also planned
following the TOD strategy or a similar transit orientated strategy. So, the use of the TOD
strategy in this thesis study for the further elevated transport development suggestions in
Amsterdam connect with the transport transit development of the municipality of
Amsterdam. However, as early discussed a clear vision for greenspace under future and
current elevated transport infrastructure development in Amsterdam is missing. So, only the
use of the TOD strategy is not sufficient to address benefits for urban greenspace and
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transportation. In other words, to benefit the urban greenspace and the transport network, a
combination of the TOD strategy with a theory to benefit the urban greenspace is always
required. However, the use of a method with both elements to benefit the urban greenspace
and transport infrastructure is also an option. The framework created by, Artmann, Kohler,
Meinel, Gan, en Ioja (2019) is a concepts wherein smart growth and green infrastructure are
combined. The green infrastructure concept aims to an implementation of different forms of
urban green spaces on various scales (Davies et al., 2015). In terms of urban greenspace and
infrastructure the compact city concept is associated with compact urban morphology types
which result in well-equipped public transport with low proportions of urban greenspace
(Artmann et al., 2019). However, Artmann et al. (2019) is stating that the combination of green
infrastructure and smart growth results in a concept which support each other instead of
limited each other (Artmann et al., 2019). They suggest functional or physical green space into
integration into the planning of grey infrastructure, such as, green integration along transport
areas (Artmann et al., 2019).
10.2 The findings in the context of the sub-research questions
In order to answer the main-research questions. First, the sub-research questions are
discussed in this section.
10.2.1 Sub-research question 1
Which elevated transport infrastructure concepts are reported to benefit of the
environmental performance of urban greenspace?
Table 8.2 in the result chapter, is showing different types of elevated transport infrastructures
which ‘’could’’ benefit the environmental performance of urban greenspace. In the previous
sentence, I stated could in parentheses. Because, not all collected elevated infrastructures are
currently benefit the environmental performance of urban greenspace. This is discussed at
the end of this section.
Disadvantages of elevated transport infrastructure development
On the other hand, with the view on the theory of Jacobs (1992) the collected elevated
infrastructures are not all matching her statements about the negative spatial effects of
elevated infrastructures. Namely, she stated that elevated infrastructures displace existing
communities, create noise, air pollution and unwanted shadows. In terms of separating
existing communities, the pedestrian overpass, bicycle overpass, elevated express way,
railway and cable car connection in Medellin are connecting existing communities. Since, the
cable car in Medellin is connecting slums with wealthy area’s and is bringing people together
at the social functions located at the different stations (table 8.2).
Displacing existing communities
The entrances of the pedestrian overpass and bicycle overpass are located in different
districts, these entrances to the construction are free accessible, as a result communities do
have the opportunity to visit other communities. So, in terms of mobility, these elevated
infrastructures are connecting communities. But, the construction of the elevated
infrastructure could still separate communities due to the spatial barriers between different
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districts. However, the elevated construction of the collected express way and railway are
showing that they have the features to bring communities together due to the elevated
construction. Namely, the surface under the elevated construction is an urban park which is
fading the border between different districts and could be used as a meeting place between
different communities (table 8.2).
Noise & air pollution
In terms of noise and air pollution, the pedestrian overpass, bicycle overpass, cable cars and
a possible Hyperloop construction are reducing transportation noise and air pollution due to
the electric or human powered mobility modes which are silent and sustainable. On the other
hand, the elevated express way and railway is causing noise. Also, the elevated expressway is
causing air pollution, due to the stimulation of use of fossil fuel mobility modes (table 8.2).
Unwanted shadows
The statement of Jacobs (1992) in which elevated infrastructures create unwanted shadows
differs per context. Namely, elevated infrastructures with the measures to create sufficient
shadow can give people the opportunity to shelter from sun radiation or rain events. The
elevated expressway in Mumbai is an example, which gives citizens the opportunity to walk in
an urban park without annoyance of solar radiation or heavy rainfall events (table 8.2).
However, it is plausible that the collected cable car connections are creating unwanted
shadows or unusable constructions since, the small cable construction does not provide
enough shadow to create a place to shelter from solar radiation or rain events. Also, the
blocking of solar radiation or rainfall by all the elevated constructions can influence the growth
of vegetation.
Characteristics of elevated infrastructures to benefit the urban greenspace
So, from the spatial characteristics of the collected elevated infrastructures (table 8.2) appears
that the statements of Jacobs (1992) in which elevated infrastructures separate existing
communities, create noise, air pollution and unwanted shadows are too generalized. Because,
the spatial impact of an elevated infrastructure is differing per construction or spatial context.
In addition, Jacobs (1992) is not mentioning the positive effects of elevated transport
infrastructure on the environmental performance of urban greenspace, which is a missed
opportunity. Namely, the elevated infrastructures which are mentioned in table 8.2, do all
have potential characteristics to benefit the urban greenspace due to the space creating
design, which is also emphasized by Richard et al. (2016). However, from the collected
references, the Underline which is a design for an urban park under an elevated railway
located in Miami, United states. Is the only collected elevated infrastructure concept which is
currently reported to benefit fully the environmental performance of urban greenspace. But,
I may also have overlooked some existing references since, there are plenty of other examples
of elevated infrastructures around the world. So, in this thesis study the outcomes of the
reference study method to elevated infrastructures can only be used to give an impression.
Namely, I cannot state which specific elevated concepts are reported to benefit the
environmental performance of urban greenspace. Because, the collected elevated
infrastructures are based on my own findings. And used as examples to show the possible
spatial impacts of a certain elevated infrastructure type on the urban greenspace. However,
what I can conclude from the reference study is, that there are plenty of specific elevated
infrastructure types. And that the size and land use of the surface level depends on the spatial
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context and mobility function of the elevated construction. In other words, the extent in how
the elevated infrastructure benefits the environmental performance of urban greenspace will
differ per context. For example, the cable car in Medellin, Columbia is 2.7 km long, connecting
slums between green hilly slopes and streets. Thus, this construction does partly benefit the
urban greenspace. The Emirates cable car in London, United Kingdom is 1 km long, connecting
two quays as tourist attraction above a river and streets. Thus, this construction does not
benefit the urban greenspace (Myclimate, 2012; The O2). This proves that the mobility
function of the construction is influencing the specific location of the construction. Thus, also
the extent or possibilities in which the elevated construction can benefit the urban
greenspace. So, these collected elevated infrastructures could only give an impression of the
possible effects on the urban greenspace, which can be used as a valuable hypothesis for
further research to the benefits of elevated transport infrastructures on the environmental
performance of urban greenspace.
So, an answer on the sub research question: Which elevated transport infrastructure concepts
are reported to benefit of the environmental performance of urban greenspace?
can be stated as follows. An elevated construction has always potential characteristics to
benefit the urban greenspace on the surface level, due to the space creating construction.
But, the extent of environmental performance on the urban greenspace depends on the
opportunities for greenspace integration under the elevated infrastructure. Which is
determined by the spatial context, construction type, mobility form and social or economic
functions of the elevated infrastructure.
10.2.2 Sub-research question 2

What are success and failure factors in the effects of these elevated transport
infrastructure concepts on the environmental performance of urban greenspace?
As discussed in the previous section, I may have overlooked some other existing references.
So, the success and failure factors of the collected elevated infrastructures at table 8.2 cannot
be generalised. Because, the extent of environmental performance on the urban greenspace
depends per context. However, the elevated infrastructures displayed in table 8.2 can be used
to give a possible impression of frequent success and failure factors in the effects
of elevated transport infrastructure concepts on the environmental performance of urban
greenspace. In terms of direct success and failures for the urban greenspace, table 8.2 shows
that, that 5 of the 8 collected elevated infrastructures do have green and paved surfaces under
the elevated construction. However, apart from the currently unsafe greenspace under the
Underline in Miami and possible trees which are cut down for the benefit of the Hyperloop
construction. The Underline and the pressurized tube train (Hyperloop) are the only collected
elevated infrastructure concepts which are currently reported to almost fully benefit the
environmental performance of the urban greenspace. As table 10 shows, striking is that these
two references are the only one with a coherent masterplan.
Which is in line with criteria 4 of the mixed land use approach of Richard et al. (2016) in which
they stated that: ‘’ The whole design is completed prior to any construction. The different
functions are integrated within a single programme and designed concertedly and
simultaneously’’ (Richard et al., 2016 p.5).
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Table 10 Features and measures of elevated infrastructure (adapted from: Archinect, 2017; ASLA, 2013; Barcelonalowdown,
2016; Bhuiyan, 2016; BUSSMO, 2017; Centre for public impact, 2016; Designtrust, n.d.; Dissing and Weitling architecture,
n.d.; Falk, 2011; Gaete, 2017; George, 2014; Google, Maps, z.d.; Greene, 2017; Haan, 2007; Harris, 2017; Hyperloop One, n.d.;
Konrad, 2016; Movares, 2018; Myclimate, 2012; NYC Dept. City Planning, 2008;Rubio, 2012; Sambuu et al., 2011; Santana,
2015; Shih, 2017; The Guardian, 2013; The O2; The Underline, 2015; TNO, 2017; TPF, z.d; Urban green-blue grids, 2018; Van
Velden, 2011; Wevelgem, 2014).

Infrastructures
Pedestrian
overpass
Bicycle
overpass
Elevated
expressway
Elevated
railway
Cable car 1

Masterplan
No

Success
Greenspace on the construction

No

Cable car 2

No

Cable car 3
Pressurized
tube train

No
Yes

Partly situated above laws and
green strokes
Party green under the
construction
Currently, different greenspace
zones
Water surface under the
construction
Water & green under the
construction
Greenspace at the park area
Pylons avoid clashes with spatial
green

Partly success

No
Yes
No

Fully success

Failure
Pavement under the
construction
Inefficient land use, resulting in
less green
Pavement under the
construction
Currently, unsafe greenspace
Streets under the construction
Streets under the construction
Streets at the urban area
Cut down trees > 4 meter

Fully failure

However, the Miami underline and the Hyperloop track are not yet developed. So, compared
with existing elevated infrastructure developments, it seems to be that future elevated
infrastructure developments, are more designed to benefit of the environmental performance
of the urban greenspace by the use of a coherent masterplan. Which is quit logic, since,
nowadays more and more research and awareness is done into the positive effects of urban
greenspace at multiple fields. Such as research studies to the greenspace benefits on social,
economic, biodiversity and climate relates issues which are done by Hoeven & Wandl (2013);
Kuo et al. (1998); Tremblay & St. Clair (2011); Wang et al., (2014).
This is also emphasized in the interview with Interviewee X (Appendix II) in which she stated
that one Masterplan for urban greenspace, housing and infrastructure development is more
efficient, cheaper and realizable. Because, green development can be financed by the finances
of Housing and infrastructure developments. Interviewee X (Appendix II) also stated that,
urban greenspace is an important topic in the 2019 urban green vision for Amsterdam due to
the increasing awareness of urban greenspace benefits. In terms of awareness of urban
greenspace benefits, Timmermans, Cilliers, & Slijkhuis (2014, p.7) stated that:
There is increasing scientific evidence that greenspace is good for health, the
environment and the urban climate. This realization is arisen because, of the enormous
growth that cities have experienced in the past fifty years. This made that urban
greenspace made space for buildings and infrastructure. Former urban greenspaces
were increasingly filled by housing, infrastructure, business sites and other facilities,
with all kinds of negative side effects. This has led to resistance and a defensive
response that matched the growing environmental awareness at the end of the
twentieth century. Green is now considered important. The city cannot live without it.
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So, an answer on the sub research question: What are success and failure factors in the effects
of these elevated transport infrastructure concepts on the environmental performance of
urban greenspace? can be stated as follows. The main success factor in the effects
of elevated transport infrastructure concepts on the environmental performance of urban
greenspace, depend on the extent in which the elevated infrastructure is designed
simultaneity with urban greenspace in a coherent masterplan. Because, the use of a coherent
masterplan can lead to a combination of greenspace and transport development in one
Masterplan. On the other hand, the main failure factor is the lack of a coherent masterplan,
which lead to minimal or no urban greenspace development under an elevated construction.

10.2.3 Sub-research question 3

Which most promising elevated transport infrastructure concepts are applicable for
different land use areas in Amsterdam?
Existing elevated transport infrastructures
Before proposing new forms of elevated transport infrastructures in Amsterdam, in this
section an impression of the possibilities of the existing elevated transport infrastructure to
enhance the environmental performance of the urban greenspace in Amsterdam is given. The
cluster map of the TU delft is adapted (figure 9.0) to display the locations and the surface
temperature under the collected existing elevated infrastructures in the city centre, ring zone,
urban lobes, green wedges and metropolitan area of Amsterdam. As figure 10 shows on the
next page, the surface temperature under the elevated constructions at the Central station
(1), Sloterdijk station (3), Ring zone (4) and Bijlmer district (5,6) is 7 up to 10 degrees. The
surface temperature under the Vondelpark (2), Nescio bridge (7), Linie bridge (8) and the
Bijlmer arena station train track slope is 3 degrees (9). So, the surface temperature of
greenspace areas under a part of the existing elevated infrastructures in Amsterdam is 7
degrees lower compared with paved areas under other parts of elevated infrastructures.
However, these elevated infrastructures with a lack of greenspace can also be transformed
into, promising elevated concepts to enhance the environmental performance of urban
greenspace. To achieve this, parts of the paved surface under the existing constructions need
to be replaced for a surface which consist of more vegetation. Beside this, in future expansion
of existing elevated transport infrastructure. Profit can also be made on the connection of the
urban greenspace under existing elevated infrastructures with the greenspace under the
future elevated constructions of the tram, bicycle and Hyperloop track which are proposed in
the second part of this paragraph.
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Figure 10 Surface temperatures below elevated infrastructures (adapted from: Arup, z.d; Author, 2018; Benthem Crouwel
Architects, z.d; IpvDelft, 2018; Gerritsen, 2017; Google, Maps, z.d.; MetroRET, 2016; Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013).
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Future elevated transport infrastructures
To assign promising elevated transport infrastructure concepts to different land use areas in
Amsterdam. First, the 5 types of urban areas in Amsterdam which are mentioned in the 2040
vision for Amsterdam are combined to give an advice (Figure 7.0). Namely, the first spatial
advice is given for the city centre (1), the second advice is given for the ring zone & urban
lobes (2) and the third advice is given for the green wedges and metropolitan area (3). Figure
10.1 is showing the specific location of these areas. Then, the TOD strategy and the heat map
(figure 9.0) are used to choose a suitable location to create a transit point or to connect an
existing transit point with an elevated infrastructure. In this advice, the use of the heat map
and the TOD strategy integrate sustainability aspects and mobility connectivity in the
development of future elevated infrastructure. After this, the collected elevated
infrastructures (table 8.2) are used to explore which elevated transport construction fits in the
chosen district and match the existing transit point. Then, the mixed land use criteria of
Richard et al. (2016) are used to determine the main criteria of the elevated construction. In
addition, the criteria for green road development stated by Soderlund et al. (2008) are used
to develop the surface under the construction to benefit the environmental performance of
the urban greenspace. The applied criteria of the mixed land use approach which is
abbreviated with (MLU) and the type of sub goals of the green road development which are
displayed at table 8.0 are indicated after the explanation of every spatial intervention. In
addition, to make the proposed design more visual, the green road icons of table 8.0 are
placed on an artist impression of the proposed elevated infrastructure. Finally, during the
development of the urban greenspace, the program of the 2040 greenspace and transport
infrastructure vision of Amsterdam are taken into account.

Figure 10.1 Locations of the spatial advice areas, Amsterdam (Author,2018)
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1. City Centre
Baseline
Historical city centre
As figure 10 shows, the elevated infrastructures in the city centre have in common that they
are serving, the need of pedestrian and bus mobility. Also, both elevated infrastructures are
located outside the historical canal area. And are not positioned very high above ground level
compared with the elevated constructions in the ring zone. Where the construction height
can rise up to 11 metre above ground level (ARCAM, n.d.-a) In addition, to avoid transport
infrastructures on ground level, the metro network is located underground from the Central
Station area until the Wibautstraat (Gemeente Amsterdam, 2015c). The avoidance of
dominant elevated infrastructures in the historical part of the city centre is probably due to,
the historical image quality of Amsterdam, which is strictly guarded by the Municipality of
Amsterdam and the Unesco World heritage organisation (Unesco, 2016). This also, appears
from the interview with Interviewee X (Appendix II). Finally, this is in line with the theory of
Soderlund et al. (2008) in which they stated that historical areas must be avoided during
sustainable infrastructural development. So, for the city centre, it is advisable to develop
elevated infrastructures only outside the historical centre area to avoid clashes with the
historical image quality of Amsterdam.
TOD strategy
Since, development of elevated transport infrastructure in the historical city centre is
excluded, other districts around the historical city centre are considered. An existing transit
point outside the historical area is the Wibautstraat which starts at the Amstel station which
is already a transit station for train, metro, tram, bus and bicycle systems. In the underground
of the Wibautstraat a metro network is located which is connected with multiple entrances at
street level. At street level The Wibaustraat consist of a busy car traffic route because, the
two-way traffic street is connecting the Northern part with the southern part of Amsterdam.
Along the street and in a close proximity of the Wibautstraat, mixed-used residential and
commercial functions are located. So, in terms of context requirements the Wibautstraat is
meeting the criteria of the TOD strategy to develop a possible transit point. Since, this street
consists of metro station nodes and mixed-used residential and commercial functions
(Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). Also, the Wibautstaat which is located in the city centre is matching
the general guidelines of a TOD place which is explained at table 8.1 in the result chapter.
Namely, table 8.1 shows that in general city centres consist of various forms of transit modes
and a land use of mixed residential, commercial, employment, and cultural uses.
(Reconnectingamerica, 2008). However, this street is still facing traffic congestion and a lack
of pedestrian-oriented streets or transit points to other sustainable mobility modes which is
one of the urban driving forces to eliminate by the use of the TOD strategy (Dittmar & Ohland,
2012).
Map analysis
Figure 7.8 indicates that, the surface of The Wibautstraat is almost not exposed to the sky, a
reason for this is the densely urban design of the street, where various objects such as,
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buildings and cars cover the earth’s surface 9. As a result, heat is trapped at night. So, it is
important to take into account the Sky-view factor of the urban surface to benefit the urban
heat island effect during the night (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). Figure 7.10 shows that
there is a lot of greenspace fragmentation in The Wibautstraat, namely most of the
greenspaces are not connected or small compared with the large urban lobes (Van der Hoeven
& Wandl, 2013). Finally, as figure 7.13 shows, transport infrastructure has a large surface claim
on The Wibautstraat due to the broad street profile. Which is causing that the Wibautstraat
has one of the highest percentage transport infrastructure per hectare in the city centre (Van
der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). These different indicators causing that, the surface temperature
at street level at the Wibautstraat is 7 degrees higher compared with greener areas such as,
the Oosterpark (Figure 9.0).

Figure 10.2 Section of the current situation at the Wibautstraat,
Amsterdam city centre (Author,2018)

Transport vision 2040
The vision for 2040 shows, the public transportation, bicycle and pedestrian network must be
improved or expand in the city centre (table 9.0).
Greenspace vision 2040
The municipality of Amsterdam also want to development public roof gardens gable gardens,
vertical gardens and urban farms (table 9.0). Also, discussions are held to the opportunities of
green roof development at The Wibautstraat (Appendix II).
9

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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Design proposal
Elevated infrastructure analysis
To be in line with the Amsterdam transport vision 2040, first, the existing two-way traffic
street at the Wibautsraat is replaced for an elevated tram track. The elevated tram track will
start at the Amstel station and is declining to surface level to connected with the existing tram
track at the Mr. Visserplein. The profile of the Wibautstraat is 48 metre width 10. The collected
Underline railway is used as inspiration for the design (table 8.2). The railway with of the
underline is 5 metre per railway (table 8.2). So, to replace the two-way street at The
Wibautstraat, 2 similar railways are needed which are claiming 10 metres of the street profile.
The building heights at The Wibautstraat do have an average height of 12 metres for
residential buildings and 15 up to 30 metres for commercial buildings 10. The construction of
the reference railway track is 8 metres high (table 8.2). So, implementing a railway volume at
the Wibautstraat which correspondents with the Underline railway reference, result in a
street profile with a distance of 19 metres between the elevated construction and the
buildings on each side of the street profile. When comparing the approached street profile for
the Wibautstraat with the street profile of the existing Kraaiennest metro station in
Amsterdam. The distance between the buildings and the elevated construction at the
Wibautstraat is well above the distance from the metro track and the buildings at the
Kraaiennest metro station, were distance between the buildings is 7 metres 10. So, in terms of
scale the elevated tram track will fit in the broad street profile of the Wibautstraat.

Figure 10.3 Section of the elevated tram track at the Wibautstraat,
Amsterdam city centre (Author,2018)
10

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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Mixed land use approach & green road development
Under the elevated tram track a linear urban park is developed for pedestrians and cyclist
(table 8.0, sub goal 1D). As a result, the park will create a corridor for natural habitats and will
lower the Urban heat island effect due to the cooling effects of the large continuous
greenspace (Shih, 2017) (MLU, criteria 2 & table 8.0, sub goal 2A,3A,3C). In addition, the linear
park is connecting the fragmented greenspace at the Wibautstraat. The greenspace of the
park will also lower the risk on climate change related issues such as, flooding events (table
8.0, sub goal 2A, 3A). This corresponds also with the goal of the eco-urbanism concept in which
climate change related issues must be tackled in urban design practices (Joss & Molella, 2013).
Also, the width of the linear urban park match with the width and the architecture of the linear
elevated construction (table 8.0, sub goal 1C). Furthermore, the tram track is the first function
in combination with a second function at the same area namely, the urban park (MLU, criteria
1). Due to the double layered design, the users of the linear park at ground level are not
exposed to rain or solar radiation during hot summer days. Furthermore, an elevated electric
public railway is replacing the car road and is connected as a transit point with the metro,
bicycle and pedestrian network. Which lead to a decrease of traffic congestion and an increase
of mobility connectivity. Furthermore, elimination of the car road and implementing electric
transportation modes result in, a decrease of carbon emissions (table 8.0, sub goal 1D,4A,4B).
This is also stated in the Eco-urbanism approach, where incorporation of green and
technologies must lead to a decrease of carbon emissions in cities (Joss & Molella, 2013).
Along the elevated construction vertical gardens are created and under the construction
urban farms are developed for passenger and inhabitants of the city of Amsterdam. As a
result, the function under the elevated construction benefit from the passenger flow of the
transportation system (MLU, criteria 3). This development of user-friendly green is also in line
with the greenspace 2040 vision of Amsterdam. In addition, the elevated stations of the
railway are connected with the roof top gardens above the buildings along the Wibautstraat
(table 8.0, 3A). So, the rooftop gardens are also benefit from the passenger flow beside this,
the elevated infrastructure is also addressing the roof top program of the municipality. The
connection between the roof top gardens, development of vertical gardens and linear urban
park under the electric elevated railway result, in a combination of green and technologies
which is key in Eco-urbanism designs (Yigitcanlar & Lee, 2014) (sub goal 5a). Finally, to address
criteria 4 of the mixed land use approach. The development of infrastructure and greenspace
in this area is part of a coherent masterplan, resulting in a construction where green
development is financed by Housing and infrastructure development. Which is also
emphasized by the interview with Interviewee X, in which she stated that greenspace
development together with infrastructural and housing development is financial more
accretive and efficient (Appendix II). The development costs of The Underline project (table
8.2) can be used as an indication for development of the elevated tram track at the
Wibautstraat. Namely, the total cost of this 16-kilometre project in Miami was around €
100,000,000. - which includes: € 68,000,000. - for two train trails, lighting and seating. €
17,000,000. - for 30 intersection improvements and € 17,000,000. - for parks and greenspaces
(The Underline, 2015). Converting this total amount to costs per kilometre, the cost is €
6,250,000. – per kilometre. If you make a rough estimation of the costs for an 2,5-elevated
railway which starts at the Amstel station and ends at the Mr. Visserplein 11 the total average
cost is € 15,625,000.-.
11

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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Figure 10.5 Artist impression of the elevated tram track at the Wibautstraat,
Amsterdam city centre (Author,2018)
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2. Ring zone & Urban lobes
Baseline
Ring zone & Urban lobes

As figure 10 shows, the elevated infrastructures in the ring zone and urban lobes are serving,
the need of train and metro mobility. The constructions are often
positioned high above ground level compared with the elevated constructions in the centre
area. Most of the support construction consist of pylons or green slopes. The large
construction sizes are matching the compact high rise commercial and mixed-residential
buildings which are located in the ring zone and urban lobes 8.
TOD strategy

An existing transit point in the urban lobes is the elevated Kraaiennest metro station which is
located in the Bijlmer destrict. This metro network is connected with multiple metro stations
which are situated in the urban lobes, ring zone and city centre. The Kraaiennest metro station
is a transit point which is serving the need of metro, bus and car transits. And is located in a
close proximity of mixed-used residential and commercial functions 8. So, in terms of context
requirements this elevated metro track is meeting the criteria of the TOD strategy. Since, this
infrastructure consists of multiple metro station nodes located in a close proximity of mixedused residential and commercial functions (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). Also, the Kraaiennest
metro station area is matching the general guidelines of a TOD place which is explained at
table 8.1 in the result chapter. Namely, table 8.1 shows that in general LRT, streetcar, BRT and
local bus transit points are frequent forms of transit modes in an urban neighbourhood. Also,
most of the land use of an urban neighbourhood consist of dens residential housing with
supporting commercial and employment uses (Reconnectingamerica, 2008) Which is also the
case in the context of the Kraaiennest station. However, this metro track has a lack of bicycle
and scooters oriented transit points. Which is one of the transport goals of the TOD strategy.
Namely, following Dittmar & Ohland (2012) by the use of the TOD stratagy transit points must
be designed to include the easy use of bicycles and scooters as daily support transport
(Dittmar & Ohland, 2012).
Map analysis
Figure 7.10 shows that there is a lot of greenspace fragmentation around the Kraaiennest
station, namely most of the greenspaces are not connected which result in higher surface
temperatures (Shih, 2017; Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). Finally, as figure 7.12 and 7.13
shows, the area around the Kraaiennest station is almost fully paved due to the transport
infrastructure which has a large surface claim (Van der Hoeven & Wandl, 2013). These
different indicators are causing that, the surface temperature at street level at the Kraaiennest
station is 7 degrees higher compared with greener areas such as, the Nelson Mandela park
(Figure 9.0). Other examples of elevated metro tracks with high surface temperatures are the
Sloterdijk station and elevated train track located in the ring zone (Figure 10, subfigure 3,4,5)
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Figure 10.6 Section of the current situation at the Kraaiennest station,
Amsterdam ring zone & urban lobes (Author,2018)

Transport vision 2040
The 2040 vision for transport infrastructure in the ring zone and urban lobes is stating that the
focus is on, improvement and expansion of (public) transport and the bicycle networks (table
9.0). Beside this, until 2020 the traffic is getting busier with 764,000 cyclists, more than 1600
electric bikes and 24,000 scooters. Also, due to quick electric technology developments
inhabitants will travel longer distances with e-bikes ande-scooter (Gemeente Amsterdam, z.d)
Greenspace vision 2040
In terms of greenspace development, the focus is on improvement of the biodiversity,
functionality and quality of the green zones.
Design proposal
Elevated infrastructure analysis
As early discussed the Kaaiennest station is an existing transit point located above a paved
surface with a lack of connection with sustainable transport systems. With the view on the
increase of e-bicycle and e-scooter traffic in Amsterdam (Gemeente Amsterdam, z.d) an
elevated bicycle track is proposed as a sustainable transportation system under the elevated
Kaaiennest station. The Kaaiennest station (figure 7.2) can be used as starting point for further
development of sustainable transit systems under existing elevated metro stations or railways
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in Amsterdam. In terms of double land use, the existing columns under the construction can
be re-used to develop an elevated bicycle path. In addition, the bicycle path can be expanded
under the existing metro track to the ring zone and is connected as transit point with different
metro stations located above the bicycle track. Beside this, multiple ramps are created to
enter the bicycle path at different places. At areas were the construction of the metro track is
located above slopes, the bicycle path can be placed above the slopes along the metro track.
As a result, the existing vegetation on the slopes is not eliminated by the elevated construction
of the bicycle track. The Xiamen Bicycle Skyway collected during the reference study (table
8.2) can be used as inspiration for this design. The width of the 2-way bicycle path construction
of the Xiamen Bicycle Skyway is 4.8 metres (table 8.2). The construction width of the existing
2-way metro track in Amsterdam is 10 metres 12. So, in practice a similar bicycle path fits under
the elevated parts of the existing metro track in Amsterdam.

Figure 10.7 Section of the elevated bycicle track at the Kraaiennest station,
Amsterdam ring zone & urban lobes (Author,2018)

12

Measurements and observations done by use of Google Maps.
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Mixed land use approach & Green road development
Under the elevated bicycle track a linear urban park is developed to serve pedestrians (table
8.0, sub goal 1D, 3E, 3F, 3D) and to function as a corridor for natural habitats which guide flora
and fauna through the urban lobes and ring zone. This is in line with the 2040 greenspace
vision in which biodiversity must be improved and criteria 1 of the MLU approach in which
minimal two functions are combined at the same area.
The greenspace will also lower the Urban heat island effect due to the extra cooling effects of
the large continuous greenspace (Shih, 2017) (MLU, criteria 2 & table 8.0, sub goal
2A,3A,3B,3C). In addition, the linear park is connecting the fragmented greenspaces under the
elevated metro track.
The greenspace will also lower the risk on climate change related issues such as, flooding
events (table 8.0, sub goal 2A, 3A). Also, the width of the linear urban park match with the
width and the architecture of the linear elevated construction of the bicycle and metro track
(table 8.0, sub goal 1A).
Furthermore, the metro track is the first function, the bicycle track is the second function and
the urban greenspace is the third function, so this design contributes to double land use
(criteria 1). Due to the double layered design, the users of the elevated bicycle track and urban
park at ground level are not exposed to rain or solar radiation during hot summer days.
Furthermore, an elevated bicycle public track is stimulating the use of bicycles or scooters
which lead to a decrease of traffic congestion by car. Which is addressing the driving force of
the TOD strategy to decrease traffic congestion (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). Furthermore,
creation of sustainable transportation modes result in, a decrease of carbon emissions (table
8.0, sub goal 1D,4A,4B).
This is also stated in the Eco-urbanism approach, where incorporation of green and
technologies must lead to a decrease of carbon emissions in cities (Joss & Molella, 2013).
Under the construction of the metro stations urban farms are developed for passenger and
inhabitants. As a result, the function under the elevated construction benefit from the
passenger flow of the transportation system (MLU, criteria 3).
This development of user-friendly green is also in line with the greenspace 2040 vision of
Amsterdam in which they stated that the quality and functionality of greenspace must be
improved (table 9.0). Finally, to address criteria 4 of the mixed land use approach. The
development of infrastructure and greenspace in this area is part of a coherent masterplan,
resulting in a construction where green development is financed by Housing and
infrastructure development. Which is also emphasized by the interview with Interviewee X, in
which she stated that greenspace development together with infrastructural and housing
development is financial more accretive and efficient (Appendix II).
This collaboration is necessary to achieve the development of this innovative design since; the
development costs of an elevated bicycle infrastructure is relatively high compared with a
traditional bicycle path on ground level. Namely, the results of table 8.2 shows that an
elevated bicycle path will costs € 22,831,050. – per kilometre and a bicycle path on ground
level will costs € 200,000. - per kilometre.
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Figure 10.8 Implementation of the criteria for green road development stated by Soderlund et al. (2008)
at the Kraaiennest station, Amsterdam ring zone & urban lobes (Author,2018)
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Figure 10.9 Artist impression of the elevated bycicle track at the Kraaiennest station,
Amsterdam ring zone & urban lobes (Author,2018)
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3. Green wedges & Metropolitan area
Baseline
The proposed elevated bicycle track in the urban lobes and ring zone is connected with the
existing metro transit points. In addition, the metro transit points are connected with the
elevated tram system which is proposed in this thesis study for the city centre of Amsterdam.
Both, proposed elevated infrastructures are serving the last mile connection because, the
stations are developed in the surrounding of commercial and mixed-residential housing. As a
result, citizens will choose walking or biking as a major mobility mode to the transfer points.
The TOD strategy is striving to an approach in which stations are developed in a close proximity
to residential and commercial areas which make walking or cycling from the last mile to the
station more attractive (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012).
The previous proposed elevated designs are operating on local scale. In addition, the
connected transit points such as the Amstel train station is serving the mobility network on
regional and national scale. However, one scale is missing namely, the international scale
which is also integrated in the TOD strategy (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). So, to include all the
scales in a design proposal for Amsterdam, a transport system which is serving the
international scale is proposed in this section.
TOD strategy

The transit point which are serving the last mile are connected by nodes with a larger transit
point. Namely, Schiphol airport which is located in the metropolitan area and green wedges
of Amsterdam.
In terms of context requirements of the TOD strategy, the transit point Schiphol airport is
already a commercial area and is surrounded by different large commercial firms.
However, more innovative transport systems are not connected with this large transit point.
So, in this section the focus is not transportation systems which are located in a close proximity
of the last mile, but on a transportation system which is operating on longer distances and a
higher scale.
For the green wedges and metropolitan area, the elevated Hyperloop track is proposed to
make a connection between Schiphol and Frankfurt airport. As a result, citizens of Amsterdam
do have the opportunity to travel from their front door to Frankfurt without making use of car
and air transportation. Resulting in a lower carbon footprint which is one of the driving forces
of TOD (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). The municipality of Amsterdam already explored the
mobility and CO2 emission benefits of a possible Hyperloop track between Schiphol and
Frankfurt. For example, they concluded that the journey between both cities takes about 50
minutes, the track can serve more than 4.3 million inhabitants and can safe 83.690 tons of
CO2 emissions per year (Movares, 2018) However, no benefits of the elevated Hyperloop track
on the environmental performance of urban greenspace were stated. So, in this section I will
discuss the benefits of a possible elevated Hyperloop on the environmental performance of
urban greenspace.
Analysis
The wedges are easily accessible and are located within a range for cycling and jogging
activities. The wedges consist of nature, agricultural and recreational facilities. biodiversity is
high in the wedges, but is under pressure due to the agriculture activities (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2015b). The Metropolitan landscape is located nearby Amsterdam and belong to
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the national Dutch landscape. This area must be protected since, the green character of these
areas, result in a stabilizing effect on the urban climate in the Amsterdam region (Gemeente
Amsterdam, 2015b).
Transport vision 2040
The 2040 vision for transport infrastructure in the green wedges is stating that the focus is on,
improvement of the (public) transport network. Also, the feasibility of a possible Hyperloop
track between Schiphol and Frankfurt is explored.
Greenspace vision 2040
the use and biodiversity of the green wedges must be stimulated and the green landscape and
biodiversity in the metropolitan area must be protected.
Design proposal
Elevated infrastructure analysis
As early discussed, in this section the Hyperloop track is proposed as elevated transportation
mode. The measures of the Hyperloop reference showed at table 8.2 can be used as input in
this section.
Hyperloop development
In this section, the principles of the Mixed land use approach & Green road development are
not discussed in detail. Because, greenspace is already dominant at the wedges, so no new
transportation strategy is needed to develop more green. In this section, only the possible
benefits of an Hyperloop track on the urban greenspace and consequences for traditional
transportation forms are discussed.
The construction of the Hyperloop track is 5 metres high and 3.5 metres width (table 8.2), the
construction must be developed without curves and requires a minimum length of 40 km
without spatial obstacles (TNO, 2017). So, obstacles such as housing and big trees must be
demolished anyway. As a result, the space what remains can be transformed into green areas
and can be connected with existing greenspaces to serve as a corridor for natural habitats. As
a result, flora and fauna from the metropolitan landscape can enter the wedges. This is in line
with the 2040 greenspace vision of Amsterdam in which biodiversity must be stimulated and
protected (table 9.0). Also, defragmentation of greenspace under the Hyperloop track will
lower the Urban heat island effect due to the extra cooling effects of the large continuous
greenspace (Shih, 2017). However, the largest effect on the urban greenspace due to the
Hyperloop track is not in the green wedges. Since, greenspace is already dominant in this area.
An Hyperloop development creates new and fast mobility opportunities which could reduce
car use thus, also traffic congestion. Which is addressing the driving force of the TOD strategy
to decrease traffic congestion (Dittmar & Ohland, 2012). Also, less car use results in less road
developed, so more space is available for urban green. At the same time, the Hyperloop track
can be expanded, since this mobility form has little or no negative impact on the urban
greenspace due to the elevated construction.
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Figure 10.10 Artist impression of the proposed hyperloop track
at the Green wedges & Metropolitan area (Author,2018)
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10.2.4 Sub-research question 4
Which elevated transport infrastructure concept(s) are most promising to enhance the
environmental performance of urban greenspaces in the city of Amsterdam?
To give an answer on this sub research question, I divided the city of Amsterdam in three parts
namely, the city centre, ring zone & urban lobes and Green wedges & Metropolitan are.
In the previous chapter, the 3-proposed elevated transport infrastructure concepts are also
divided in these 3 urban areas. Namely, I proposed an Elevated tram track for the city centre,
an Elevated bicycle track for the ring zone & urban lobes and Hyperloop track for the Green
wedges & Metropolitan. All of the elevated infrastructures enhance the environmental
performance of urban greenspaces in the city of Amsterdam due to the creation of space for
urban green at the surface under the elevated construction. However, the extent in which
the elevated transport infrastructures are enhance the environmental performance of urban
greenspace depends also on the maximal length of the elevated construction which differs
per mobility form and urban area. Because a larger number of urban greenspace is increasing
the cooling effects on the urban climate (Shih, 2017). Thus, how larger the elevated
construction how more possible urban greenspace. Resulting in a larger environmental
performance of urban greenspace. Which is also emphasized by the answer on sub research
question 1, in which the construction size and context of the collected existing elevated
infrastructures also determine the extent of environmental performance of urban greenspace
(table 8.2).
In this section, the proposed Hyperloop track is used as an example to explain the influence
of a construction and spatial context on the performance of urban greenspace in Amsterdam.
Namely, to drive an Hyperloop a minimum linear construction of 40 kilometres is needed,
without spatial obstacles (TNO, 2017). So, in terms of benefits for urban greenspace, the
surface under the Hyperloop track provide a large surface for green development. On the
other hand, development of an Hyperloop track is almost impossible to implement at the
organic shapes streets in the city centre of Amsterdam. So, the paved city centre of
Amsterdam cannot benefit from the large greenspace creating characteristic of an Hyperloop
track. Because, this construction is only applicable at places without large spatial obstacles.
Such as in the already green wedges were greenspace is already dominant and the
development of an Hyperloop track only can lead to preservation of the greenspace. Beside
this, an elevated infrastructure cannot only be developed to benefit the urban greenspace
but, also benefits for mobility, connectivity and sustainability must take into account. These
benefits are addressed by use of the 2040 transportation vision of Amsterdam which is stating
goals for mobility, connectivity and sustainability. These transportation goals of this vision are
taken into account during the proposing of the most promising elevated infrastructures in the
previous section. In addition, the TOD strategy is used to find suitable areas to develop these
proposed elevated transport infrastructures. As a result, beside the benefits on the urban
greenspace, the most promising elevated infrastructures are also addressing the transport
infrastructure goals of Amsterdam and are stimulating mobility connectivity.
So, in conclusion, there is no single elevated transport infrastructure concept which is the
most promising to enhance the environmental performance of urban greenspaces in the city
of Amsterdam. Because, every urban area in Amsterdam is suitable for another scale of
elevated construction or mobility form. But, the proposed elevated tram, bicycle and
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Hyperloop track can be seen as examples of promising elevated infrastructures and can be
used as input for further research to elevated transport development in Amsterdam. Since,
they are addressing urban greenspace benefits, are matching the scale of the build
environment, are addressing the transport and greenspace vision of Amsterdam and are
stimulating the need of mobility connectivity.
11 Conclusion
On the basis of the answers on the sub-research questions, in this chapter an answer is given
on the main research. Subsequently, recommendations for future research are explained and
relevance of this topic for the urban planning practices is discussed.
11.1 Answer on the main research question
Which effect have innovative elevated modes of transport infrastructure on the urban
greenspace in Amsterdam?
Current elevated infrastructure developments are decreasing the urban greenspace
The first conclusion that can be drawn is that looking at the current situation of the collected
elevated infrastructures in Amsterdam, the surface under the constructions located in the
centre area, ring zone and urban lobes of Amsterdam do not have positive effects on the urban
greenspace. Namely, the paved surface under the constructions is 7 degrees higher compared
with green the surface temperature under elevated infrastructures located in the green
wedges and Metropolitan area (Figure 10). Following van der Hoeven & Wandl (2013), the
paved area causes together with among other things such as the extent of shadow, water and
albedo the urban heat island effect in Amsterdam. However, the current situation in which
elevated modes of transport infrastructures are contribute to negative effects on urban
greenspace can be changed.
Future elevated infrastructure developments are increasing the urban greenspace
So, the second conclusion that can be drawn is, to benefit the effects of elevated modes of
transport infrastructure on the urban greenspace in Amsterdam, existing parts of the elevated
constructions must be replaced for a surface which consist of more vegetation. In addition,
future innovative elevated modes of transport infrastructure can have positive effects on the
urban greenspace in Amsterdam. However, the extent in which the elevated transport
infrastructures are enhance the environmental performance of urban greenspace depends on
the maximal length of the elevated construction which differs per mobility form and urban
area. For example, the space creating effect of the proposed 2.5-kilometre elevated tram track
at the Wibautstraat in the city centre is lower compared with the minimal 40 kilometre
Hyperloop track which is proposed for the Green wedges and Metropolitan area. As a result,
the tram track creates less possible space for urban green compared with the Hyperloop thus,
also lower cooling effect. Because a larger number of urban greenspace has a higher cooling
effects on the urban climate (Shih, 2017). In addition, the context of the city centre is more
paved compared with the context of the green wedges and metropolitan area, which is also
influencing the extent of the cooling effect under an elevated infrastructure (van der Hoeven
& Wandl (2013) So, what I can conclude is that greening of the surface under existing elevated
infrastructures and future elevated infrastructure has positive effects on the environmental
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performance of urban greenspace but, this will differs per size of elevated transportation
mode or urban context.
Future elevated infrastructure to address mobility connectivity and sustainability aspects
Finally, when choosing an area to implement elevated infrastructure also, other aspects
should be taken into account such as mobility connectivity, sustainability, social aspects,
economic aspects and biodiversity. Beside the urban greenspace benefits in this thesis the
benefits for mobility connectivity and sustainability are addressed as well. Namely, the TOD
strategy is used to find a suitable transit point for the development of elevated transportation
in Amsterdam. The use of the TOD strategy benefit mobility connectivity and sustainability
aspects. Because, in this thesis study new transit modes are integrated into existing transit
point networks, located in a close proximity of high density commercial and residential areas.
As a result, people can walk or cycle the last mile to the transit mode which contributes to a
sustainable urban environment and better connection with other transportation networks.
11.2 Recommendations for future research
Greenspace development under elevated transport infrastructures is the main topic of this
thesis study. However, as mentioned in the previous section, the creation of urban greenspace
has several other consequences such as benefits for, social, economic, biodiversity and
climate relates issues. So, it is recommendable that future research is done into these topics.
The measures and features of the elevated infrastructures displayed at table 8.2 and the data
of figure 10 which is showing the urban heat island effect under elevated infrastructures in
Amsterdam can be as used as background data for future research.
Social
A method to explore the social benefits of green space under elevated infrastructures, can be
a survey about safety or social related themes. Which is held by citizens that are using the
green or paved public space under an elevated infrastructure. Research done by Kuo et al.
(1998) can be used. In which they stated that, urban greenspace result in a meeting place for
citizens with social activities between different users or neighbourhoods. As a result, the social
interaction between the users of greenspaces contribute to a sense of safety by the citizens.
Economic
In terms of positive effects on economic related themes. A desk study to the housing prices
around an area with greenspace can be held, by collecting data about the housing prices.
Then, a comprising can be made between the prices of houses nearby greenspaces and the
prices of houses which are not surrounded by urban greenspace. Research done by Wang, Li
Peng & Huang (2014) can be used. In which they introduce a pricing method to estimate the
housing prices around urban greenspaces.
Biodiversity
Also, the greenspace consequences for biodiversity must be explored in further research. A
method to invest this, is to pick samples out of areas with urban green space or without. Then,
a comprising can be made between the presents of flora and fauna in the different areas.
Research done by Tremblay & St. Clair (2011) can be used as hypothesis, I which they stated
that urban greenspace will create a variety of different plants, flowers and trees.
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Climate
A method to explore the positive effects on climate relates issues can be an investigation to
the surface temperature of paved surfaces and green surfaces under elevated constructions.
After exploring the results, an intervention can be made to decrease the surface temperature.
The satellite programme Landsat is a data collection method to gain information about surface
characteristics or temperatures. This method is already applied by researcher of the TU delft.
Literature of Van der Hoeven & Wandl (2013) is describing which land use elements can be
collect by using this satellite program. So, this literature can be helpful to decide which land
use data is important to collect.
Growth condition greenspace
Finally, research must be done into the growth opportunity of vegetation under the elevated
infrastructures. Since, elevated constructions create shadows and most of the vegetation
need sunlight to growth or to survive. This is also, emphasized in the Interview done with
Interviewee X (Appendix II). In which she stated that, greenspace development under elevated
infrastructures is capital destruction, because vegetation dies due to the lack of sunlight.
11.3 Practical application of the results
In the discussion chapter, I proposed some practical interventions such as new elevated
infrastructure development or replacing paved surfaces for greenspace under existing
elevated infrastructures. To achieve this goal on the field of staff management, a more
interdisciplinary team must be created for the benefit of a more integral designing approach.
Consisting of urban designers, spatial planners, landscape architects, ecologists and traffic
managers. As a result, these disciplines are simultaneity work together to design a coherent
masterplan for green and infrastructure expansion. In terms of policy, a shift is required in
which urban greenspace development is just as important as transportation development. As
a result, the quantity and quality of urban greenspace is just as important as the quantity and
quality of transport infrastructure.
11.4 Consequences for re-thinking elevated infrastructure design
Finally, looking into the spatial opportunities of the area under elevated transport
infrastructure is very important and relevant for the Dutch and international planning context.
Because, urban greenspace development is an essential component of urban planning and is
related to keeping up the quality and sustainability of the urban environment (Vancutsem et
al., 2009). Also, more awareness is created into the benefits of urban greenspace on social,
economic, biodiversity and climate related aspects (Hoeven & Wandl, 2013; Kuo et al., 1998;
Tremblay & St. Clair, 2011; Wang et al., 2014). However, nowadays the available urban space
in cities is decreasing due to the increase of the build environment all around the world (Lee
et al., 2015). Also, references to elevated infrastructures around the world shows that, no or
little attention is given to greenspace implementation at the surface under elevated
constructions. Which is a missed opportunity since, these constructions offer huge areas for
urban greenspace development. And not yet talked about the large futuristic plans, such as
the Hyperloop. So, innovative design and re-thinking the surface function under existing and
future elevated infrastructures, must be a prominent factor in infrastructure and greenspace
development. As a result, the knowledge which is obtained today about the benefits of
elevated transport infrastructure on the urban greenspace, can be implement in future
99

infrastructural designs, which will lead to positive consequences on the urban greenspace. As
a result, planning practices can shift from an approach of greenspace versus infrastructure to
greenspace together with infrastructure.
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Appendix I Interview questions (Dutch)
Infrastructuur
In de Visie voor Amsterdam 2040 wordt beschreven dat er meer ruimte moet worden gemaakt
voor fietsers in de binnenstad. Tevens zal het ov-netwerk buiten het centrum moeten worden
uitgebreid, ook wordt er onderzoek gedaan naar de toekomst van de ringwegen.
Vraag 1a: Wat zijn huidige en toekomstige ruimtelijke, financiële, sociale en politieke
belemmeringen voor infrastructurele uitbreidingen in Amsterdam?
Vraag 1b: Zijn er concurrerende landsgebruiksvormen die een belemmering vormen voor
infrastructurele uitbreidingen? Zijn hier voorbeelden van? In welke fase(s) van het planproces
kwam dit naar voren?
Vraag 1c: Wat is er volgens u nodig vanuit de gemeentelijke politiek om infrastructurele
uitbreidingen te laten slagen?
Groene ruimte
In het visie programma voor Amsterdam 2040 wordt onderscheidt gemaakt tussen vijf
stadzones. Namelijk het centrum, de ring, de stedelijke lobben, de groene scheggen en het
metropolitaans landschap. Voor deze gebieden zijn verschillende doelen gesteld om de
kwantiteit en kwaliteit van het groen te bevorderen. Voorbeelden zijn, postzegelparken in het
centrum en meer aantrekkelijk groen in de ringzone om de recreatiedruk in de binnenstad te
verlagen.
Vraag 2a: Wat zijn huidige en toekomstige ruimtelijke, financiële, sociale en politieke
belemmeringen voor groen uitbreiding in Amsterdam?
Vraag 2b: Zijn er concurrerende landsgebruiksvormen die een belemmering vormen voor
groen uitbreidingen? Zijn hier voorbeelden van? In welke fase(s) van het planproces kwam dit
naar voren?
Vraag 2c: Wat is er volgens u nodig vanuit de gemeentelijke politiek om groen uitbreidingen
te laten slagen?
Integrale aanpak
In de 2040 visie wordt gesproken over een integrale aanpak om de ruimtelijke kwaliteit van de
stad te verbeteren. In de ringzone wordt bijvoorbeeld gesteld dat er rekening moet worden
gehouden met woningbouwprogramma’s en klimaat adaptatie tijdens de kwalitatieve en
kwantitatieve ontwikkeling van stedelijk groen.
Vraag 3a: In welke mate wordt het programma voor infrastructuur integraal behandeld met
programma stedelijk groen?
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Vraag 3b: In welke fase(s) van het planproces wordt er momenteel samengewerkt tussen
stedenbouwkundigen en verkeersplanologen? Is er voldoende samenwerking volgens u?
Het Urban Heat Island effect in Amsterdam
Uit onderzoek van de TU Delft blijkt dat de oppervlaktetemperatuur van de verharde delen van
de binnenstad, de ring zone en de stedelijke lobben gemiddeld 7 graden warmer is vergeleken
gebieden die een ‘’groene’’ oppervlaktelaag bevatten (vegetatie). In de visie voor 2040 wordt
beschreven dat er gewerkt moet worden aan een klimaat bestendige stad (Verlagen van het
stedelijk hitte eiland effect).
Vraag 4a: Levert (gelifte) infrastructuur ook een bijdrage aan het klimaat bestendig maken van
de huidige en toekomstige stad? Wat zijn de successen en beperkingen van deze
infrastructuren met betrekking tot stedelijk groen?
Vraag 4b: In hoeverre wordt stedelijk groen ingezet en ontwikkeld om de
oppervlaktetemperatuur van (warme) verharde plekken in de stad omlaag te brengen?
Gelifte infrastructuur
In de visie voor Amsterdam 2040 zie ik veel mogelijkheden voor de ontwikkelingen van
infrastructuur en stedelijk groen. Echter kan ik me voorstellen dat de doelen voor beide
programma’s elkaar soms beperken op kwalitatief en kwantitatief niveau. Daarom is mijn
thesis onderzoek gericht op de mogelijke positieve effecten van gelifte transport
infrastructuren (viaducten, bruggen) op het stedelijk groen. Het doel van het onderzoek is om
erachter te komen of stedelijk groen zowel kwantitatief als kwalitatief verbeterd kan worden
zonder infrastructuur te elimineren. Een mogelijke oplossing hiervoor is het uitbreiden of
aanpassen van gelifte infrastructuren. Waarbij de ruimte onder de gelifte constructie plek
biedt voor stedelijk groen.
Een aantal voorbeelden van bestaande gelifte transport infrastructuren in Amsterdam zijn:
Station Kraaiennest en Sloterdijk. De plekken onder het metro spoor van deze stations bestaan
deels uit groene openbare ruimtes, maar ook zijn er veel plekken waar verharding is gecreëerd
zoals parkeerplaatsen en doorgangsplekken. Volgens onderzoek van de TU Delft blijkt dat de
oppervlaktetemperatuur van deze verharde plekken in de zomer aanzienlijk hoger is
vergeleken met de oppervlaktetemperatuur van de groene gebieden onder het spoor. Tot slot,
is nagedacht over een mogelijke toekomstige IJ-Kabelbaan verbinding, Hyperloop verbinding
(tussen Amsterdam en Frankfurt) en een ringweguitbreiding.
Vraag 5a: Is er door de afdeling planologie nagedacht over een groene transformatie van de
verharde gebieden onder dit soort bestaande trein of metro trajecten?
Vraag 5b: Is er door de afdeling planologie nagedacht om grootschalig stedelijk groen onder
gelifte infrastructuren gelijktijdig te ontwikkelen? Waarom wel, waarom niet?
Vraag 5c: Wordt er in de planvorming voor mogelijke toekomstige infrastructurele
uitbreidingen (Hyperloop etc.) ook rekening gehouden met de impact op het stedelijk groen
of de mogelijke invulling van de openbare ruimte onder dit soort infrastructuren?
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Vraag 5d: In welke gebieden (het centrum, de ring, de stedelijke lobben, de groene scheggen
en het metropolitaans landschap) ziet u kansen voor mogelijke gelifte transport
infrastructuren? En welke typen gelifte transport infrastructuren passen het beste bij elk
gebied?
Vraag 5e: Welke gelifte transport infrastructuren zijn volgens u het meest geschikt en
toepasbaar in Amsterdam?
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Appendix II Transcription interview urban planning & sustainability (Dutch)
Note: This interview is transcripted in Dutch since, the interview was held in Dutch.
Furthermore, not all questions which are described in Appendix 1 are asked and new
questions are add during the interview. Because, the expertise of the interviewee was more
on the green topics of Amsterdam and the type of interview was Semi structured. Finally, the
transcription type of the interview is an edited transcription.
Onderwerp interview: Groenbeleid & gelifte infrastructuur in Amsterdam
Geïnterviewde: Interviewee X
Functie geïnterviewde: Planoloog bij afdeling Ruimte & Duurzaamheid, Amsterdam
Interviewer: Tohid Korse
Datum: 14-11-2018
Locatie: Gemeente Amsterdam, afdeling Ruimte & Duurzaamheid
Type interview: Semi gestructureerd
Type transcriptie: Woordelijke transcriptie
SP1: Tohid Korse
SP2: Interviewee X
Introductie
SP 1: Kunt u wat vertellen over uw studie achtergrond en loop van uw carrière?
SP 2: Ik ben van oorsprong bioloog, dus ik heb biologie gestudeerd en nog
milieuwetenschappen. En ik ben hier al heel lang aan het werk. En eigenlijk begonnen als meer
een project ondersteuner, dus bijvoorbeeld, hoe zet je een project op. Daarnaast heeft
Amsterdam een grote pot met geld die we kunnen investeren in groen, die ben ik gaan
beheren. Dit heet het groenfonds. Hierdoor heb ik aan allerlei verschillende inrichting plannen
meegewerkt zoals voor het gebied de tuinen van West. En altijd heel dicht op alle wethouders
gezeten, dus bijvoorbeeld bezig geweest met hoe we meer bosachtige parken in de buurt
kunnen toevoegen. Ik heb deel uitgemaakt van de green deal groene daken, dus hoe gaan we
ook landelijk investeren in groene daken. Ik heb nog een tijd in de landinrichting projecten
gezeten wat valt onder de dienst landelijk gebied van het ministerie. Nu ben ik de afgelopen
jaren vooral bezig geweest met klimaat adaptaties, ik zat bijvoorbeeld ook het kernteam
Amsterdam rainproof. En ik heb mee geholpen in het opstellen van de agenda groen, wat in
het vorige college het groenbeleid was. Bijvoorbeeld, opstellen voor inspiratie voor groene
investeringen. Daarnaast hebben we ook allerlei acties uitgevoerd. En het afgelopen jaar heel
erg bezig geweest met bijvoorbeeld onderzoek naar de waarde van het groen in Amsterdam.
En ook voor het nieuwe college opgesteld over wat er voor Groen moet gebeuren en wat moet
gebeuren om groen beter op de kaart te zetten. Uiteindelijk hebben we een nieuw college
gekregen dit voorjaar. En die heeft gezegd we gaan een stedelijke groen visie maken. Daar
ben sinds 2 maanden mee bezig, zoals met de voorbereiding voor de visie 2019. Dus ik en
trekker voor de stedelijke groen visie 2019.
En van daaruit ook bij allerlei linken met bijvoorbeeld infrastructuur betrokken, zoals de
agenda autoluw of met de GGD over gezondheid of met Waternet. Dus we werken ook met
andere partners die ook voor baten in het groen staan. We koppelen heel erg groen in de stad
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met multifunctioneel gebruik. Ik heb ook aan een aantal Europese projecten meegewerkt en
aan een aantal aanvragen daarvoor. Maar nu, stort ik me helemaal op de groenvisie van
Amsterdam.
Het Urban Heat Island effect in Amsterdam
SP 1: Uit onderzoek van de TU Delft blijkt dat de oppervlaktetemperatuur van de verharde
delen van de binnenstad, de ring zone en de stedelijke lobben gemiddeld 7 graden warmer is
vergeleken gebieden die een ‘’groene’’ oppervlaktelaag bevatten (vegetatie). In de visie voor
2040 wordt beschreven dat er gewerkt moet worden aan een klimaat bestendige stad.
In hoeverre wordt stedelijk groen ingezet en ontwikkeld om de oppervlaktetemperatuur van
(warme) verharde plekken in de stad omlaag te brengen?
SP 2: Nou weet je wat je eigenlijk ziet, voor de eerste keer in de agenda groen. Hebben we
eigenlijk iets gezegd over dat groen ook bijdraagt aan het hittebestendige maken van de stad.
Tot nu toe hebben we ons eigenlijk met klimaat adaptatie vooral heel erg gericht op het
regenwater problematiek. En eigenlijk zie je sinds een paar jaar dat de hitte problematiek
steeds duidelijker wordt. We hebben ook vooral goede contacten mee met de HVA, dus nu
werken we bijvoorbeeld mee aan een raak subsidie waardoor ze nu echt voor verschillende
gemeentes in Nederland aan het kijken zijn wat hittebestendige maatregelen kunnen zijn.
Bijvoorbeeld vanuit projecten Amstelstad wat echt een transformatie wordt van een gebied
in Zuidoost en helemaal op een hele duurzame manieren. En dan dus heel erg ook inzetten op
alle dingen die we niet willen en hoe groen daar dan een goeie bijdrage kan leveren. Maar er
wordt ook heel erg gekeken naar wat er allemaal gebeurt onder de grond. Maar daar kom ik
zo op terug maar wat ik kan zeggen, er is steeds meer duidelijk over heat Island effect waar
de problemen zitten in de stad. Het is niet zo dat we nu zeggen van oké die plek is te heet daar
gaan we dus bomen bij planten. Eigenlijk hebben we meer beleid in Amsterdam van waar kan
daar planten we altijd bomen bij. Bij Rokin en de rode loper, daar hebben misschien niet altijd
goede mensen aan tafel gezeten. Maar het is verder heel mooi project. Dus daar zou je
misschien kunnen denken mmmm…? Maar eigenlijk is de insteek van ook vergroening waar
het kan zeker nu met een nieuwe coalitie.
Zoals, allerlei straten ver-groenen. We zijn heel zuinig op onze parken ook omdat weten dat
die inderdaad die functie hebben om ook verkoeld te werken. We investeren in groene daken,
vooral vanwege dat hitte eiland effect. Dat is ook altijd van wat we terug horen van mensen
die dan een groen dak hebben gerealiseerd die aangeven dat het is gewoon minder heet
binnen is. Want het gaat niet alleen maar over buiten maar ook over wat binnen gebeurt. Dus
er wordt al wel mee gewerkt, maar bij de groenvisie verwacht wel dat het een veel
belangrijker thema gaat worden voor de toekomst. De groen visie zal gaan over wat we willen
tot aan 2040-2050. En ik denk dat het dan dat voor de eerste keer echt een belangrijker thema
gaat worden, waar we vervolgens ook onze planning op gaan richten.
Wat je nu natuurlijk zag door deze zomer die heel heet was en heel droog, dat gewoon ook
allerlei vragen bij mensen zijn gerezen die voorheen daar nog niet zo mee bezig waren. Dus
dat is wat ik heb geleerd van andere steden bijvoorbeeld in Parijs. Waar ze zeiden van ja we
hadden gewoon een ramp nodig (zomer 2004), voordat mensen zich realiseren wat die
waarde was. Ik heb ook van de zomer foto is genomen in het vondelpark, dat iedereen onder
die paar bomen aan het schuilen was voor de zon.
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Dus je hebt wel een mooi aanknopingspunt die we weer kunnen gebruiken.
Als je dan kijkt naar bijvoorbeeld viaducten, die creëren natuurlijk ook schaduw. Maar het is
niet zo dat we naar de infrastructuur kijken ook vanwege schaduw, dit is wat je in andere
steden wel meer ziet dat. Zoals, richting zuid Europa waar bijvoorbeeld niet alleen maar met
bomen wordt gewerkt maar met overkapping, die doen iets tegen de regen en iets tegen de
zon. Maar dat zie ik eigenlijk nog niet toegepast in Amsterdam we zitten vooral in op natuur
en bomen, maar nog niet op dat soort constructies. Aan de andere kant is voor de
regenbestendigheid, al veel duidelijker wat daarvoor moet gebeuren.
SP1: Op welke grote verharde plekken in Amsterdam is er volgens u een transformatie nodig
van verharding naar groen?
SP 2: We hebben bijvoorbeeld op de Dam wel echt onderzoeken gedaan naar de
gevoelstemperatuur door mensen te interviewen. En bijvoorbeeld het museumplein dat is wel
grasveld, maar wel een hele grote plak met heel weinig de schaduw. Dus ik denk dat we ook
in samenwerking met de GGD moeten gaan kijken voor plekken waar veel ouderen en
kinderen komen. Naar bijvoorbeeld, of deze locaties ook veel schaduwrijke plekken bevat. Dat
hoeft misschien ook niet overal, voor die paar dagen per jaar dat is super heet is, maar we
moeten wel kijken of er voldoende schaduwrijke plekken zijn. En wat je niet wilt, wat ik
bijvoorbeeld heb geleerd van Singapore of Sydney, die waren hier een tijd geleden. Die zeiden
ja, wij zijn ook bezig met bomen planten maar we hebben gewoon overal de airco aanstaan.
Dan denk ik, ja daar wil je niet heen met je beleid. Toen ik fietste merkte ik bijvoorbeeld vooral
dat straten met bomen veel schaduw oplevert. In Zuidoost heb je bijvoorbeeld heel Weinig
bomen of waar de bomen dan gewoon nog te klein zijn. Wij hebben ook naar kijken we
bijvoorbeeld een her plant fonds in Amsterdam. Dus als ze ergens bomen weg gaan halen,
moeten we ook weer ergens anders nieuwe bomen terug planten. Maar we hebben ook
gezegd van, je moet wel kijken naar de dikte van zo'n boom en omvang van kroon, anders
moet je jaren wachten op genoeg schaduw.
We hebben gewoon wel heel veel bomen in de stad. Wat we ook hebben geleerd is dat het
verkoelend effect van water niet zo groot is. Dus waar je bijvoorbeeld ziet dat gebied als Op
Java-eiland en het Oostelijke havengebied is eigenlijk ingericht met het heel weinig groen.
Omdat er toen gezegd is dat water ook verkoeld. Dat blijkt nu dat dat niet zo te zijn en dat
zelfs als water overdag heel heet wordt, dat het ’s nachts juist voor meer hitte zorgt. Omdat
het hitte afgeeft. Je ziet aan kades ook dat er een probleem is met ondergrond, zoals het
groeien van de wortels van de bomen langs kademuren. Dus je ziet bijvoorbeeld dat er langs
kades ook nog een gebrek is aan schaduw en bomen. Onder groen verstaan we bomen,
plantsoenen, bermen, gras etc.
SP 1: Levert (gelifte) infrastructuur ook een bijdrage aan het klimaat bestendig maken van de
huidige en toekomstige stad? Wat zijn de successen en beperkingen van deze infrastructuren
met betrekking tot stedelijk groen?
SP 2: Eigenlijk gebeurt dat heel weinig, waar we gelifte infrastructuur zeg maar voor gebruiken
is bijvoorbeeld voor ecologische knelpunten op te lossen. Het is wel omdat het vaak juist niet
mogelijk is om groen onder viaducten toe te voegen, dat groen gewoon doodgaat want er is
geen licht.
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Dus het zijn vaak stort stenen constructies om allerlei dieren langs de leiden, dus daar wordt
gelifte infrastructuur wel voor gebruikt. Ik zag ook dat er bijvoorbeeld fitnessapparaten zijn
geplaatst langs de Amstel. Maar we zijn eigenlijk heel erg bewust bezig om geen groen te
plaatsen onder gelifte infrastructuur, omdat er denk ik vooral word gedacht dat het groen
dood gaat door het licht tekort. Dus we plaatsen juist andere functies onder infra, zoals een
sportveld of constructies voor flora en fauna. Wel ben ik geïnteresseerd in voorbeelden vanuit
het buitenland, waar groen wel werkt onder een constructie.
We zijn heel erg bezig om al het groen in de stad in beeld te brengen en ook wat het beheer
niveau is en de kwaliteit. Ook in het verleden hebben gezien dat er bijvoorbeeld wel
geïnvesteerd werd een nieuw groen op plaatsen waar het gewoon eigenlijk niet kon groeien.
Wat vervolgens kapitaalvernietiging was, maar ook al het groen want wij toevoegen moet ook
beheert kunnen worden. En dat kost ook heel veel geld.
SP 1: Compenseren jullie het gebrek aan groen op maaiveld niveau, dan ook een beetje met
jullie groene daken beleid. Bijvoorbeeld, groene daken ontwikkelen in de buurt van bepaalde
plekken waar misschien geen groen geplaatst kan worden zoals de Dam. Dus dat je een soort
van groen terugwint maar dan op hoogte?
SP 2: Ja dat is wel één van de redenen. Maar die groene daken zijn dus voor particulieren die
subsidie vragen. Het lastige stuk dat wij niet weten of dat het over 10 jaar nog steeds een
groen dak is. Daarom ben ik er wel een beetje voorzichtig mee dat we zeggen we gaan alles
oplossen door de daken te vergoenen. Maar wat je wel ziet bijvoorbeeld ook bij Sloterdijk of
ook op de Zuidas waar meer middelen waren. Dat je ziet dat juist infrastructuur onder de
grond gaat. Zoals bij het Orlyplein op Sloterdijk. Wat juist een groen dak plein is boven het
spoor en perron. Dus dat je juist op de bovenkant dan groen plaatst, zoals ook op
parkeergarages. Bijvoorbeeld bij de zuid as waar een bloementuin is gemaakt en daaronder
parkeert.
SP 1: Dus in plaats van de hoogte ingaan, juist onder de grond gaan om zo meer groen te
creëren?
SP 2: Ja, maar dit is vaak ook al wel veel duurder maar dat is wat je ziet in Amsterdam. Er is
heel veel infrastructuur juist onder de grond gestopt. Zoals bij de Gaasperdammerweg en ook
de Zuidas gedeeltelijk in de toekomst. Dus we zijn veel minder bezig met Infrastructuur
omhoog te brengen. En daar hoor ik ook gewoon heel weinig over en ik denk dat het toch heel
erg te maken heeft met de manier van stedenbouw in Nederland. En voorbeelden van
Zuidoost over gelifte infrastructuren, dat is zeg maar wat bij vanuit de stedenbouw hier in
Nederland niet als een goed voorbeeld zien. Vanwege: oog op straat, gescheiden werelden en
plinten die niet wordt gebruikt. Wij vinden dat onpersoonlijker.
SP 1: Echter heb je voorbeelden, waar het wel werkt. Zoals The Underline in Miami. Waar een
kilometerslang park juist 2 verschillende delen van de stad verbindt. Zijn er ook van dit soort
voorbeelden in Amsterdam?
SP 2: Ja, bijvoorbeeld in het noorden park waren was vroeger 2 verschillende parken. En juist
hebben wij geprobeerd om die dan over de weg heen aan elkaar te verbinden. Dus dan zie je
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dat het echt blijkbaar de Nederlandse manier is om juist infrastructuur naar beneden te
brengen. En daaroverheen die groene verbinding te maken. Dus eigenlijk andersom.
SP 1: Interessant te weten dat Amsterdam het juist vanuit de ondergrond benaderd met een
dak en ik het vanuit de hoogte. En misschien is Amsterdam wel de meest extreme stad om
zoiets te willen. Nou praat ik dan niet over de binnenstad, we begrijpen dat je dat soort dingen
daar niet moet doen vanwege de historie, maar misschien wel op de Wibautstraat of
Weesperstraat.
SP 2: In Amsterdam zijn nou bijvoorbeeld altijd ideeën over vergroening, maar dan ook weer
via de daken. Zoals het groen omhoog tillen in de Wibautstraat. Dus de Ideeën zijn gericht op
juist op straatniveau en op de daken te vergoenen. Maar het kan, we zien dat er steeds meer
gebeurd in de ondergrond. En dat er steeds meer gekeken wordt naar gaat het allemaal wel
goed in de ondergrond. Dus dat er ooit een moment komt dat de ondergrond vol zit. En dat
er misschien een punt komt in de verre toekomst dat we zeggen, we moeten omhoog.
SP 1: Zijn jullie niet bang dat je onder de grond dan de menselijke schaal verliest. Je gaat naar
beneden bij A en komt boven bij B. Dus je ervaart niks van de stad?
SP 2: Ja, dat je echt iets voor mensen van infra om inderdaad mee te praten. Het is best wel
wonderlijk als je ziet hoe moeilijk het is om dat wij natuurlijk op een veenbodem zitten, hoe
moeilijk het is en ook hoeveel het heeft gekost om die Noord-Zuidlijn aan te leggen. Omdat zo
een ondergrond niet logisch is. En ik heb geen idee of we natuurlijk ook gekeken naar een
optie boven de grond, aangezien dat veel goedkoper was geweest. Het was dan veel
goedkoper en sneller om te bouwen. En waar het kan doen we dat natuurlijk ook, bijvoorbeeld
in Zuidoost en Noord is het spoor ook boven de grond. Maar wat je nu wel ziet is dat er
bijvoorbeeld steeds meer gebouwd wordt onder de grond, dus steeds meer woningen krijgen
en souterrain. Zo hebben we wel het idee, ook vanwege klimaat adaptatie, gaat het allemaal
wel goed met het water in de ondergrond. Nu zijn we dus niet zo ver dat we zeggen we gaan
dus meer boven de grond. Maar stel als we gebuikt gaan maken van hyperloop, misschien
veranderd het dan wel.
Gelifte infrastructuur
SP 1: In de visie voor Amsterdam 2040 zie ik veel mogelijkheden voor de ontwikkelingen van
infrastructuur en stedelijk groen. Echter kan ik me voorstellen dat de doelen voor beide
programma’s elkaar soms beperken op kwalitatief en kwantitatief niveau. Daarom is mijn
thesis onderzoek gericht op de mogelijke positieve effecten van gelifte transport
infrastructuren (viaducten, bruggen) op het stedelijk groen. Het doel van het onderzoek is om
erachter te komen of stedelijk groen zowel kwantitatief als kwalitatief verbeterd kan worden
zonder infrastructuur te elimineren. Een mogelijke oplossing hiervoor is het uitbreiden of
aanpassen van gelifte infrastructuren. Waarbij de ruimte onder de gelifte constructie plek
biedt voor stedelijk groen.
Een aantal voorbeelden van bestaande gelifte transport infrastructuren in Amsterdam zijn:
Station Kraaiennest en Sloterdijk. De plekken onder het metro spoor van deze stations bestaan
deels uit groene openbare ruimtes, maar ook zijn er veel plekken waar verharding is gecreëerd
zoals parkeerplaatsen en doorgangsplekken. Volgens onderzoek van de TU Delft blijkt dat de
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oppervlaktetemperatuur van deze verharde plekken in de zomer aanzienlijk hoger is
vergeleken met de oppervlaktetemperatuur van de groene gebieden onder het spoor. Tot
slot, is nagedacht over een mogelijke toekomstige IJ-Kabelbaan verbinding, Hyperloop
verbinding (tussen Amsterdam en Frankfurt) en een ringweguitbreiding.
Is er door de afdeling planologie nagedacht over een groene transformatie van de verharde
gebieden onder dit soort bestaande trein of metro trajecten?
SP 2: Ik kan dat wel trouwens later nog wel wat documenten naar je toe sturen en navragen
bij de mensen die echt bezig zijn met de uitvoering. En onze bomen expert of er bewust niks
groens onder infra geplaatst worden en wat de regels zijn.
SP 1: Bedankt, dat zou er nuttig zijn.
SP 1: Wordt er in de planvorming voor mogelijke toekomstige infrastructurele uitbreidingen
(Hyperloop etc.) ook rekening gehouden met de impact op het stedelijk groen of de mogelijke
invulling van de openbare ruimte onder dit soort infrastructuren?
SP 2: Nu nog niet altijd in eerste instantie is soms ook wel een beetje afhankelijk van wie er
aan tafel zit. Maar ook denk ik dat het afhangt welk college we hebben. We hebben natuurlijk
nu een heel groen college, dus er zullen eerder vragen worden gesteld hierover. En over de
invulling van het groen onder dit soort gelifte constructies. 1 van de dingen waar wij naar
gekeken hebben is bij de kop van Java-eiland om een brug te ontwikkelen Over ’t IJ. En dan
worden wij bijvoorbeeld vanuit groen beleid maar ook groen landschap uitgenodigd om mee
te denken over hoe zo’n aanlanding eruit kan komen te zien. En de breng je dan bijvoorbeeld
in van goh, denken jullie dat er misschien ook schaduw gecreëerd kan worden juist door die
brug of onder die brug. Dus dan gaan we er wel voor zorgen dat op die plaats voldoende
bomen komen om het hitte bestendig te maken. En we kunnen wel gewoon heel plat op de
ouderwetse manier bruggen gaan bouwen maar als zo een brug meteen een deel van het
ontwerp van een park is. Dat is helemaal mooi. Dus op zo'n manier wordt wel gedacht.
SP 1: Dus er is er een samenwerking tussen de afdeling infrastructuur en groen?
Gaan jullie vaak samen aan tafel zitten?
SP 2: Ja. De gemeente bestaat nu uit allerlei verschillende directies. Ik maak onderdeel uit van
de directie Ruimte & Duurzaamheid. En binnen onze dienst zitten 15 teams. Waarvan heel
veel stedenbouwers planologen, ecologen en een aantal mensen die met het beleid voor
groen en duurzaamheid bezig zijn. Er zitten ook verkeersplannen bijvoorbeeld binnen onze
dienst. Dus er wordt al best integraal samengewerkt en daarnaast heb je dan de dienst of
directie van verkeer en openbare ruimte. En daar werken we ook heel nauw mee samen dus
als er nieuwe projecten zijn. Dan wordt inderdaad met mensen van een projectmanagement
bureau, ingenieursbureau, Verkeer en openbare ruimte, stedenbouw en planologie meestal
heel nauw mee samen gewerkt. Tevens verscheelt dat wel per project. Het hangt bijvoorbeeld
erg af van de project omvang met wie we samen werken.
SP 1: Is die samenwerking dan constant in planproces?
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SP 2: Ja, dat is toch wel heel erg afhankelijk van hoe groot het project is. En welke fasering het
allemaal moet doorlopen. Heel vaak zitten wij vanuit de ruimte & Duurzaamheid in de
beleidskant en het ontwerp. En bijvoorbeeld Verkeer en Openbare ruimte heeft meer de
kaders in beeld en is ook heel erg gericht op hoe het we gaan uitvoeren en financieren. Dan
heb je ook nog een dienst Stadswerken, die zijn meer bezig met hoe gaan we het beheren en
de ingenieursbureaus leveren de ingenieur.
SP 1: Zijn er concurrerende landsgebruiksvormen die een belemmering vormen voor groen
uitbreidingen? Zijn hier voorbeelden van? In welke fase(s) van het planproces kwam dit naar
voren?
SP 2: Bijvoorbeeld, het project de brug over het IJ. Dat is een heel grote project. Er waren
natuurlijk heel veel politieke discussies over waar de brug moet komen en moet het wel een
brug zijn. Wat daar gewoon heel erg heeft geholpen is dat de vorige wethouder Ruimtelijke
Ordening van de VVD heeft gezegd. Dat er ook een park moet komen als er een brug komt.
Echter levert een park minder direct geld op dan als je ergens een huizen gaat bouwen,
vanwege de woningnood. Dus er wordt heel snel gedacht nou dan gaan we daar ook maar
woningen bouwen i.p.v. groen. Maar je ziet dat op dat soort strategische plekken door de
invloed van allerlei Raadsleden en Amsterdammers die meespreken en initiatieven dat
mensen gewoon het groen ook heel erg waarderen. En dat voor de waarde van de woning
groen ook goed is en voor de trek van toeristen. Maar daar zie je dus echt als een wethouder
zo een keuze maakt, dat er uiteindelijk veel makkelijker groen wordt gerealiseerd. Natuurlijk
moet er nog worden gezien hoe je dat gaat betalen. Voor zoiets moet er moeten apart geld
voor gevonden worden bijvoorbeeld voor zo’n park. Maar hier wordt het dan meegenomen
in het hele plan van die brug. En dan is het bedrag wat je relatief een park kwijt bent laag.
Dus heel vaak wordt binnen de woningbouwprojecten groen meteen meegenomen. Maar als
we bijvoorbeeld met de conclusie komen, dat heel de IJ-oever ver-groent moet worden, is de
vraag, waar komt het geld vandaan?
En het gaat natuurlijk wel goed met Amsterdam, maar we moeten ook heel veel doen voor de
duurzaamheid transitie. Dus het is altijd een strijdt wat geleverd moet worden. En daar werkt
dan nu heel erg in het voordeel dat er heel veel groene partijen in de gemeenteraad zitten die
aandacht vragen voor vergroening.
Je ziet dat het nu bijvoorbeeld heel erg gericht is op groen in ontwikkeling buurten. Dus daar
kunnen we dan ieder geval de openbare ruimte heel mooi inrichten. En dat er heel veel
gekeken wordt naar wat de bewoners zelf willen. Als het gaat om kleinere projecten dan is er
vaak in buurten een pot met geld voor buurt initiatieven. En als er dan heel veel mensen uit
de buurt zeggen ja! ik wil mijn plein ver-groenen, dan is het niet zo moeilijk om daar geld voor
te krijgen, denk hierbij aan postzegelparken, groene schoolpleinen.
SP 1: Dus als ik goed begrijp, als je als je grote delen van de stad wilt ver-groenen op een
goedkope en haalbare manier. Dan moet je de groen visie gelijk meenemen in een groot
integraal masterplan dat er al ligt?
SP 2: Ja, want dan laat je eigenlijk de infrastructuur of de woningen mee betalen aan het groen
wat je wilt toevoegen. Maar dat is niet altijd mogelijk. Daarom is het goed om een visie te
maken op langer termijn, waardoor je niet afhankelijk bent van geld wat toevallig vrijkomt.
Zodat je voor langer termijn ook groen kan plannen.
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In Amsterdam is de druk op de woningbouw heel groot, maar we realiseren ons wel dat je niet
alleen maar kunt bouwen en bouwen want een stad moet wel aantrekkelijk zijn en klimaat
adoptief. We vinden de biodiversiteit heel belangrijk in Amsterdam. Daarom wordt er goed
gekeken met de koers 2025 bijvoorbeeld. Wat zijn dan plekken die we kunnen transformeren,
dus we gaan zo weinig mogelijk groen opofferen voor woningbouw en zoveel mogelijk
inzetten op hoogbouw zodat er genoeg openbare ruimte blijft. En er wordt vanuit de
landelijke politiek ook al geroepen van: waarom ga je bijvoorbeeld niet in de scheggen
bouwen? Maar dat willen we voorkomen door zolang mogelijk compact te bouwen en zoveel
mogelijk ruimte te behouden. Want dit zijn de groene longen van de stad. Wat uniek is voor
de stad Amsterdam en dat je niet ver hoeft te fietsen voor groen. Daarnaast gaat niet iedereen
naar de scheggen gaat, maar groen in de buurt wordt ook goed gebruikt.
SP 1: Wat is volgens u nodig vanuit de gemeentelijke politiek om meer groen uitbreiding te
stimuleren of te laten slagen?
SP 2: In ieder geval een duidelijke visie. Nu gebeuren er heel veel dingen dat of hangt van
toevalligheden. We hebben niet overal beeld van, nou echt op die plek zou echt een park
moeten komen. Dat is denk ik wel echt nodig want dan kun je daar allerlei dingen aan
ophangen en dus ook zorgen dat er geld komt en aantonen dat het heel belangrijk is. Maar
verder zie je wel gewoon heel veel dingen die ook al heel goed gaan. En dat is vooral ook
omdat er gewoon heel veel Amsterdammers en allerlei initiatieven zelf aan de slag gaan.
Omdat er natuurlijk heel veel stadsparken hebben die grotendeels wel heel goed gebruikt
worden en gewaardeerd.
SP 1: Dus waar ligt de focus dan, op de kwantiteit of kwaliteit van het groen in de stad?
SP 2: Op kwaliteit. Je ziet dat er ook vaak wordt gebouwd bij parken. Zoals het Oosterpark,
waarbij gebouwen zijn georiënteerd op het park. Of op een andere manier gepositioneerd
zodat dat de huizen meer gericht zijn op het park en daardoor ook een aanvulling zijn op het
park.
SP 1: De laatste vraag. Meer een hele brede vraag, maar vanuit uw kant. Hoe ziet je ideale
stad voor u eruit? in termen van groen en infrastructuur?
SP 2: Als we bijvoorbeeld zo'n mogelijkheid hadden. Je hebt natuurlijk een deel van de trein
die wel over de stad gaat bijvoorbeeld bij het Muiderpoort station. Het zou nog mooier zijn
denk ik als die daar onder de grond zou gaan. Maar dat is echt heel futuristisch. En dat je daar
ook zo'n soort high line of groene route boven kan realiseren.
En waar ik aan denk en waar ik nu wel echt mogelijkheden voor zie is om de straten extreem
te vergoenen. Als de auto is steeds minder ruimte krijgt in de stad, kan je van heel veel straten
een soort parken maken. Waar de auto misschien nog wel te gast is of niet. En ik denk dat we
Wat gemakkelijker moeten worden in het gebruik van de daken. Niet alle platte daken zijn te
gebruiken door de constructie maar ook door allerlei regels. Maar dat je in ieder geval de
geschikte daken in de stad gebruikt voor iets zoals groen of zonnepanelen en niet zomaar
braak laat liggen. Of panden met groene gevels, wat veel oplevert voor de ecologie en
straatbeeld. Momenteel beredeneren we vanuit de stedenbouw nog veel vanuit stenen, dus
we moeten ook meer denken vanuit ‘’Nature Based Solutions’’. En minder auto’s, bijvoorbeeld
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in de binnenstad, dus dat je de parkeerplaatsen in de grachtengordel kan vervangen voor
groen of plekken voor de fiets. Wel wordt er al gekeken of verkeerslichten afgestemd kunnen
worden op de spitsuren voor een betere doorstroom van het verkeer.
Tot slot, wordt de beeldkwaliteit van Amsterdam goed bewaakt. Dit kan komen omdat alles
op dezelfde manier gebouwd moet worden, in dezelfde stijl en doorgerekend moet zijn. De
oude historie en de stedenbouw moet ook bewaakt worden. Zelfs de kleur van elke steen
moet worden overlegd. Wat er vaak heel mooi uit ziet, maar ook veel tijd kost.
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